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INTRODUCTION

The Division's instant motion addresses privilege waiver, conflict and disqualification

issues that, in its own words, are only "potential," not actual, and are admittedly "unclear" and

"difficult to assess." Div. Motion at 7. Thus, while the Division confidently states that

"Respondents waived the attorney client privilege with respect to any communications with

Greenberg, at least during the period of the conduct, which relate to interpretation of the Georgia

Act provisions at issue" (Div. Motion at 5), it is unable to say what the implications are of such a

narrow waiver, and for good reason, because, again in its own words, it cannot even state "if

such communications, on the topic at issue, occurred." Div. Motion at 6.

Respondents and their counsel of choice, Greenberg Traurig, LLP ("Greenberg") —who

has represented Respondents in this proceeding for years and since inception —recognize it is not

in anyone's interest to debate whether the narrow waiver of the attorney-client privilege argued

by the Division has been triggered by Respondents' reliance on counsel defense as to Seward &

Kissel. That debate is of no import because, in fact, there were no communications between

Respondents and Greenberg "during the period of the conduct, which relate to interpretation of

the Georgia Act provisions at issue" (Div. Motion at 5), as the Division has defined any such

waiver. Declarations attached to this Response and Opposition, both from the current and former

Greenberg attorneys and paralegals who handled the legal work to complete the GrayCo

Alternative Partners II, LP ("GrayCo II") offering (collectively, the "Greenberg Declarations"1)

(see Resp. Exs. 1365, 1368, 1370-1383) and from the Respondents, unequivocally state that

Greenberg simply picked up where Seward &Kissel, LLP ("Seward &Kissel") left off and that

there were no such communications.

1 One Greenberg attorney who billed less than a half hour is now deceased.



This should not be surprising since the GrayCo II fund offering documents were largely

completed by the time they came to Greenberg, and Greenberg's work on GrayCo II

encompassed only certain discrete issues. It is also entirely consistent with the declarations

Messrs. Gray and Hubbard signed over two years ago, covering a time period that ran to January

2013, and not August 2013. As the Division well knows, but did not disclose to the Court, those

earlier declarations of Messrs. Gray and Hubbard were drafted by the Division counsel's

colleagues, including Assistant Regional Director Peter Diskin, who led the SEC staff's

investigation. The SEC staff submitted those declarations for consideration to Respondents'

counsel on January 29, 2015, in exchange for postponing and avoiding a third round of OTR

testimony. The choice presented by the staff back then was simple: either sign the declarations

as written by the staff —including the time frame they chose — or submit to further OTR

testimony, an easy choice.2 See Jan. 29, 2015 Letter from Peter Diskin to Terry Weiss, enclosing

draft declarations (Resp. Ex. 1363).

With the new declarations submitted today, from both Respondents and Greenberg

attorneys and paralegals, covering an expanded period from inception of the GrayCo II matter

with Greenberg to August 16, 2013, and the other evidence submitted, these issues can

definitively be put to rest again. There is no conflict between Respondents and Greenberg, either

Z Not only did the Division fail to apprise Your Honor that its own staff drafted the 2015
declarations, but during the January 26 pre-hearing conference, Division counsel also misstated
to the Court that the 2015 declarations don't necessarily say "that Greenberg did not provide
advice on [the Georgia Act provisions at issue] topic." See Pre-Hearing Con£ Tr., Jan. 26, 2017,
44:4-6,14-16 (Resp. Ex. 1364). Since it was Division staff who drafted the language in the 2015
declarations and the declarations are on the Division's exhibit list, they surely knew or should
have known that the opposite is true —the Declarations do state that Greenberg did not provide
advice on this topic. ("I did not seek, receive, or rely on any legal advice...." 2015 Gray Decl.
(Resp. Ex. 43), 2015 Hubbard Decl. (Resp. Ex. 44) (emphasis added).) Respondents are
concerned that Your Honor may have even been misled by the Division's misstatements, because
immediately after the Division attorney's misstatements, Your Honor inquired whether the
Division had ever considered moving to disqualify Greenberg. See Jan. 26 Tr., 44:23-24.
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a serious potential conflict or an actual one, on any issue, and in the absence of such a conflict,

disqualification is not a proper subject for consideration.3

FACTS

I. Respondents Reasonably Relied on Legal Advice from Seward &Kissel for an
Interpretation of the Georgia Act Provisions at Issue in This Proceeding.

In attempting to undermine Respondents' reliance on counsel defense, the Division

presents what can most generously be described as an incomplete and a misleading picture of

Respondents' reliance on Seward &Kissel, including interactions with Alexandra Segal, the

primary Seward &Kissel attorney who represented Respondents on GrayCo II. While

Respondents will present the totality of their reliance on Seward &Kissel defense at hearing,

Respondents present to the Court in this Response recent sworn testimony given by Ms. Segal in

the malpractice case, the enhanced Declarations of Larry Gray and Bob Hubbard, and the

Greenberg Declarations. Ms. Segal's more recent testimony understandably is more balanced

than her OTR testimony, which did not afford both sides an opportunity to ask questions and was

replete with one-sided, compound and leading questions. Her more recent testimony responds to

many questions that were never before asked, contradicts the Division's assertions about her

role, and provides facts conspicuously omitted from the Division's Motion and Pre-Hearing

Brief. Ms. Segal's testimony makes clear that she understood (i) that the GrayCo II offering

documents were intended to take into account the requirements of O.C.G.A. §47-20-87(c) (the

"Georgia Act provisions at issue"), (ii) that when she sent Seward & Kissel's GrayCo II offering

documents to Mr. Hubbard on July 9, 2012, he planned on presenting them to investors, (iii) that

he expected that the Seward &Kissel offering documents complied with the Georgia Act

3 Although it is unnecessary in light of the conclusive evidence presented today, the Court can
take further comfort in knowing that that all three Respondents have signed an informed written
waiver of the potential conflicts that might exist as a result of Greenberg's role in completing the
GrayCo II offering documents. See Declarations of Larry Gray and Bob Hubbard (Resp. Exs.
1366, 1367.)
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provisions at issue, and (iv) that she also believed the Seward &Kissel offering documents

complied with the Georgia Acts provisions at issue. Her testimony also directly undermines the

Division's allegation that Seward & Kissel's advice on the Georgia Act's $100 million

requirement "appears to have prompted Respondents to change lawyers." Div. Pre-Hearing

Brief at 6. In fact, as the Declarations of Respondents and one of their lawyers, Greenberg Co-

President Ernest Greer, explain, the switch in law firms was driven by relationships and

practicality, not some odd conspiracy as the Division attempts to advance. Moreover, as Ms.

Segal testified, Respondents followed Seward & Kissel's advice on GrayCo II to the letter. Ms.

Segal's testimony demonstrates that Respondents relied in good faith on legal advice and counsel

from Seward &Kissel and that they meet the elements of that defense.

Seward &Kissel holds itself out to the public and to potential clients like Respondents as

being "recognized nationally and internationally for its work with private investment funds

including U.S. and offshore hedge funds." See Alexandra Segal 1/30/2017 Deposition Transcript

(Resp. Ex. 1362) at 21:10-15. During the operative period from July 15, 2011, when Seward &

Kissel presented Respondents with its broadly worded engagement letter, through September

2012, when Greenberg took over, Seward &Kissel served as Respondents' primary legal

counsel and as exclusive legal counsel on at least five matters: GrayCo Alternative Partners I,

LP; GrayCo Alternative Partners II, LP; General; GrayCo Global Capital Partners Fund I, L.P.;

and, Group Trust. Seward &Kissel legal bills to Gray (Resp. Exhibits 617, 581, 1056, 625);

Segal Dep. at 80:1-3, 84:6-21, 87:12-23, 89:15-18, 93:1-6, 97:19-25. Seward &Kissel billed

Gray &Company ("Gray") close to $130,000 for its work. See Resp. Exhibits, 617, 581, 1056,

625.

The Seward & Kissel partner overseeing the handling of the legal matters for

Respondents was Robert Van Grover, although Ms. Segal was the primary associate, and she



spent more time than any other Seward &Kissel attorney on Respondents' legal matters. Segal

Dep. at 10:4-7. As they did with the successful GrayCo Alternative Partners I, LP ("GrayCo I")

offering (the predecessor to GrayCo II), Seward &Kissel handled the legal work for GrayCo II,

including preparing the offering documents per the request of Mr. Hubbard. Segal Dep. at

157:13-17. At that time, Mr. Van Grover was the head of Seward & Kissel's funds practice;

both he and Ms. Segal held themselves out to be, and were, in fact, experienced lawyers in the

funds area. Segal Dep. at 13:20-24. Seward &Kissel also provides compliance related services

to its clients, and this is the area in which Mr. Van Grover and Ms. Segal practice. Segal Dep. at

22:25-23:1-6.

During Seward & Kissel's time as Respondents' primary legal counsel, Respondents

were loyal to and forthright with Seward &Kissel. Whenever Seward &Kissel had questions or

needed information, Respondents, including Mr. Gray and Mr. Hubbard, were responsive to

those requests. Segal Dep. at 221:17-25. As an example, and as Ms. Segal described it,

whenever Mr. Gray or Mr. Hubbard "were providing [her] with information that [she] requested,

[she had no] occasion to think that they were not telling her the truth or that the information was

false." Segal Dep. at 222:4-9. Moreover, Respondents —including Mr. Gray and Mr. Hubbard —

did not then engage other attorneys on GrayCo II related matters. This fact was well known to

Seward &Kissel, since it listed itself on the GrayCo II offering documents drafted by Ms. Segal,

and neither the offering documents nor the engagement letter specified that any other law firm or

lawyer would be serving as counsel. Confidential Private Offering Memorandum (Resp. Ex. 84)

at 17, 25-26, 29; Engagement Letter (Resp. Exs. 173, 613). Nor did Mr. Gray or Mr. Hubbard

indicate to Ms. Segal that they had GrayCo II counsel apart from Seward &Kissel. Segal Dep.

at 10:8-14.



On November 17, 2011, and in total reliance on Ms. Segal, Mr. Hubbard asked Ms. Segal

about creating a separate GrayCo II fund based on the GrayCo I offering: "[p]lease let me know

what would be involved in getting Fund II going." Hubbard 11/17/2011 email (Resp. Ex. 319).

Mr. Hubbard later followed up and brought to Ms. Segal's attention the operative text of the new

Georgia Act permitting public pensions to make alternative investments. Segal Dep. at 70:12-15,

159:13-15; Hubbard 6/8/2012 email (Resp. Ex. 546). At the time, Ms. Segal was already aware

that "different states had different rules..." specifically permitting public pensions to invest in

alternative investments. Segal Dep. at 18:5-11. Mr. Hubbard sent her a copy of the new law for

her to review, which she read in its entirety. Segal Dep. at 159:16-22, 160:7-11, 34:5-14, 35:19.

Ms. Segal testified that she understood the GrayCo II offering documents Mr. Hubbard

asked her to prepare were intended to take into account the requirements of the Georgia law, as

well as the federal laws, and that is what Mr. Hubbard wanted.4 Segal Dep. at 70:16-20, 70:22-

71:1, 37:6-12, 133:14-19, 101:23-102:4. Ms. Segal testified that she undertook to draft the

GrayCo II offering documents beginning June 15, 2012, and did so based on the GrayCo I

offering documents she previously drafted for Respondents. Segal Dep. at 171:10-13, 157:13-

17, 174:19-25.

This was not the first time, at Respondents' request, that Seward &Kissel had analyzed a

Georgia statute regarding permissible options for public retirement systems. Indeed, just months

before discussing GrayCo II with her, Mr. Hubbard came to Ms. Segal and Seward &Kissel for

advice about the Georgia Investment Code, Section 47-20-80, et al. Ms. Segal admitted that she

was "aware that with respect to this project, Mr. Hubbard was looking to Seward &Kissel to

advise on compliance with the State of Georgia investment code." Segal Dep. at 75:2-6, 118:17-

4 Per the Court's January 27, 2017 Order, attached are the OTR transcript pages for Mr. Hubbard
and Mr. Gray referenced on pages 24 and 25 of Respondents' Pre-Hearing Brief. See Hubbard
OTR Transcript at 211:7-9, 209:15-17, 257-258 (Resp. Ex. 1247) and Gray OTR Transcript at
371-372 (Resp. Ex. 1240).



25, 105:17-25. Ms. Segal noted that Mr. Hubbard was explicit in his note to her indicating that

"I want to be sure all of our regulatory issues are covered" and that he wanted Seward &Kissel

to ensure that Respondents' filings, the documents Respondents signed and the documents

Respondents provided to third parties were all compliant with the law. Segal Dep. at 131:4-18,

132:18-133:1. Similarly, Ms. Segal recounted that Mr. Hubbard sought guidance from Seward

& Kissel in completing a FINRA 5131 questionnaire so that both Mr. Hubbard and Mr. Gray

complied with applicable rules and regulations. Segal Dep. at 137:11-24.

With respect to the GrayCo II offering documents she was preparing, Ms. Segal testified

that, after reading the Georgia Act provisions at issue, she made one change and one change only

to the offering documents, which was to "bracket[] the cover amount, as Mr. Hubbard referred to

it, to address the $100 million requirement and the fact it was an open point." Segal Dep. at

160:12-16. From her review at the time, Ms. Segal generally "didn't find that the [Georgia Act

provisions at issue] were] confusing." Segal Dep. at 162:1-10. That said, after reading the

statute again during her deposition, she was no longer as sure, and could not say one way or the

other whether the interpretation of the Georgia Act provisions at issue was settled or clear as of

the time of the alleged violations herein. Segal Dep. at 165:3-22. But she also recognized that

her employer, Seward &Kissel, is now of the view that "the correct interpretation of the Georgia

public pension investment law was not settled, clear or widely recognized at the time of

[Respondents'] alleged violations of the Georgia public pension investment law." Segal Dep. at

165:3-22. Regardless of whether the Georgia Act provisions at issue are clear or not, Ms. Segal

further testified that, in her professional view, the GrayCo II documents were compliant. Segal

Dep. at 36:24-37:5.

On July 9, 2012, Ms. Segal sent Mr. Hubbard clean copies of the offering documents, and

provided the same to her Seward &Kissel supervisor, Mr. Van Grover. She admitted that in
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doing so, she knew that Mr. Hubbard was presenting them to investors and "was hoping to

already have these in presentable form" and in compliance with the Georgia Act provisions at

issue. Segal Dep. at 196:8-11, 198:6-14, 37:24-38:4, 123:7-12; Segal 7/9/2012 email (Resp. Ex.

84); Hubbard 7/9/2012 email (Resp. Ex. 564). She further acknowledged that Mr. Hubbard was

offering GrayCo II to Georgia public pension plans, as she testified that he "was interested in

whether Georgia pension funds would be allowed under Georgia law to invest in this particular

product...." Segal Dep. at 75:7-10.

Ms. Segal testified that it was not necessary to ask Mr. Hubbard anything about the

specific investors to whom he was making the presentations. Segal Dep. at 214:24-215:7.

Rather, in light of her thoughtful preparation of the offering documents for GrayCo II, and her

analysis of the Georgia Act provisions at issue, Ms. Segal did not believe it was necessary to

advise Mr. Hubbard on what to say to potential investors; she felt that providing the offering

documents precisely as she drafted them was sufficient. Segal Dep. at 205:6-17, 207:6-9. She

also did not think it was necessary to ask Respondents, including Mr. Hubbard, if they needed

anything further. Segal Dep. at 218:4-7.

When Ms. Segal sent the GrayCo II offering documents to Mr. Hubbard, she marked

them as "clean drafts." She saw no reason to indicate to Mr. Hubbard that compliance with the

Georgia Act provisions at issue might require further changes to the documents or even internal

review by more senior or other lawyers at Seward &Kissel. If the documents were in need of

further internal review, she would have indicated as much to Mr. Hubbard, as she and her

colleague had done before. Segal Dep. at 151:10-17, 146:19-22, 148:2-8,10-14.

After Ms. Segal reviewed the text of the Georgia Act provisions at issue sent by Mr.

Hubbard on June 8, 2012, she "looked into the Georgia statutes regarding restrictions on

alternative investments by eligible large retirement systems...." Segal Dep. at 168:8-15; Seward

8



& Kissel 7/31/2012 legal bill (Resp. Ex. 581 at S&K012982-12985). On the same day, she also

discussed it with her supervisor, Mr. Van Grover, and took the steps she felt were necessary to

make the GrayCo II offering documents compliant with the Georgia Act provisions at issue.

Segal Dep. at 32:7-11, 32:18-24, 33:2-7, 36:2-4,7-9, 189:20-23. In her professional view, it was

unnecessary to send to Respondents a memorandum discussing additional regulatory

requirements that may apply to GrayCo II, as she had done with GrayCo I. Segal Dep. at

127:13-18.

Ms. Segal understood that Respondents were relying on her to prepare the GrayCo II

documents properly because, as she testified, "in the event the [offering] materials made in

connection with an offering or in the event presentations made in connection with the offering

are not compliant with state or federal securities laws, that could potentially lead to regulatory

action against not only the offering entity, but individuals affiliated with the offering entity...."

Segal Dep. at 12:4-12. That could include a regulatory action against any of the three

Respondents. Segal Dep. at 12:13-13:6. Indeed, in her professional view, it was better to

address legal, regulatory and compliance requirements on an as needed basis: "Well, as

particular regulatory issues arose, yes, [Mr. Hubbard] would reach out to us to make sure that we

can advise them on how best to address those particular issues." Segal Dep. at 132:3-11.

As Ms. Segal noted, Respondents followed Seward & Kissel's advice on the GrayCo II

offering to the letter, and there was never "a situation where [she] was aware that they were

doing something for fund II that was contrary to our advice...." Segal Dep. at 115:25-116:3.

While Mr. Hubbard indicated in a June 18, 2012 e-mail that he was going to have someone look

at things locally, Mr. Hubbard "never communicated" to Seward &Kissel that "we have other

counsel who is going to follow up from here on whatever needs to be done to fund II." Segal

Dep. at 73:8-12, 180:11-15. Given these facts, it was entirely reasonable for Respondents to

D



have relied on Seward & Kissel's legal advice and counsel with respect to GrayCo II and to have

believed that GrayCo II was an appropriate investment under the Georgia Act provisions at issue

for its public pension clients.

It is also clear from Ms. Segal's testimony that the narrative the Division is attempting to

spin, namely that "having a clear message from Seward in July 2012 that ̀ $100 million' really

meant ̀ $100 million' [Gray] went looking for another law firm," is not remotely accurate. Div.

Pre-Hearing Brief at 6. The facts make two points abundantly clear: (1) While the $100 million

issue may still have been an open matter in July 2012, it was not sufficiently important in Ms.

Segal's professional judgment to deter her from advising her clients that they could present the

offering documents to two proposed investors (Segal Dep. at 160:12-17); and (2) Respondents

continued working with Seward &Kissel on GrayCo II through August 2012. In fact, on August

13, 2012, when work on GrayCo II was still on Seward & Kissel's watch, Mr. Hubbard changed

the cover amount of $75 million that Seward &Kissel originally input into the offering

documents to $100 million. See Redlined GrayCo II Private Offering Mem. ("Redlined GrayCo

II POM") at 1, attached to Sept. 14, 2012 Mark Hardy email (Resp. Ex. 1369).

II. Gray Retained Greenberg to Finish Seward & Kissel's GrayCo II Offering
Documents.

Around September 4, 2012, Gray formally began to move its legal work to Greenberg.

This decision was driven by Gray's CCO/CFO Marc Hardy, who had just joined Gray in March

2012 and who had a longstanding personal and professional relationship with Greenberg's Co-

President, Ernest Greer, and by Respondents' desire to consolidate their legal work with one law

firm with an Atlanta office. Greenberg offered an added convenience because its Atlanta office

is in the same building as Gray's headquarters, just a few floors apart. Greer Declaration (Resp.

Ex. 1365) at ¶3; Blum Declaration (Resp. Ex. 1370) at ¶2; Hubbard Declaration (Resp. Ex. 1366)

at ¶3; Gray Declaration (Resp. Ex. 1367) at ¶3. Significantly, however, Mr. Hubbard did not
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want to make the change to Greenberg. He was happy with Seward & Kissel's work and felt that

Respondents had invested valuable time in the relationship with Seward &Kissel, as that firm

was already handling multiple matters for them. Notwithstanding Mr. Hubbard's stated

objection, Mr. Gray made the decision to move the legal work to Greenberg. Hubbard Decl. at

¶4; Gray Decl. at ¶4. The first matter opened for Gray at Greenberg was distinct and separate

from GrayCo II. Other matters separate from GrayCo II soon followed and were also opened as

requested by the clients. Greer Decl. at ¶4; Hubbard Decl. at ¶4; Gray Decl. at ¶3.

As part of this effort, on September 14, 2012, Mr. Hubbard e-mailed Mr. Hardy

describing "important items for [Greenberg] to consider within the structure of [GrayCo II]..."

and asked that he send it to Greenberg "at his earliest convenience." Resp. Ex. 1369 (see also

Div. Ex. 85). Mr. Hardy did as he was asked, and sent the email to then Greenberg attorney

Genna Garver the same day, attaching the then-existing Seward &Kissel GrayCo II fund

offering documents. Id. Notably, none of those items in any way asked about or even concerned

the Georgia Act provisions at issue. Moreover, the offering documents Mr. Hubbard and then

Mr. Hardy included with the email to Greenberg referenced the $100 million cover language that

Mr. Hubbard had added to the offering documents when he was working with Seward &Kissel.

See Redlined GrayCo II POM (Resp. Ex. 1369).

Thus, even assuming that the $100 million cover of GrayCo II has some legal

significance, as the Division seems to try to argue, it is apparent the $100 million cover had

already been addressed by Respondents and their prior counsel at Seward &Kissel. Mr.

Hubbard did not revisit that issue with Greenberg and had no expectation Greenberg would

address that part of Seward & Kissel's work because he had expressly asked Seward &Kissel to

handle it and they had agreed. Every one of the Declarations submitted herewith corroborates

those facts and conclusions. See, e.g., Hubbard Decl. at ¶¶11-12; Gray Decl. at ¶¶9-10; Greer
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Decl. at ¶¶5-6; Blum Decl. at ¶¶4-5; Garver Declaration (Resp. Ex. 1368) at ¶¶4-5; Cohen-beanoDeclaration (Resp. Ex. 1371) at ¶¶3, 5. The $100 million cover remained unchanged through thefinalization of GrayCo II offering documents. See, e.g., Div. Mot. Exhibit 1. Indeed, the scopeof Respondents' engagement of Greenberg did not include the Georgia Act provisions at issue.See, e.g., Hubbard Decl. at ¶12. In accordance with this limited engagement, Greenbergattorneys began substantive work on the GrayCo II matter around September 20, 2012. GreerDecl. at ¶5. At no time was any Greenberg attorney asked or expected to redo Seward &Kissel's work on the Georgia Act provisions at issue.

Although the facts show that the $100 million cover issue was not presented to Greenbergfor discussion, it is really immaterial to the ultimate issue of whether the public pensionscomplied with the Georgia Act when they invested in GrayCo II. We now know from her timerecords that Ms. Segal spent only an hour "[l]ooking into Georgia statutes regarding restrictionson alternative investments by eligible large retirement systems" and that she apparently felt thatthe time spent was adequate to render the advice to Respondents and to do the necessary work onthe GrayCo II offering documents. Segal Dep. at 65:22-66:5. By contrast, Professor Jellum hasspent 125 hours analyzing the same statute and its components and word choices, among otherthings. In her report, she concludes that the public pension investments into GrayCo II compliedwith the law in at least two different ways, and that the cover amount is unimportant in thatanalysis. See Linda Jellum Expert Report at 35. She also disagrees with Ms. Segal's initialconclusion that the Georgia Act provisions at issues were not "confusing." Segal Dep. at 162:1-10. Rather, as Professor Jellum opines, based on her extensive experience and in-depth analysis,the Georgia Act provisions at issue are "highly complex and technical and difficult to understandbecause they contain lexical and structural ambiguity, redundancy, vagueness, silence,grammatical imprecision, and passive voice. Further, these statutes contain words and phrases

12



that are not defined in the statutes or any other directly applicable Georgia law. Moreover, the
words and phrases have no ordinary meaning. When the statutes include a word or phrase that
has both a technical and ordinary meaning, the statutes do not identify which meaning was
intended. Combined, these problems with the statute make it susceptible to multiple
interpretations." Jellum Report at 10-11. Given these extreme ambiguities, it was simply
impossible for Respondents to have formed the requisite scienter as alleged by the Division.
III. There is No Basis to Conclude That Greenberg Was Ever Asked to Provide or DidProvide Advice Regarding the Georgia Act Provisions at Issue.

There is simply no evidence that Respondents relied on Greenberg regarding the Georgia
Act provisions at issue. The Division points to selectively spliced and misattributed portions of
Mr. Hubbard's OTR testimony to insinuate otherwise. That portion of the transcript reflects
lawyers and the witness speaking in disconnected, incomplete sentences, evidencing nothing
other than multiple people speaking over each other as everyone was trying to tip-toe around the
attorney-client privilege protections.

When Mr. Hubbard's words are viewed in in their full context, the garbled transcript of
his OTR testimony can only be said to be unclear at best and hardly supports the proposition the
Division suggests. Hubbard OTR (Div. Ex. 14) at 156:2-158:6.

Here is a breakdown of the "testimony:"

• Mr. Hubbard is initially asked a general question about discussions he had regarding the$100 million provision of the "Georgia law." His responses reflect communications withboth Mr. Gray as well as with unspecified "counsel," which appears to be Seward &Kissel. (Hubbard OTR 156:2-22.)

• Mr. Hubbard is then asked whether he was provided with a legal opinion, and respondsthat he doesn't remember a formal legal opinion. (Hubbard OTR 156:23-24.)
• Staff counsel next asks whether "the [unspecified] attorney" provided Mr. Hubbard withadvice "on that," never specifying what is "that." (Id. at 156:25-157:1.)
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• Mr. Hubbard attempts to answer the question posed, stating that he while he cannotremember whether he communicated with "our attorney" (again unspecified, butpresumably Seward &Kissel) by email or telephone, "they interpreted it as...." (Id. at157:2-5.)

• Before Mr. Hubbard can complete his response, he is interrupted by his counsel, JoeWhitley, who makes a lengthy speaking objection on privilege grounds. (Id. at 157:6-8,10-17.)

• Further colloquy ensues between counsel, and staff counsel appears to agree to deferdiscussing legal advice to a later time. (Id. at 157:18-22)
• When questioning finally resumes, the witness is asked to identify counsel, and heresponds by saying that it was originally Seward &Kissel, but later shifted to Greenberg.(Id. at 157:23-158:1.)

• Then, at the very end of this long series of questions, answers, objections and colloquy,Mr. Hubbard finishes by saying "at which time we, you know, posed the questionagain," and there is absolutely no clarification or follow up to this testimony. (Id. at158:4-5.)

It is unclear from the transcript precisely what "question" Mr. Hubbard is referring to in
his final voluntary response with no question pending. The Division defies reason to construe
Mr. Hubbard's testimony as showing reliance on Greenberg regarding the disputed provisions of
the Georgia Act. Indeed, Mr. Hubbard cannot be referring to the $100 million cover of the
offering because the facts show that this decision was made under Seward & Kissel's watch, not
Greenberg's, when Mr. Hubbard changed it from $75 million to $100 million.

ARGUMENT
I. Respondents Submit Herewith Sworn Declarations Conclusively Establishing ThatGreenberg's Work on GrayCo II Did Not Involve Advice to the Respondents Aboutthe Georgia Act Provisions at Issue.

Respondents' reliance on counsel defense as to Seward &Kissel does not automatically
waive Respondents' attorney-client privilege with respect to their Greenberg communications.
See, e.g., Doe v. Young, No. 08-197, 2012 WL 1945980, *4 (E.D. Mo. May 30, 2012) (reliance
on counsel defense results in "narrowly construed" privilege waiver); Cruden v. Bank of N. Y.,
957 F.2d 961, 972 (2d Cir. 1992) (because "[a]ssertion of [reliance on counsel] defense waived
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the privilege regarding only the advice of Simpson Thacher, upon which the Trustees claimed
reliance", trial court properly denied discovery into advice by in-house and retained counsel).

Nevertheless, even if there is a waiver, in the Division's own words, such a waiver is
limited to advice to the clients regarding an "interpretation of the Georgia Act provisions at
issue" and extends only to the date "when the last [investment] occurred," which is August 16,
2013. See Div. Mot. at 3, 5. The Greenberg Declarations put any issues of conflict definitively
to rest, establishing that Greenberg was not asked for and did not offer or provide to the clients
any legal advice, opinion, interpretation or analysis of the Georgia Act provisions at issue, at
any time through August 16, 2013. Greer Decl. at ¶7; Blum Decl at ¶6; Garver Decl. at ¶5;
Cohen-beano Decl. at ¶5; Hubbard Decl. at ¶¶10, 12; Gray Decl. at ¶¶8, 10.

There is no basis, particularly in light of this new evidence, for the Court to entertain
what is effectively a reconsideration of the Division's attempt to subpoena Greenberg counsel as
witnesses, which Your Honor rejected, finding that because "Respondents ... have disclaimed
reliance on the advice ofl' Greenberg and its attorneys, "there is no testimony [Greenberg
attorneys] could currently offer at the hearing that would be responsive to the issues in this
proceeding." See 1/18/2017 Order on Division's Witness Subpoenas. The Division's suggestion
for a deposition should also be rejected because the SEC Rules applicable to this proceeding do
not permit depositions. See Rule 233; Final Rule, Amendments to the Commission's Rules of
Practice, 81 Fed. Reg. 50,212, 50,229 (July 29, 2016).

II. Because There is No Serious Potential Conflict of Interest Between Respondents andGreenberg, There Are No Grounds to Consider Disqualification.
The Division has conceded in its brief that a party presumptively has the right to counsel

of its choice. See Div. Mot. at 6; Sec. & Exch. Comm'n v. Csapo, 533 F.2d 7, 10-11 (D.C. Cir.
1976). "[T]his presumption can be overcome only by an actual or a serious potential for
conflict." United States v. Turner, 594 F.3d 946, 951 (7th Cir. 2010) (citing Wheat v. United
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States, 486 U.S. 153, 164 (1988)). Put another way, "before disqualifying counsel, there must be

`concrete evidence' that counsel's appearance would undermine the integrity of the

proceeding." In re Sands Brothers Asset Management, LLC, SEC Release No. 2503, 2015 SEC

LEXIS 1250, at *9 (ALJ Apr. 7, 2015) (Elliot, J.) (quoting Csapo,533 F.2d at 11). Further,

because a disqualification order is a harsh sanction resulting in substantial hardship for the client,

"it should be resorted to sparingly." Herrmann v. GutterGuard, Inc., 199 F. App'x 745, 752

(1 lth Cir. 2006) (citations omitted).

Disqualification is also improper absent proof "by clear and convincing evidence that

(1) the witness will provide testimony prejudicial to the client; and (2) the integrity of the judicial

system will suffer as a result." Murray v. Metropolitan Life Ins. Co., 583 F.3d 173, 178-179 (2d

Cir. 2009). The court must evaluate: (1) the likelihood the conflict will actually occur; (2) the

severity of the threat to counsel's effectiveness; and (3) whether there are alternative measures

other than disqualification. United States v. Turner, 594 F.3d 946, 952 (7th Cir. 2010). In other

words, courts focus on whether a substantial conflict between the lawyer's and client's testimony

is likely to emerge and require a showing that counsel's testimony on behalf of an opponent will

be substantially or likely prejudicial to counsel's client. Murray, 583 F.3d at 178; Inverness

Medical Switzerland, GMBH, No. 03-11323, 2005 WL 1491233, at *8 (D. Mass. Jun. 23, 2005)

(citations omitted).

The Division bears the burden of proving that there is an actual or serious potential

conflict of interest. Herrmann, 199 F. App'x at 752. Yet, the Division has only claimed that "a

potential conflict may exist" that it cannot assess without further information. Div. Mot. at 7-8.

First, the SEC staff (and presumably the Division) has known for years about the potential

conflict with Greenberg, since they took the garbled, non-sensical testimony of Mr. Hubbard

which they now cite and also drafted the original Hubbard/Gray Declarations. If the Division
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had wanted "more information," they had years to obtain it and should not be allowed to

interrupt trial preparation now to satisfy their own curiosity.5

More importantly, and as discussed extensively herein, the Declarations show that

Respondents did not request from Greenberg, and Greenberg did not provide to Respondents,

any advice or interpretation of the Georgia Act provisions at issue during the period at issue,

thereby negating any potential, much less actual, conflict. The testimony of all witnesses —those

of Greenberg and those of Gray — is the same. And, on top of this, the Respondents have also

now signed conflict waivers expressly disclaiming any potential conflicts that might arise from

Greenberg's role in completing the GrayCo II offering documents.

The facts bring into focus the sharp distinction between the relationships between

Respondents and Seward &Kissel, on one hand, and Respondents and Greenberg, on the other.

In the case of the former, there was a clear expectation by Respondents that Seward &Kissel

would address all matters related to the Georgia Act provisions at issue because Mr. Hubbard

specifically asked them to do so. Ms. Segal testified, entirely consistently, not only that she

knew Respondents had that expectation, but that she also met it. But with Greenberg, no such

expectation ever existed because there was no discussion of it. The respective relationships with

Respondents thus could not be more different.

In re Clarke T. Blizzard and Rudolph Abel, SEC Release No. 2032, 2002 SEC LEXIS

3406 (Apr. 24, 2002), cited by the Division, is inapposite. In Blizzard, multiple witnesses

expected to testify against the respondent when all were represented by the same counsel.

Unlike here, Blizzard involved demonstrable and serious potential conflicts arising from

simultaneous representations of clients who were expected to testify against one another. See id.

5 Although the Division proposes taking the deposition of Ms. Garver only, if any testimony is tobe allowed, perhaps it should be of every single person who gave a Greenberg Declaration just tobe sure there are no problems. There is no reason to single out Ms. Garver.
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at *8-10. In this case, the Greenberg Declarations and those of Mr. Hubbard and Mr. Gray

address and effectively negate every conceivable area where there could potentially be a conflict

in testimony. In other words, there will be no "few bits of unforeseen testimony ... [that] may

shift the relationship between multiple clients," because these declarations unequivocally

demonstrate that there were no communications between Respondents and Greenberg regarding

an interpretation the Georgia Act provisions at issue through August 16, 2013. See id. at * 11.

III. Testimony by Greenberg Attorneys Who Worked on the Grayco II Offering Does
Not Disqualify Trial Counsel.

Rule 3.7 of the Georgia Rules of Professional Conduct ("Rule 3.7") addresses lawyers

testifying as witnesses and permits attorneys from Greenberg who worked on the GrayCo II

offering documents to testify herein without disqualifying the firm. Rule 3.7(b) specifically

provides as follows:

A lawyer may act as advocate in a trial in which another lawyer in the lawyer's firm islikely to be called as a witness unless precluded from doing so by Rule 1.7 or Rule 1.9.

The text of Rule 3.7 is clear that the prohibition against counsel testifying only applies

where the same lawyer acts as both an advocate and a witness at trial. In this case, there are no

Greenberg attorneys who worked on GrayCo II who are also working on the trial team.b

IV. Disqualification of Trial Counsel Would Result in Severe Hardship to Respondents.

Disqualifying Greenberg on the eve of trial would result in substantial hardship to

Respondents and would not uphold the integrity of the Commission's proceeding.

6 Georgia Rule of Professional Conduct 3.7(a), which prohibits a lawyer from acting as advocateat a trial in which the lawyer is likely to be a necessary witness, subject to certain exceptions, isnot applicable here. And even if it were, the prohibition under Rule 3.7(a) is directed at jurytrials in order to eliminate juror confusion about the lawyer's role: when a lawyer is both anadvocate and a witness, jurors are likely to be confused about "whether a statement by anadvocate witness should be taken as proof or an analysis of the proof" A.B.A. MODEL RULES OF
PROF'L CONDUCT §3.7, cmt. [2]. In this case, because there is no jury, requiring testimony fromany Greenberg attorneys does not raise such a risk of confusion.
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Disqualification would prejudice Respondents because they will be denied the benefit of counsel

with whom they have worked closely since 2014 and would impose a substantial financial cost

as they attempt to hire and educate a new team of lawyers on a matter that has been developing

factually for years. The notion that a new law firm could come in at this late date and become

educated on the complex issues in the case at this late stage is preposterous. See Hubbard Decl.

at ¶13; Gray Decl. at ¶11. Such hardship is itself grounds for avoiding disqualification. See,

e.g., Brown v. Daniel, 180 F.R.D. 298, 302 (D.S.C. 1998) (disqualification would work a

substantial hardship on plaintiff if she had to start again with new attorneys given the complexity

of the case and the firm's unique knowledge); Murray, 583 F.3d at 178 (integrity of the judicial

process harmed by disqualification).

CONCLUSION

The Division has failed to show evidence of a serious potential conflict of interest

between Respondents and their trial counsel Greenberg Traurig. In the absence of such a

conflict, the Court must decline to consider disqualification.

Respectfully submitted,

Terry R. Weis
Stefanie Wayc
Greenberg Traurig, LLP
3333 Piedmont Road, NE
Terminus 200, Suite 2500
Atlanta, Georgia 30305
Telephone: (678) 553-2603
Facsimile: (678) 553-2604
E-mail: weisstr@gtlaw.com
Email: waycos@gtlaw.com

-and-
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George D. Sullivan
Greenberg Traurig, LLP
MetLife Building
200 Park Avenue
New York, NY 10166
Telephone: (212) 801-6541
Facsimile: (212) 801-6400
E-mail: sullivang@gtlaw.com

Attorneys for Respondents
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RULE 154(c) CERTIFICATION

Pursuant to Rule 154(c) of the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission Rules of

Practice, the undersigned hereby certifies that the foregoing document contains 6,487 words,

exclusive of pages containing the table of contents and table of authorities. The undersigned

further certifies that the word processing program Microsoft Word was applied specifically to

include all text, including headings, footnotes and quotations in the word count above.

This 10th day of February, 2017.

Terry .Weis
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

The undersigned counsel for Respondents Gray Financial Group, Inc., Laurence O. Gray,

and Robert C. Hubbard, IV hereby certifies that he has served a copy of the foregoing

RESPONSE AND OPPOSITION TO MOTION FOR ORDER DEFINING EXTENT OF

ATTORNEY-CLIENT WAIVER AND ADDRESSING POTENTIAL

DISQUALIFICATION OF COUNSEL by electronic mail and by United Parcel Service,

addressed as follows:

Secretary Brent J. Fields
Securities and Exchange Commission
100 F Street N.E.
Washington, D.C. 20549-1090

Honorable Cameron Elliot
Securities and Exchange Commission
100 F Street N.E.
Washington, D.C. 20549-1090

Pat Huddleston II
William P. Hicks
Attorneys for the Division of Enforcement
Securities and Exchange Commission
950 East Paces Ferry Road, Suite 900
Atlanta, Georgia 30326

This 10th day of February, 2017.

Terry R. Weis
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SEC Admin. Proc. No. 3-16554

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Before the

SECURITIES &EXCHANGE COMMISSION

In the Matter of:

Gray Financial Group, Inc. ) File No. A-03486

DECLARATION OF LAURENCE O. GRAY

I, Laurence O. Gray, being legally fit and qualified to testify in a court of law, and having

personal knowledge of the facts contained herein, do hereby declaze under the penalty of perjury

(28 U.S.C. § 1746) that the following is true and correct:

1. I am 53 years oId and reside in Atlanta, Georgia.

2. I am the Founder, majority owner, and current President of Gray Financial Crroup, Inc., a

U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission registered investrnent adviser doing business

under the names of Gray & Co., Gray &Company, and GrayCo Global Advisors ("Gray

Financial").

Before January 31, 2013, I did not seek, receive, or rely on any legal advice or opinion

from the law film Greenberg Traurig, LLP or any attorney at that firm, including but not

limited to Genna Garver, regarding the Employees' Retirement System of Georgia

Enhanced Investment Authority Act ("GA Alt. Investment Act"), which is codified at

O.C.G.A. § 47-20-87, and/or anything else that I understood to be a Georgia statute

regulating the investrnent by large public pension funds in alternative investments. To

my Irnowledge, nobody else working at or acting on behalf of Grray Financial sought,

received, or relied on any such legal advice or opinion either.

4. Before January 31, 2013, I did not seek, receive, or rely on any legal advice or opinion

froze any law fine or lawyer, other than Seward &Kissel LLP, regarding the GA Alt.

Inveshnent Act, O.C.G.A. § 47-20-87, and/or anything else that I understood to be a

Georgia statute regulating the investrnent by Iarge public pension funds is alternative

investments. To my knowledge, nobody else working at or acting on behalf of Gray

Financial sought, received, or relied on any such Iegal advice or opinion either.

5. I did not rely in any manner on an interpretation of the GA Alt. Investment Act, O.C.G.A.

§ 47-20-87, by the law firm Greenberg Tzaurig, LLP or any attorney at that firm in

connection with the offer and sale of interests in GrayCo Alterr►ative Partners II L.P.
("GrayCo Alt. II") to Gray Financial clients before January 31, 2013. Among other

things, I did not rely on any absence of comment by Crreenberg Traurig, LLP or any

attorney at that firm, including but not limited to Genna Garver, about the compliance or

non-compliance with Georgia state law of GrayCo Alt. II, or the fact that Greenberg
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Traurig may have performed other duties in connection with investrnents in GrayCo Alt.
II, as any indication whatsoever of whether GrayCo Alt. IIand/or any proposed
investment by any large Georgia pension fiu~ in GrayCo Alt. II complied with Georgia
state law. To my 1mowIedge, nobody else working at or acting on behatf of Crray
Financial relied in any such way either.

6. I did not rely in any manner on an interpretation of the GA Ali Investment Act, O.C.G.A.
§ 47-20-87, by any law firm or attorney, othez than Seward & Kissei LLP, in connection
with the offer and sale of interests in GrayCo Alt. II to Gray Financial clients before
January 31, 2013. Among other things, I did not rely on any absence of comment by any
law firm or attorneys, other than Seward &Kissel LLP, about compliance or non-
compliance with Georgia state law by GrayCo AIt. II, or the fact that such law firms and
attorneys performed any other duties in connection with any investments in GrayCo Alt.
II, as any indication whatsoever of whether CrrayCo Alt. IIand/or any proposed
investment by any large Georgia pension fund in GrayCo Alt. FI complied with Georgia
state law. To my knowledge, nobody else working at or acting on behalf of Gray
Financial relied in any such way either.

I declaze under the penal of perjury that the foregoing is hue and correct. Declared and
executed this ~ day of 2015.

a nce O. Gray

,►~ LAURA HOLMAN GRABER
~ ~ • NOTARYPUBIICSTAfE0F1E1W

~ COI~I~!lIOM ilp~

~a~~' 03-19-207 7
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STATE OF TEXAS §

COUNTY OF HARRIS §

On this 2°d day of February, 2015, before me, the undersigned notary public, personally appeared

Laurence O. Gray, known to me to be the person whose name is subscribed to the within instrument and

acknowledged that he executed the same for the purposes therein contained.

~'"°~~, LAURA HOLW4N GRABER
~atMr~uucar~ha~hx~a Notary Public, State of Texas

• oon~.ow secs:
~~ 08-19—Z01 T
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Before the

SECURITIES &EXCHANGE COMMISSION

In the Matter of:

Gray Financial Group, Inc. ) File No. A-03486

DECLARATION OF ROBERT C. HUBBARD, IV

I, Robert C. Hubbard., N, being legally fit and qualified to testify in a court of law, and

having personal knowledge of the facts contained herein, do hereby declare under the penalty of

perjury (28 U.S.C. § 1746) that the following is true and correct.

1. I am 39 years old and reside in Mableton, Georgia.

2. I am a shareholder and current Co-Chief Executive O£f`icer of Cmay Financial Crroup, Inc.,

a U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission registered invesUment adviser doing business

under the names of Gray & Co., Gray &Company, and GrayCo Global Advisors ("Gray

Financial").

3. Before January 31, 2013, I did not seek, receive, or rely on any legal advice or opinion

from the law firm Crreenberg Traurig, LLP or any attorney at that firm, including but not

limited to Genna Garver, regarding the Employees' Retirement System of Georgia

Enhanced Investment Authority Act ("GA Alt. Investment Act"), which is codified at

O.C.G.A. § 47-20-87, and/oz anything else that I understood to be a Georgia statute

regulating the inveshnent by Iarge public pension funds in alternative investrnents. To

my knowledge, nobody else working at or acting on behalf of Gray Financial sought,

received, or relied on any such legal advice or opinion either.

4. Before 3anuary 31, 2013, I did not seek, receive, or rely on any legal advice ox opinion

from any law firm or lawyer, other than Seward &Kissel LLP, regazding the GA Alt.

Inveshnent Act, O.C.G.A. § 47-20-87, and/or anything else that I understood to he a

Georgia statute zegulating the investment by large public pension funds ui alternative

invesUnents_ To my knowledge, nobody else working at or acting on behalf of Gray

Financial sought, received, or relied on any such legal advice or opinion either.

5. I did not rely in any manner on an interpretation of the GA Alt. Investment Act, O.C.G.A.

§ 47-20-87, by the Iaw firm Greenberg Traurig, LLP oz any attorney at that fum in

connection with the offer and sale of interests in CrrayCo Alternative partners II L.P.

("GrayCo Alt. II") to Gray Financial clients before 3anuary 31, 2013. Among other

things, I did not rely on any absence of comment by Greenberg Traurig, LLP or any

attorney at that firm, including but not limited to Genna Garver, about the compliance or

non-compliance with Georgia state law of GrayCo Alt. II, or the fact that Greenberg
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Traurig may have performed other duties in connection with investments in GrayCo Alt.
II, as any indication whatsoever of whether GrayCo Alt. IIand/or any proposed
investment by any large Georgia pension fund in GrayCo Alt II complied with Georgia
state law. To my knowledge, nobody else working at or acting on behalf of Gray
Financial relied in any such way either.

6. I did not rely in any manner on an interpretation of the GA Alt. Investment Act, O.C.G.A.
§ 47-20-87, by any taw fum or attorney, other than Seward & I~issel LLP, in connection
with the offer and sale of interests in GrayCo Alt. II to Gray Financial clients before
January 31, 2013. Among other things, I did not rely on any absence of comment by any
law firm or attorneys, other than Sewazd &Kissel LLP, about compliance or non-
compliance with Georgia state law by GrayCo Alt. II, or the fact that such law firms and
attorneys performed any other duties in connection with any investments in GrayCo Alt.
II, as any indication whatsoever of whether GrayCo Alt. IIand/or any proposed
investment by any lazge Georgia pension fund in GrayCo Alt. II complied with Georgia
state law. To my knowledge, nobody else working at or acting on behalf of Gray
Financial relied in any such way either.

I declaze under the penalty of perjury that tlxe foregoing is true and correct Declared and
executed this Z"` day of ..w- 2015.

,,,., . ,..,,~,~•y,,,.,,,.,. ,. ,. Robert C. Hubbazd,
~~,~ LAURAHOLMANGRABER

MOTNtY PUBLIC ~TAIE OF TEXAS
~woM Dunn:

~+a OS-1x-2017
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STATE OF TEXAS §

COUNTY OF HARRIS §

On this 2"d day of February, 2015, before me, the undersigned notary public, personally appeared
Robert C. Hubbard, N, known to me to be the person whose name is subscribed to the within instrument
and acknowledged that he executed the same for the purposes therein contained.

Notary Public, State of Texas
o.►~" LAURA IiOIMAN ~RABER
2 ~ wnr~nnsucn~~a~must

oo~a.aM 4a.w:
"E'a4~ 03-7 9-20'17
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From: Segal, Alexandra [segal~sewkis.com]
Sent: Monday, July 09, 2012 11:43 AM
To: Bob Hubbard
Cc: VanGrover, Robert
Subject: Offering Documents - GrayCo Alternative Partners II LP
Attachments: SKNYC1-1299145-v1-CPOM - GrayCo Alternative Partners II, LP.DOC; SKNYC1-1299295-

v1-LPA - GrayCo Alternative Partners II, LP.DOC; SKNYCI-1299749-v1-Sub Agreement -
GrayCo Alternative Partners II, LP.DOC; SKNYC1-1299145-v1-CPOM - GrayCo Alternative
Partners II, LP.DOC; SKNYC1-1299295-v1-LPA - GrayCo Alternative Partners II, LP.DOC;
SKNYC1-1299749-vi-Sub Agreement - GrayCo Alternative Partners II, LP.DOC

Bob,

Attached please find initial drafts (marked and clean) of the offering documents for GrayCo Alternative Partners II LP.
Please let us know if you have any questions or comments.

Regards,
Alex

Marked

Clean

Alexandra Segal

Tel: (212) 574-1525
Email: segal@sewkis.com

SEWARD ~ KISSEL LLP
One Battery Park Plaza
New York, NY 10004
Fax: (212) 480-8421

Web: www.sewkis.com

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail is intended only for the person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain information that is
privileged, confidential or otherwise protected from disclosure. If you have received this e-mail in error, please notify Seward &Kissel LLP by
return e-mail and destroy the original message and all copies thereof.

Circular 230 Notice: To ensure compliance with Treasury regulations regarding practice before the IRS, we inform you that, unless
expressly stated otherwise, any federal tax advice contained in this communication was not intended or written to be used, and cannot be
used, by any taxpayer for the purpose of (i) avoiding penalties that may be imposed on the taxpayer under United States federal tax law, or
(ii) promoting, marketing or recommending to another party any tax-related matters addressed herein.
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ROBERT R. VAN GROVER
Partner

7~2-~7~-~~~J

vangraver@,sewkis.com

July 15, 20l 1

-VIA EMAIL
Lhn.robinson~a e~ravco.co~n

John C. Robinson, CTP
Senior Managing Director
Gray &company
?000 Ycachtree-Dunwc~ody Road
Building 5
Atlanta., Geargia 30328

Re: Eneagement Letter

Dear John:

SEWARD Sc KrtSSEL LI.:P

ONE F3ATTFSRY PA$g PLAZA.

LVE~v ~ortg, rrEw rq~ Tt~004

TELEPHONE: C2f2) 57 4-1200

FACSIMILE: (212)480-8421

www.s~wKis.coM

i2oo a ar Recr, H,w.
-W A$M I NRTO N~- D.C. 20005

T[~ceMO~N Si C202) 7B~-6a33
fACSIMI~G: <20B)-737-SISd

We are pleased that you have agreed to retain. our fmn as your counsel. 'I'tus letter is
intended to notify you ~f the basic. terms ~f our engagement a,5 zequired by Part 1:21 S of Title 2~
of the Official Coix~pilatiozis of Odes, Rules and. Regulati.ans of the SCate of New York,

1. I3esc;ri~tion of Enga ement. We will- represent you in connection with .the
vrganiza~ion of one ~r ~~re private in~:estment funds (eack a "Fiu~d"). ~tje will prepare a fund's
private offering rnet~ioranduin, subscription. agreement and otIzer organizational docurnen.ts. We
will coordinate initial state blue sicy falings for a Fund. We will also provide legal advice in
connection with the offering of niterests and structuring and business advice in connection with
the offering. ~n an ongoing. ~iasis, we will advise you on regulatory and ai;her matters for which
you request our assistance.

2. Fee and Disbursement Policies and I3ilting Practices. Our standard fee and
disbursement policies and billing practices are described in the Schedule hereto.

Vie request. that you. pay an advance retainer ~f $15,000 prior to our commencement of
our work. We will generally bill you for Iegal fees and disbursements on a nnonthly basis.

3. Availability of Arbitration.. Yau may have the right to have pertain disputes
regarding our fees arbitrated pursuant to Part 137 of the Rules of the Chief Admirustratox of the
Appellate Divisions of the Supreme Court wh~.re tha# Part. is applicable: Nothing in this letter is
intended to alter our respective rights or obligarions under Part 137..
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4. Conflicts and Waiver. You understand that our firm represents Voyager Management,
LLC. You understand that our firm will not provide legal services to you in connection with the
negotiation of any agreement that it en#ers into with Voyager and Gray waives any conflict of
interest of the firm in connection with the firm's r~presentati~n of Voyager in such matter and
related matters.

If you have any questions concerning the foregoing,. please contact the undersigned.

Very truly yours,

Robert I3, V'an Grover

ACCEPTED ANll AGRE~~ 'TU BY:

Gray &Company

address: ~Zo T,e.6r~' BatNt~mo Dy R ~ • ,$Ids .S

A7c~rh., G,4 ~3 ~8

Date: d8 ~ ~t► • 2oi~ , 2Q1 ].

RVCi:il

. ......... ....... ...... .._ ... 
S&K000056

Respondents' Exhibit 0173
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SC~IF,DULE

STANDARD FEE AND llISBUR~~MINT POLIC.IF..S AND BTL.I,XNG PRAC~'ICES
EF.FFCTIVE 1/1/20] 1.

1. Standard Hourly Kates. The Firm accounts for anal ge~ierally bills the time
xecorded by its lawyers, paralegals and other time keepers at the standard hourly rates applicable
to those time keepers. Effective Jant►ary 1, 2011, hourly rates .for partners generally range from
$585 to $895; hourly rates for counsel generally range ii~um $450 to $795; hourly rates for
associates and senior attorneys generally range from $245 to $575 per hour and hourly rates for
paralegals generally range from $1US to $305. The Firm seeks to staff our engabements w7th the
appropriate personnel with a view to providing cost-effective services that meet the req~irexnents
of the particular engagement. A client may request .information concerning the hourl}r rate of
any rime keeper assigned to the engagement from the attorney in charge or the Firm's Executive
Director, 'The Firm typically adjusts its billing rates on an a~lnual basis each January 1.
However, the Firm reserves the right to change these rates prospectively at any time-and to take
other factors into account in determinuig the ap~xopriate amount. to bill for a particular
engagement.

2. Disbursements. In addition to fees recorded by time keepers, the Firm also bills
far certain other items in connection r~vith the engagement, including: (a) all direct third party
~l~arges incurred including filing fees, court fees, corporate service firm fees, postage, courier
charges, witness fees and the charges of outside service providers, including printing, duplicating
ar binding services, investigators, accountants, appraisers, correspondent counsel. and other
experts or professionals; (h) all travc;l and away from office food and lodging; (c} long distance
phone use; (d) use of computerized research services; (e) domestic outgoing facsimile
trainsmission at $1 for the first page arxd $.25 for:each additional page; (~ international outgoing
facsimile transmission at $1 foz each page; (g} in office duplicating at $20 per page and
appropriate charges for in office document assembly, binding and delivery; and (h) an allowance
ox other reimbursement for food and home-bound taxi foz persoimel working outside of normal
business hours in accordance with rules established by the Firm from time to time. The Firm
reserves the. right to change these disbursement policies prospectively at any time.

3. Billing Practices. The Firm encourages i~.s lawyers: to bill all recorded time and
disbursements in connection with each engagement either monthly or quarterly, unless
alternative arraugeinents are reflected in the engagement letter. Unless alternative arrangements
axe reflected in the engagement letter, all recorded time is expected to be billed at our standard
hourly rates and all disbursements are to be billed in accordance. with our standard disbursement
~licies unless the Firm determines thai ocher fuctc~rs warrant a different billing basis. Amounts
shown due on oi.u• statements are due on recc;ipt of those statements and should be paid promptly
after receipt. The Firm expects its clients to raise any questions about its statements promptly an
receipt of those stateme~lts. Any issues. so raisod that are not adequately tend pronnpt~y addressed
by the attorney in chax~e should be directed promptly iix writing to the firm, Attention:
Executive Director.

.. ,....'.. _ _........ .. 
S&K000057

Respondents' Exhibit 0173
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4. [Opiional] Wiring Instrucrion5.

Citibank, N.A.
120 Broadway, New York, NY 1Q271
ABA # 0?1000089
Seward &Kissel Regular Account #

SK 99999 0010 1211578

.. _._ .......... ..._ ......... 
S&K000058

Respondents' Exhibit 0173
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SEZYARD 8e 1'~ISSEI, LL' P.

ROBERT' B. VAN GROVER
Partner

212-574-1205
vangrover@sewkis.com

July 15, 2011

~.,

,..:.J

VIA EMAIL
jola~7 robinso~a(a~.et~ravco.coi~z

John C. Robinson, CTP
Senior Managing Director
Gray &Company
7000 Peachtree-Dunwoody Road
Building 5
Atlanta, Georgia 30328

Dear Jolm;

ltc: Enea~einent Letter

ON}3 BATTERY PART{ PLAZeI

NL;W YORTC~ N73W YOIiIC 10004

TELEPHONE: (212) 674-1200

FACSIMILE: (212) 4B0-8421

www.sewKis.coM

ieoo o nrneer, N.w.
WAD NINQ70N~ O.O. 80006

i CLCPNO NC: ~@OE) 797•BH93
FACBIM ILE: (E02) 797.6184

We Ace pleased that you have agreed to retain our frm as your counsel. 'Phis letter is
intended to notify you of the basic tcrtns of our engagement as required by Pant 1215 of Titte 22
of the Official Compilations of Codes, Rules and Regulations of the Slate of New York.

1. Description of Enga eg ment. We will represent you in connection with the
organization of one or more private investment funds (each a "Fund"). We will prepare a I~ua~d's
private offering memorandum, subscription agreement and other organizational documents. We
will coordinate initial state blue sky .filings for a Fund. We will also provide legal advice in
connection with the offering of interests and structuring and business advice in connection with
the offering. On an ongoing basis, we will advise you on regulatory and other matters for which
you request our assistance.

2. Fee and Disbursement Policies and Billing Practices. Our standard fee and
disUursement policies and billing practices ase described in the Schedule hereto.

We request that you pay an advance retainer of $15,000 prior to our commencement of
our work. We will generally bill you for legal fees and disbursements on a monthly basis.

3. Availability of Arbit~~ation. You may have the right to have certain disputes
regarding o1u Fees arbitrated pursuant to Part 137 of tlae Rules of the Chief Administrator of the
Appellate Divisions of the Supreme Court where that Part is applicable. Nothing in this letter is
intended to alter our respective rights or obligations under Part 137.

S&K014680

Respondents' Exhibit 0613
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4. Conflicts and Waiver. You understand that our frm represents Voyager Management,
LLC. You understand that our firm will not provide legal services to you in connection with the
negotiation of any agreement that it enters into with Voyager and Gray waives any conflict of
interest of the firm in connection with the firm's representation of Voyager in such matter and
related matters.

If you have any questions concerning the foregoing, please contact the undersigned.

Very truly yours,

~QG~xt,~~~n C~ r~Q.~1 ~--
Robert B. Van Grover

ACCEPTED AND AGREED TO BY.

Gray &Company

by:

Address:

Date: , 2011

RVG:iI

S&K014681

Respondents' Exhibit 0613
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SCT-IEDUL~

STANDARD FEE AND DISBURSEMENT' PpLICIES AND BILLING PRACTTCrS
T:'sFFECTTVE 1/1/2011

1. Sta~~dard I-Iow~ly Rates, The Firm Acoounts for and generally bills tl~e time
recorded by its lawyers, paralegals and other time keepers at Che si~ndard hourly rates applicable
to those time keepers. Effective January 1, 2011, hourly rates fog• partners generally ra~ige from
$585 to $895; hourly rates for counsel generally range from $450 to $795; hourly rates for
associates and senior attoi7ieys generally range from 8245 to $575 per hour and hourly rates for
paralegals generally range from $]OS to $305. The Firm seeks to staff our engagements with the
appropriate persoruiel with a view to providing cost-effective services that meet the requirements
of the particular engagement. A client may request information concerning the hourly rate of
any time keeper assigned to tlae engagement from the attorney in charge or the Firm's Executive
Director. The firm typically adjusts its billing rates on an annual basis each Januaay 1.
However,.the Firm reserves the right to change these rates prospectively at any time and to take
other factors into account in determining the appropriate amount to bill for a particular
engagement.

2. Disbursements. In addition to fees recorded by time keepers, the Firm also bills
for certain other items in connection with the engagement, including: (a) all direct third party

1 chat•~es incurred including filing fees, court fees, corporate service firm fees, postage, courier
charges, witness fees and the charges of outside service providers, including printing, duplicating
or binding services, investigators, accountants, appraisers, correspondent cow~sel and other
cxpei~ts or ptQPES8101]AIR~ (b) All travel and away from office food and lodging; (c) long distance
phone use; (d) use of computerized research services; (e) domestic outgoing facsimile
transmission .at $1 for the first page and $.25 fir each additional page; (fj international outgoing
facsimile transmission at $1 for each page; (g) in office duplicating at $.20 per page and
appropriate chfu~es for in office document assembly, binding quid delivery; and (h) an allowance
or other reimbursement for food and home-bound taxi f'or personnel working outside of normal
business hours in accordance with rules established by fihe Finn from time to time. The Firm
reserves the righi to change these disbursement policies prospectively at any time.

3. Billi~ig Practices. The Firm encourages its lawyers to bill all recorded time and
disbursements in connection with each ez~~agement either monthly or quat•terly, unless
alternative arrangements are reflected in the exxgagement letter. Unless alternative arrangements
are reflected in the engagement letter, all recorded time is expected to be billed at our standard
hourly rates and all disbursements are to be billed in acco~•dance with our standard disbursement
policies unless the rirm determines that other factors warrant a different billing basis. Amounts
shown due on our statements are due on receipt of those statements and should be paid promptly
after receipt. The Firm expects its clients to raise any questions about its statements promptly on
receipt of those statements. f~ny issues so raised that are not adequately and promptly addressed
by the attorney in charge should be directed promptly in writing to the Film, Attention:
Executive Director,

,.~

S&K014682

Respondents' Exhibit 0613
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4. [Optional] Wiring Instructions.

Citibank, N.A.
120 Broadway, New York, NY 10271
ABA # 021000089
Seward &Kissel Regular Account #

SK 99999 0010 1211578

_\
.,

7

S&K014683

Respondents' Exhibit 0613
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Message

From: Bob Hubbard [bob.hubbard@egrayco.com]
Sent: 11/17/2011 5:21:06 PM
To: Segal, Alexandra [/O=Seward & Kissel/OU=NEWYORK/cn=Recipients/cn=Segal]; Van Grover, Robert Uo=Seward &

Ki sse I/ou =N E W YO R K/cn=Recipients/cn=Va ngrove r]
CC: Larry Gray [larry.gray@egrayco.com]

Subject: "Other projects" follow-up
Attachments: SKNYCI-1230491-v1-Gray Subscription Agreement.doc

Hi Alex and Rob,

Since we seem to be reaching a calm patch on the GrayCo Alternative Partners I, LP project (Alex's current discussion

regarding the Qualified Purchaser status of the GP's LLC as the main issue), I thought it would be a good idea to

reconnect on the other projects we have in the hopper.

First, regarding the Hedge Fund of Funds project (GrayCo Global Capital Partners I, LP), the attached document is the

only document for this project that I am aware of. It is a first draft of the Subscription Agreement. Can you tell me

whether or not this is still the current version? If not, please send me the current version. Have you worked on any other

components for this fund? This would include partnership incorporation, offering memorandum, etc. If so, can you

update me on what has been completed? Finally, if you were to summarize your next steps on what needs to be

addressed, I would appreciate it. I know you need our approval for the subscription agreement, but I also want to know

what the next steps are for the remaining docs in this fund. Since we are trying to execute this fund in the proper order,

would like to know that the "proper order" of items should be. I need to keep this moving forward as well, as we are

preparing to market this fund with our subadvisor —Voyager.

Second, I would like to schedule a phone meeting to begin moving forward on the index fund docs. We left it with the

idea of utilizing a collective trust instead of a publicly traded fund. I'd like to discuss this and move forward with

determining/finalizing the framework so that we can begin working with our subadvisor on this as well (Northern Trust).

Third, you mentioned that it should be pretty straightforward to convert the GrayCo Alternative Partners I, LP docs into

a Fund I offering. Please let me know what would be involved in getting Fund II going. We are keeping this as a viable

option in the event that the New Haven side letter becomes a barrier for admitting additional LP's to Fund I.

Finally, I could really use a "best estimate" of fees for Fund I as soon as possible. We are trying to get a sense of what the

formation costs and ongoing admin costs will be in order to assess their impact on the estimated fund returns. Could

you forward me those asap?

S&K005980

Respondents' Exhibit 0319
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Thanks again for all of your help---Bob

Bob Hubbard
Senior Consultant &COO

Gray &Company

Atlanta, GA

Phone: 678-805-0527

Cell:

Fax: 678-805-0540

From: Segal, Alexandra [mailto:segal@sewkis.com]
Sent: Monday, October 17, 2011 5:54 PM
To: John Robinson; Bob Hubbard
Cc: VanGrover, Robert
Subject: Revised Subscription Agreement - GrayCo Global Capital Partners Fund I, LP

Dear John and Bob,

As per your conversation with Rob, attached please find a revised draft of the subscription agreement for GrayCo Global
Capital Partners Fund I, LP which incorporates John's comments. Please note that the attached draft contains some
bracketed information (relating to the administrator's contact information on the first page and the fund's contact
information on the last page) for you to confirm.

Please feel free to contact us with any questions,

Best regards,

Alex

S&K005981

Respondents' Exhibit 0319
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Message

From: Segal, Alexandra [/0=5EWARD & KISSEL/OU=NEWYORK/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SEGALJ

Sent: 6/8/2012 12:49:16 PM

To: Van Grover, Robert [/o=Seward &Kissel/ou=NEWYORK/cn=Recipients/cn=Vangrover]

Subject: Fw: GCAP II

Attachments: S6402AIts.pdf

Importance: High

Fyi

----- Original Message -----
From: Bob Hubbard <bob.hubbard@egrayco.com>
To: Segal, Alexandra
Sent: Fri Tun 08 08:30:37 2012
Subject: GCAP II

Good morning Alex,

We spoke several weeks ago about our proceeding with GrayCo Alternative Partners II, LP. I would like to
have a draft of the new PPM, LPA, and sub dots for the fund by next Friday, if possible. Again, this will
be a continuation of strategy from Fund I, and should really just require the New Haven-specific
provisions to be removed from the dots. Additionally, we have received interest in being able to offer
this fund without hedge funds in the FoF structure. t would like to add a small bit of language that
would allow (at the discretion of the General Partner) the creation of a parallel portfolio/separate
share class (whichever is more appropriate) that would mimic the main portfolio/share class, but without
the inclusion of hedge funds. While we won't do this unless there is sufficient interest, I would like
the option already built into the dots.

one remaining item is the cover amount for this fund. We originally targeted S75M for this fund. however,
recent changes in the state law in Georgia now allows certain public plans to invest up to 5% into
alternative investments. There is one section that we cannot seem to interpret, and would like you to
take a very brief look into. Attached is the alts bill. Page 4, lines 109-112 seem to reference to the
investment needing to be $100M in order to be an eligible investment. I also can read this to say that
the $100M needs to be committed prior to a c,A plan making its commitment. We've reached out to one of the
main proponets of crafting the bill to see what the intent of that section is. However, I would like
your interpretation as well. We want Fund II to be eligible for GA Public Plans, so we'll place a S100M
cover on it if needed. However, the preference is for a $75M cover.

Please let me know about the issue on the cover amount ASAP (this morning, if possible). Thanks, and have
a great weekend---Bob

confidentiality Notice: This e-mail is intended only for the person or entity to which it is addressed
and may contain information that is privileged, confidential or otherwise protected from disclosure. if
you have received this e-mail in error, please notify Gray & Company by return e-mail and destroy the
original message and all electronic, paper, or other copies thereof immediately. Any further use,
copying, disclosure, dissemination, or distribution of this communication or its attachments by an
unintended recipient is strictly prohibited.

«56402A1ts.pdf»

S&K011931
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Senate Bi11402

By: Senators Golden of the 8th, Millar of the 40th, Stoner of the 6th, Rogers of the 21st,

Tolleson of the 20th and others

AS PASSED

A BILL TO BE ENTITLED

AN ACT

1 To amend Article 7 of Chapter 20 of Title 47 of die Official Code of Georgia ?,imotated, the

2 "Public Retirement Systems Investment Authority Law," so as to provide a short title; to

3 define ce~~tain teams and limitations relating to certain types of investments; to provide that

4 the provisions of this Act shall be applicable only to certain retirement systems and certain

5 other large retirement systems; to provide that the Teachers Retirement System of Georgia

6 (T.R.S.) shall be exempt from the provisions of this Act; to provide that certain public

7 retirement systems other than the Teachers Rerirement System of Georgia may invest

8 retirement system assets in certain types of alternative investments, private placements, and

9 other private investments; to provide that such investments may be made up to a certain

] 0 amount; to shield information related to such investment from public scrutiny; to provide that

11 the director of certain retirement systems shall provide an annual report to the Governor and

12 the chairpersons of the Senate and House of Representatives standing committees on

13 retirement; to provide for the contents of such report; to provide for a code of ethics; to

14 amend Code Section 50-18-72 of the Official Code of Georgia Annotated, relating to when

15 public disclosw•e of records is not required and disclosure exempting legal authority, so as

16 to exempt certain public records from public inspection; to repeal conflicting laws; and for

17 other purposes.

18 BE IT ENACTED BY THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF GEORGIA:

19 SECTION 1.

20 This Act shall be known and maybe cited as the "Employees' Retirement System of Georgia

21 Enhanced Investment Authority Act."

22 SECTION 2.

23 Article 7 of Chapter 20 of Title 47 of the Official Code of Georgia ?umotated, die "Public

24 Retirement Systems InvesUnent Authority Law," is amended Uy revising subsection (c) of

S. B. 402
-1-

S&K011932
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25 Code Section 47-20-82, relating to investing funds, eligibility, and investment limitations,

26 as follows:

27 "(c) Any investment limitation based upon the amount of the fund's assets shall relate to

28 such assets on the basis of the assets' aggregate historical cost. For purposes of anX

29 investment made in alternative investments pursuant to Code Section 47-7-127 or

30 47-20-87, a~re~ate historical cost shall include all contractually committed, mipaid

31 amounts.°

32 SECTION 3.

33 Said a~~ticle is further amended by adding a new Code section to read as follows:

34 "47-20-87.

35 ~a) As used in this Code section, tl~e term:

36 ~1) 'Alter~►ative investments' means the following inveshnents:

37 (A1 Privately laced investmentpools,including?, without limitation, private investment

38 funds, such as:

39 ~i) Levera eg d Uuyout funds;

40 ii) Mezzanine funds:

41 viii) Workout funds:

42 (ivl Debt funds;

43 ~v_) Venture capital funds;

44 evil Merchant banking funds; and

45 (vii) Funds of funds and seconda ~ funds

46 that include investments in privately placed investment pools described in this

47 subpara~ph in each case whether structured as a partnership. limited liability

48 company. trust, corparation, joint venture, or other entity or investment vehicle of anY

49 type: organized or o~eratink=. in one of the states or territories of the United States or

50 outside the United States; such pool will invest in the United States or outside the

51 United States or any combination thereof; or such pool makes investments of the type

52 described in subpara~,raph (Bl of this paragraph or other investments of any type or any

53 comUination thereof;

54 (Bl Private placements and other private investments. including without limitation:

55 ail Levera ~e~ d bu,Youts:

56 (ii) Venhu•e capital investment;

57 jiiil Equityinvestments. including, without limitation. prefen~ed and common stock:

58 (iv) Warrants;

59 (vl O tin ons:

60 evil Private investments in public securities;

S. B. 402
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61 vii Recanitalizarions;

62 (viii) Privatizations;

63 (ixl Mezzanine debt investments:

64 (x) Distressed debt and equity investments, includin~~, without limitation. cases in

65 which the investor may take control of the issuer:

66 (xi) Other debt investments. whether secured or unsecured senior or subordinated

67 recourse or nonrecourse. convet~ible, or otherwise:

68 ~xii) Convertible securities:

69 (xiii) ReceivaUles:

70 (xiv) Interests. as such term is referred to in 11 U.S C. Sections 501 and 502•

71 (xv) Claims. as such team is defused in 11 U.S.C. Section 101(5):

72 ~xvi) Debt and eauity derivative instruments of all tunes: and

73 Ixvii) All other debt and equity private placements of all types. in each case whether

74 issued by a partnership limited liability company trust corporation joint venture or

75 other entity or vehicle of any type or whether the issuer is organized or does business

76 in one of the states or territories of the United States or outside the United States. and

77 (Cl Anv distribution in kind received by an eligible lar~~e retirement system in

78 connection with any investment descriUed in subpara ra~~ohs (A) and (B) of this

79 paragraph.

80 (2) 'Eli ib~ le lame retirement system' means a lame retirement system as defined in

8l suUsection (a) of Code Section 47-20-84: provided. however. that such term shall not

82 include the Teachers Retirement System of Georgia.

83 (b) In addirion to the eligiUle investments authorized by Code Section 47-20-82 and

84 without applicability of any resiricrions set forth in Code Sections 47-20-83 and 47-20-84

85 an eli ibg l~~;e retirement system is authorized to invest in alternarive investments in

86 accordance with the provisions of this Code section Further when provisions of Code

87 Section 47-20-83 or 47-20-84 or any provisions of this article other than this Code section

88 limit a particular foiYn of investment to a certain percentage of retirement system assets

89 the denominator will include alternarive investments with all other investments but the

90 numerator for any such calculation shall not include any alternative investments. even if

91 any such alternative investment is of a like kind as the inveshnents that are included in the

92 numerator.

93 (c) An alternative investment shall not exceed in any case 20.percent of the a r~~ate

94 amount of:

95 {1 The capital to be invested in the applicable private pool including all parallel pools

96 and other related investment vehicles established as part of the investment nroeram of the

97 applicable private pool: and

S. B. 402
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98 ~2) The securities being issued in the a.~plicaUle private placement in each case

99 determined at the time such alternative investment is initially either made or committed

100 to be made. as applicable, but taking into consideration any inveshnents that have

101 previously been or are concurrently being=, made or committed to be made.

102 Each alternative invesm~ent Uy an eli ibg le large retirement system shall have previouslX

103 been or shall be concurrently made or committed to be made by at least fow•other investors

104 not affiliated with the issuer. At the rime of initial investment. such investors shall not

105 include any riustee of the eligible large rerirement system making the investment or anX

106 public official as defined in,~aragrauh (9) of Code Section 45-10-20. Such four other

107 investors shall be investing on substantially the same terms and conditions as those

108 applicable to the inveshnent by the eli ib~* 1~ e lame retirement system to the extent such other

109 investors are similarly situated with the eli ib~ le lame retirement system. Alternative

110 investments shall only be made in private pools and issuers that have at least $100 million

111 in assets, including committed capital. at the time the inveshnent is inirially made or

112 committed to be made by an eli ibg le lame retirement system.

113 ~d~ Alternative investments by an eli ib~ le lame retirement system shall not in the

114 ag~~=,ate exceed S percent of the eli *ibc, le large retirement system assets at any rime. The

115 board of hustees of an eli ibg le large retirement system shall have the discretion to

l6 designate whether any investment that is permitted to Ue made as an alternative investment

117 pursuant to this Code section and that is also permitted to be made as an investment

118 pursuant to Code Section 47-20-83 shall be treated for purposes of the 5 percent limitation

119 and otherwise as an alternative inveshnent made pursuant to dais Code section or as an

120 investment made pursuant to Code Secrion 47-20-83. If the eligible larg,,e retirement

121 system is not in compliance with die limitations imposed by this subsection. it shall make

122 a food faith effort to come into compliance within two years and in any event as soon as

123 practicable thereafter: provided, however. that durin~~period of noncompliance. the

124 eli ib~ le large retirement system shall not increase the percentage of its assets committed

125 to be invested in alternative investments but shall be permitted durin sg uch period to

126 continue to make investments as required by the then existing commitments of the eligible

127 lame retirement system to alternative investments made Uefore the period of

128 noncompliance.

129 (e The provisions of this subsection shall apply only to the Employees' Retirement System

130 of Georgia. New commitments to alteniative investments shall not in the ag~~ate exceed

131 1 percent of the retirement system assets in any calendar year until the first occurrence that

132 4 1/2 percent of the retirement system assets are invested in alternative investments. at

133 which time there shall be no limit on the percentaee of commihnents that may be made in

134 any calendar year, subject to compliance with the other provisions of this Code section.

S. B. 402
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135 f f2(1 For purposes of this subsecrion. the tei7n 'information' shall include. without

136 limitarion preinvestment and postinvestment diligence information, including reviews

137 and analyses prepared or provided by the issuer of a potential or actual alternative

138 investment or prepared by or for an eligible large retirement system or otherwise relating

139 to a potential or actual alternative investment.

140 (2) In addirion to those records that are exempted from being oven to inspection by the

141 general public under Code Secrion 47-1-14 and except as otherwise provided in this

142 subsection. an eligible large retirement system may in its discretion treat as confidential

143 and withhold from public inspection and disclosure all information prepared or provided

144 by the issuer of a potential or actual alternative investment or prepared by or for an

145 eli ib~ le large retirement system or otherwise relating to a potential or actual alternative

146 invest►nent and held by an eli ib~, le large retirement system and may agree in making

147 alternative inveshnent to treat such information as confidential and withhold it from

148 public inspection and disclosure.

149 (3) Notwithstandingthe provisions of paragraphs (1) and (2) of this subsection, anX

150 public rerirement system created by this title. other than by Chapter 5 of this title. shall

151 make publicly available the following information, but only to the extent the following

152 information is otherwise available or maintained by said retirement system in the normal

153 course and only after a period of one year from the date such records were created:

154 (Al The name of any alternative inveshnent in which the retirement system has

155 invested: excluding. in the case of an alternative investment in a privatei~placed

156 investment on ol. any infoimadon concerning the investments made by such privately

157 placed inveshnent pool:

158 jB) The date the retirement system first invested in an alternative investment

159 (C) The a~regate amount of money. expressed in dollars. the retirement system has

160 invested in alternative investments as of the end of any fiscal quarter:

161 jD, The a~reeate amount of money and the value of any in kind or other distribution,

162 in each case. expressed in dollars. the retirement system received from alternarive

163 investments:

164 (E) The internal rate of return or the result under any other such standard used bYthe

165 retirement system in connection with alternarive investments for the asset class and for

166 the ,period for which the return or standard was calculated: and

167 (F,1 The remaining cost of alternative investments in which the retirement system has

168 invested as of the end of any fiscal Quarter.

169 (4) The provisions of this Code section shall not restrict access to information and

170 records under process of law or by officers otherwise entitled to them for official

171 purposes, but such information and records shall have the same confidential status under

S. B. 402
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172 process or with such officers as it does in the hands of an eli ibg le large retirement system

173 and such officers shall respect such confidenriality to the extent consistent with their

174 separate powers and duties.

175 (5) On the second Monday in March of each year the director of andpublic retirement

176 system created by this title other than by Chapter 5 of this title shall provide a report to

177 the Governor and the chairpersons of the Nouse and Senate standing committees on

178 retirement detailing the performance of any investments made pursuant to this Code

179 section. including. without limitation. a clear statement of the aggregate loss or profit on

180 such investments for the preceding year Sucli report shall also be posted on the

181. retirement system's official website. This para~ranh shall not be construed so as to

182 rec~uue the disclosure of any nifonnation otherwise,protected by this subsection.

183 {gt) Unless the information has been publicly released preinvestment and nostinvestment

184 diligence information. including reviews and analyses prepared or maintained bathe

185 eligible large retirement system or by an alternative investment firm shall be confidential

186 and exempted from being open to inspection b~ eg neral public pursuant to Article 4 of

187 Chapter 18 of Title 50. except to the extent it is subject to disclosure from the requirements

188 of subsection (fl of this Code section.

189 (h) The respective boards of riustees of eli ible lame retirement systems making

190 investments authorized by this Code section shall adopt a code of ethics for the

191 consideration of and investment in and disposition of alternative inveshnents.

192 f i) Funds invested pursuant to this Code section and any return on such inveshnent shall

193 remain funds of the rerirement s, s

194 SECTION 4.

195 Code Section 50-18-72 of the Official Code of Georgia Annotated, relating to when public

196 disclosure of records is not required and disclosure of exempting legal authority, is amended

197 in subsection (a) by shiking "or" at the end of paragraph (22), by replacing the period with

198 "; or" at the end of paragraph (23), and by adding a new paragraph to read as follows:

199 "f241_ Records that are expressly exempt from public inspection pursuant to Code Section

200 47-20-87."

201 SECTION 5.

202 All laws and parts of laws in conflict with this Act are repealed.

S. B. 402
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Message

From: Segal, Alexandra [/O=SEWARD & KISSEL/OU=NEWYORK/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SEGAL]

Sent: 7/9/2012 3:29:57 PM

To: 'Bob Hubbard' [bob.hubbard@egrayco.com]

Subject: RE: GCAP II

Hi Bob - i will send these to you now.

-----original Message-----
From: Bob Hubbard [mailto:bob.hubbard@egrayco.com]
Sent: Monday, July 09, 2012 9:24 AM
To: Segal, Alexandra
Subject: RE: GCAP II
Importance: High

Hi Alex,

I haven't received anything on this yet. We are meeting with two prospective investors tomorrow and I was
hoping to already have these in presentable form. Can you send the drafts this morning? Thanks---Bob

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail is intended only for the person or entity to which it is addressed
and may contain information that is privileged, confidential or otherwise protected from disclosure. If

you have received this e-mail in error, please notify Gray & Company by return e-mail and destroy the

original message and all electronic, paper, or other copies thereof immediately. Any further use,

copying, disclosure, dissemination, or distribution of this communication or its attachments by an

unintended recipient is strictly prohibited.

-----Original Message-----
From: Segal, Alexandra [mailto:segal@sewkis.com]
Sent: Thursday, ]une 28, 2012 2:29 PM
To: Bob Hubbard
Subject: RE: GCAP II

Hi Bob,

I drafted the offering documents, but Peter Pront is reviewing them for the tax disclosures and the

alternative investment vehicle language. Peter was out on vacation but expects to get back to me later

today with his comments, so I hope to send you drafts of the documents tomorrow.

Regards,
Alex

--------------------------------------------------------------------------
Alexandra Segal

Tel: (212) 574-1525
Email: mailto:segal@sewkis.com

SEWARD & KISSEL LLP
One Battery Park Plaza
New York, NY 10004
Fax: (212) 480-8421
web: http://www.sewkis.com/ 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail is intended only for the person or entity to which it is addressed

and may contain information that is privileged, confidential or otherwise protected from disclosure. If

you have received this e-mail in error, please notify Seward & Kissel LLP by return e-mail and destroy

the original message and all copies thereof.

Circular 230 Notice: To ensure compliance with Treasury regulations regarding practice before the IRS, we

inform you that, unless expressly stated otherwise, any federal tax advice contained in this

communication was not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, by any taxpayer for the purpose

of (i) avoiding penalties that may be imposed on the taxpayer under United States federal tax law, or

(ii) promoting, marketing or recommending to another party any tax-related matters addressed herein.

-----Original Message-----
From: Bob Hubbard [mailto:bob.hubbard@egrayco.com]

Sent: Thursday, )une 28, 2012 12:34 PM
To: Segal, Alexandra

S&K012338
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Subject: GCAP II

Hi Alex,

How are the dots (~POM, LPA, and sub Agmt) coming for GCAP II? Can I have the first draft by tomorrow?
Again, wasn't anticipating this being a big change from GCAP is dots. het me know when you have a
chance. Thanks---Bob
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.,

~ SI~~~VARll ~ I~ISSI~:L LLP

ON1f;13A~11'lGI2Y PARK PLAZA

NJLW YOI2I{, NSW YORK 10004

(272) 574-1.200

March 19, 2012

27491 Gray &Company

Gray &Company
3333 Piedmont Road, Suite 1250
Atlanta, GcorbiA 30305

For Professional Sex•vices Rendered Tl~rou~;lt January 31, 2012:

Matter Number Matter Nance Fee Disb~yrsement Totat
Amount Amount Amount

27491-0004 Group Trust $5,028.75 $0.57 $ 5,029.32

Less o~i Account ..................................................................................... $ ($5.029.32)

Total Billed ..................................................................................... $~~ ~

S&K014757
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Yage 2

Invoice Date: 19-Mar-12
Invoice Number: 195036% ~ ~~
Through 31-Jan-12

27491 Gray &.Company
0004 Group Trust

Services Atty 'Hours

29-Nav-11 Reviewed Georgia investment statute; conference with J. Ryan re: RVG 0.50

Group Trust issues; conference with A. Segal re: saame.
30-Nov-1 l Reviewed e-mail correspondence with B. Hubbard regarding IK 1.75

formation of a group trust; reviewed the Investment Management
Agreement and Adoption Agreement with Rhumbline Advisors LP;
telephone call with A. Segal; searched for sample Group Trust
Agreement and Adoption Agreement.

1-Dec-11 Telephone calls with A. Segal regarding formation of 81-100 Group IK 1.00
Trust for public retirement plans; analyzed Georgia statate regarding
permissible inveshnent options for public retirement systems;
discussions with A. Se~Al.

l-Dec-11 Discussion with RVG, J. Ryan and I. Kerzhner regarding Group Trust AS 0.75.
project.

1-Dec-11 Discussions with R. Van Grover and i. Kerzhner regarding formation SJR 0.25
of 81-100 GrouFi Trust for public retirement plans.

1-Dec-1 l Conference with J. Ryan, A. Segal and I. Kerzhner re: preparation of RVG 0.50 ~`
Group Trust documents.

19-Dec-11 Telephone calls with A. Segal regarding formation of a goup trust for IK 0.25
public retirement plans; reviewed e-mail correspondence from B.
Hubbard.

19-Dec-11 Discussed group trust with RVG tend F. Mitchell; reviewed AS 2.50
Ithumbline documents for reference.

19-Dec-11 Drafted Group Trust Agreement and Adoption Agreement. FM 3.OU
19-Dec-11 Conferences with A. Segal re: terms and form of Group Trust; RVG 0.50

conference with J. Ryan re: same. Telephone call with Frank Mitchell
re: same; reviewed and revised fornn of Group Trust.

Total Hot►rs 11.00

Total Services ...............................................................................................$ 5,028.75

Disbursennents Recorded Through JAnuai•y 31, 2012

Telephone 0.57

S&K014758
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-,-,

27491
0004

• '~ ',

Invoice Date:
invoice Number:
Through

Gray &Company
Gj•oup 1'iust

Total Disbursements .................................................................................:...$

Lesson Account ....................... ................................................................$

7"otal .............................................................................................................$

Page 3

7 9-Mar-12
19503(

31-Jan-12

;1~~1

(5,029.32)

0.00
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1

Invoice Date: l9-Mar-12
Invoice Number: 195036; . ~~.
Through 31-Jan-1Z -

27491 Gray &Company
0004 Group Trust

ncty
No. / Init. Class Ntune Hours Rate Value

0638 SJR Partner S. John Ryan 0.25 745.00 186.25

0$52 12VG Partner Robert Van Grover 1.,50 795.00 1,192.50

] 553 IK Associate Ii-ina Kerzlmer 3.00 470.00 1,410.00

1628 AS Associate Alexandra Segal 3.25 380.00 1,235.00

1765 FM Associate Franklin Mitchell 3.00 335.00 1,005.00

11.00 5,028.75
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. `; ~~,

53~:1~'ARD c4~ KTSSLL LLP

ONP RA'P'Plf:l2Y PARK PI.A%A

NPW YORI{, NL+`W YC)I2K ].0004

(212) 574-1200

Invoice Date 19-Mar-12

Invoice Number 195036
'I7uough 31-Jan-12

27491 GrAy &Company
OOU4 Group Trust

Total Biiled .............................................................................. .:~ ~ f~00

X 5 r ~t„

Pty»tent of'bilC

Please

a:;.; ~~

': ~~j ~'~ ~ddres~ of Bank:
~~~; s s ~ `; .;,.
~~ ~ 3

r~' r~ ~f~~ANumber:
-z .~'a".~, ~~.~ ~~ ,,.~, ~~TAwe of Accouut:
~ ~~'~^ "~r~ .Account Numbcr:

'+~.

li~ e

e ~ ~ ,~5,~.;'

to ensure proper credit.

Citibank, N.A.
iZO BI'OAC~~YA~'

New York, ivx 1o2n
021000089
Sewnrel & I{fssel Resul»r Account

TAX IDEN'T'IFICATION NIIMBER

......./

S&K014761
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,} l

Sri.WARll c~ ~~ISSEL LLP

ONAJ I3A'P'1`l~~rtY 1'Al2H T'LA7A

NPW YOP.]{, N1'W YO1~K 10004

(2.12) 574-1200

27491 Gz'ay &Company

Gray ~ Coynpany
3333 Piedmont Road, Suite 7250
Atlanta, Georgia 30305

rQx rrofessional Services Rendered Through JanuAry 31, 2012:

March 16, 2012

Matter Nuii~bez~ Matter Name Fee llisburseineul Total
Amount Anioux~t Amount

27491-0002 Gray G1oUa1 Capital Partners Fluid T, L.P.$2,928.75 X4.37 $ 2,933.12

Less oii Account ..................................................................................... $ ($2 933.12L-

Total Billecl ..................................................................................... $~ Q~4
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Pale 2

Invoice Date: l6-Mar-12
l~lvoice Number: 194991
'Tlu•ough 31-Ja~~-12

27491 Gray &Company
0002 Gray Global Capital Pariners fund T, L.P.

Services Atty Hours

21-Aub-I 1 12eviewed and revised Nurid presentation materials; e-snails to J. RVG 1.75
Robinson re: same; telephone ca11 with J. Robinson re: same.

28-Sep-11 Drafted subscription agreement AS 1.75
28-Sep-11 Conference with Alex Segal re: revisions to Fund Sub Doc. RVG 0.25
3-Oct-11 Conference with A. Segal re: comments to marketing inatcrials; RVG 0.25

reviewed c-nail re: same.
1 S-Nov-11 ~m.ail correspondence with client rcgaiding fotxnation of GP and fund AS 125

entities and next steps.

Total Hours 5.25

Total 5crvices ...............................................................................................$ ~ 2,928.75

Disbursements Recorded Through January 31, 2012

Telephone

Total Disbursements .....................................................................................$

4.37

~}.37

Less on Account ................................ . .......................................................$ (2,933.12)

Total.............................................................................................................$ 0.00

~. .
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Tnvoicc Date: 1C-Mar-12
Invoice Number: 194911 ,: - ,.
Througl~ . 31-Jan-12;

27491 Gray &Company
0002 Gray Global Capital Partners Fund I, L.P.

Atty
No. / Init. Class Name Hours Rate Value

0852 RVG Partner Robert Van Grover 2.25 795.00 1,788.75
1628 AS Associate Alexaiicira Segal 3.00 380.00 1,140.00

5.25 2,928.75

S&K014764
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,, ..,

S~Wr~PD c~ I~TSSLL I.L.1'

ON]y TiATTI,RY YAI2K PI,A'/,A

NI+;W YUKK, NSW PORK 10004

(`L1L) 574-1200

I1~voice Date l6-Mar-l2
Invoice Number 194991
Through 31-Jan-12

27491 Gray &Company
0002 Gray Glob~~l Capital Ptzrtners Fund I, L.P.

TAX IDLN'1'IFICA'CION NUMBER

S&K014765
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.,

SP~~A.12D ~ KISSLL LLl'

UNlf~ ]3A'.P'.L'IL'T2Y PAI2If PLAZA .

rrcw ~or.~~, rrr~w Xoxr~ x0004
(`L12) 574-1200

27492 Gray 3c Company

Gray &Company
3333 Piedmont Road, Suite 1250
Atlanta, Georgia 30305

I~'or Professional 5crvices Reticlered Through Ja2ziiar~ 31, 2012:

March 16, 2012

Matter Niirnber Matter• NAme I+ee Disbursement Total
Amount Amount Amount

27491-0003 GrayCo Alternative Partners $76,51$.75 $465.80 $76,984.55

T, LP

S&K014766
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27491
0003

18-Oct-11

20-Oct-11

20-Oct-11

21-Oct-11

21-Oct-11

21-Oct-11

21-Oct-11

24-Oct-11
25-Oct-11

25-Oct-11
25-OcC-Y 1
as-o~~-11
25-Oct-11
25-Oct-11

26-Uct-11
26-Oct-I1

. , ; ~ .i Page 2
i

Invoice Date: 16-Mar-12
Invoice Number: 194992
Through 31-Jain-12

Gray &Company
CrrayCo Alternarive Partners I, LP

Services Atty Hotus

Telephone call with I3ob Hubbard, Larry Cn•ay and P. Pront re: RVG 1.75
private fond of funds (broad alternative focus); conference with P.
Pront re: same; conference with A. Segal re: same.
Conespoi~dence with R. Van Girover regarding fund launch and LM 0.75
related offering documents. Attention to and work on subscription
agreement.
Reviewed and revised summary of teens for the Fund; e-mailed same RVG 0.50
to Bob Hubbard.
Correspo~idence with M. McGaugh regarding formation of entities. LM 4.75
Revised subscription agreement. Call with R. Van Grover about the
same.
Reviewed and revised Sub Doc for Fund; reviewed and responded to RVG 2.25
e-mails re: same and other Fund documents; telephone call wii~~ T~.
Mothersele re: same.
Coi~respondcncc with Laura Mothersele regarding new private equity MM 1.00
fund; calls regarding investment manager formation; prepare
Delaware Certificate of Formation and Georgia Application for
Registration for GrayCo Investment Management, LLC; calls with
Laura regarding conformed signature and filing deadline; filed
evidence and emails with CSC; received evidence of filing; saved to
system and sent to Z3ob kIubbard.
Correspondence with Laura Motheisele regarding new private enuity 1VIM 0.75
fund; prepare Delaware Certificate of Formation and Georgia
Application for Registration for GrayCo Altci~native Paxtners i, LP;
calls with Laura regarding; conformed signature and fling deadline;
filed evidence and einails with CSC; received evidence of filing;
saved to system and sent to Bob Hubbaad.
l~rafied CPOM. AS S.SO
Telephone and correspondences with P. Pront regarding VCOC MEO 0.50
matters; discussion with S. J. Ryan regarding stone.
Drafted PPM for PE fund; c~li with P. Front to discuss various teriils. AS 3.75

Call with Ms. Sebal regardind draft PPM for fiincl. 1'~P O:SO
Telephone call with P. Prant regarding VCOC quastian. SJR 0.25
Discussion with M. O'Brien regarding VCOC m~tCers. SJR O.SO
Received executed Delawtue and Georgia formation doctrmea~ts, sent MM 0.25
to CSC to be filed and original copies to records.
Drafted CPOM for PE fund. AS 6.75
Review emails from "seed" investor in fund. PAP 0.50

S&K014767
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SEC Admin. Proc. No. 3-16554

Page 3
~)

Invoice Date: 16-IVTar-12
Invoice Ntunbct•: 194992.:
Through 31-Jan-12

27491 Gray & Comptiny
0003 GrayCo lllteinative Partners I, LP

Services Atty Hours

26-Oct-11 Telephone calls with P. Pront re: status and open issues; conferences RVG 0.75

with A. Segal re: comments to Fund private placement memorandum;
reviewed and responded to e-mails re: same.

27-Oct-I 1 Drafted PPM for P~ fund. AS 4.00

27-Oct-11 Reviewed POM. llCM 2.25

27-Oct-11 Emai] to and conference with My. Van Drover and Ms. Segal PEP I,00

regarding comments to LPA and Summary of Terms for fund
provided by said investor,

27-Oct-I 1 Reviewed and responded to e-mail re: roi~~e a«a rare counsel's RVG 1.75
comments to Fund documents and Gray's responses; telephone call
with P. Prant re: same; conference with A. Segal re: same; telephone
call with P. Pront and A. Segal re: same; reviewed Paid LPA.

28-Oct-11 Discussions and correspondence with A. Segal regarding ERISA's MEO 1.00
prudent man standard of care and co»siderarions regarding wine in
connection with investments by govermnental plan investors;
reviewed docwnentation regarding same.

28-Oct-11 Cail with RVG anti B. Hubbard; ~~evised offering documents to AS 5.75
incorporate investor's comments.

28-Oct-11 Reviewed comments from investor and responses from Bob Hubbard; RVG 3.25
telephone call with A. Segal and B. Hubbard and L. Gray re: same;
conferences wzth A. Segal re: swine (revisions to documents);
reviewed revised documents.

3l-Oct-I 1 Email correspondence with client regarding investox's comments to AS 1.OU
offering documents; revised offering dociunents to incorporate
comment's.

31-Oct-11 Em~ils to Mr. T-Tubbard regarding IJBTI considerations in fund. Pr3P 0.50
31-Oct-11 Reviewed and revised Sub Doc; conferences with A. Sebal re: (I) RVG 1.25

same and (2) New Haven's counsel's comments; reviewed e-mails re.
same.

3-Nov-11 Reviewed form SS-4s for iirnd a.nd general pArtner c;ntities. AS 2.OU

3-Nov-11 Reviewed comments from Ncrvv T-Iavciz P&la counsel; conference with RVG 0.50

A. Seal re: same.
3-Nov-11 T/c with Alex Segal regarding SS-4s, prepa~•e SS-4 for GrayCo MM U.25

Alternative Partners T, I,t'.
4-Nov-11 Call with client and RVG to discuss offering documents and investor's AS 1.25

comments thereto; revised offering documents and sent to client.
4-Nov-11 Called TRS acid obtained EIN for GrayCo Alternative Partners T, LI'. ECV 0.50

Scanuecl to DOCs.

S&K014768
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27491
0003

4-Nov-11

7-Nov-11
8-Nov-11

8-Nov-12
8-Nov-11

9-Nov-11

9-Nov-11

9-Nov-11

10-Nov-11

10-Nov-11

10-Nav-11

10-Nov-1 1
14-Nov-11

14-Nov-11

15-Nov-11

.:.~ ,-: ~ Page 4
j

Invoice llate: 1V-Mar-12
Invoice Number: 194992
Through 31-Jan-12

Gray &Company
GrayCo Alternative Partners I, LP

Services ~ Atty r~ours

Telephone call with Bob I-iubUard, Larry Gray and A. Segal re: RVG 1.25
responses to New Haven P&F counsel' comments; conference with A.
Segal re: same; reviewed Fund private placement meinoraiidurn.
Reviewed and revised fund private placement memorandum. RVG 1.50
Call with RVG and counsel for P&F; revised offering documents; AS 2.75
email coi~espondence with client.
Review draft PPM for Gray Ca. Alte~~native Fund. PBP 1,25
Reviewed acid revised T'und private placement memorandum; RVG 2.75
telephone call with P. Pront re: comments to same; conference with
A. Segal re: same; telephone call with Sharon Freleich (P&F counsel)
and (for part) A. Segal re: comments to terms of LPA; reviewed and
responded to e-mails (from Bob Hubbard and Sharon Freleich) re:
same.
Revised offering documents; drafted side letter; call with B. Hubbard AS 3.75
to discuss open items; sent revised drams of offering documents to
client.
Conferences with Ms. Segal and review revised documents for Gray PEP 1.00
Co Alternative Fund.
Reviewed acid revised Fwld private placement memorandum; RVG 3.25
reviewed and responded to e-mails from Sharon Freilich (New Haven
P&r counsel) re: (1) additional continents and side letterprovisious;.
reviewed ~md responded to e-mails from Bob Hubbard re: (1);
conferences with A. Segal re: comrnents to Fund documents;
reviewed, revised rui~d documents.
email correspondence with P. Pront and client regarding transfer of AS 3.25
Edgewater interest.
Coiifereiice with Ms. Segal and review~revised documents far Gray & PEP 0.25
Co. Alternative Fund.
Telephone call with Bob 7Iubbard re: New Haven P&~ comments and RVG 2.25
responses and stahis; reviewed e-mails re: same; coilfcrences with A.
Segal re: salve; telephone call ~v✓ith B. Hubbard and A. Segal re: same;
xeviewed revised documen~ls.
Received filed GA qualifications for GrayCo, sent to Bob Hubbard. MM 0.25
Reviewed and cozxame~xted on Traiasf'er Agrceinent re: Edgewater AS 2.00
interest and discussed with RVG; sent agreement to client.
Reviewed and revised Transfer A~•eemezit involving Edgewater RVG U.75
interest; conferences with A. Segal re: same.
Advise A. Segal re: tax issue JCC 0.25

S&K014769
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-` 
`,

27491 Gray &Company
0003 GrayCo Alternative Partners I, LP

Invoice llate.:
Invoice Number:
Through

Atty

Page 5

16-Mar-12
194992;

31-Jan-12,

T-IoursServices

15-Nov-11 Completed Investor Qualif cation Statement re: Ldgewate~~ Transfer AS 2.50

A~ncetnent.
15-Nov-11 Conference with A. Segal re: fohf structure. RVG 0.25

15-Nov-1 I Reviewed e-mail re: completion of Edgewater transfer agreement; RVG 1.25

reviewed transfer agreement and attaclunent (t~•ansfcree
questioiulaires); telephoyie call and conferences with A. Segal re:
same.

17-Nov-11 Discussion with B. Hubbard regarding ilte tra~isfer agreement and AS 3.00

related investor qualification statement; discussions with RVG and
researched whether client is accredited investor based on uncalled
capital committments.

17-Nov-11 Research re: whether Fund qualifies ~s accredited investor and RVG 1.25

qualified purchaser; conferences with A. Sebal re: saute; telephone
call and e-mail to Bob HubUard re: same.

18-Nov-11 Discussed accredited investor issue with J. Morrissey and RVG. AS 0.75

2]-Nov-11 Discussion with RVG regarding client`s accredited iixvestor status. AS 0.25

22-Nov-11 Call with B. Hubbrird to discuss fund's accredited investor status. !AS 0.50

23-Nov-11 Reviewed administration abreement; email correspondence with AS 2.25

client regarding State Street due diligence
23-Nov-11 Conferences with A. Segal re: comments to Edgewater Growth RVG 0.50

Capita] Partners TI, L.P. transfer qualification statement; reviewed
same.

28-Nov-11 Review/revise State Street remote acce~ services addendum. BHA 2.75

28-Nov-11 Email correspondence with client regarding whether fund should AS 0.25

invest in U.S. or nou-U.S. underlying fiu~ds.
28-Nov-1 1 Email to Mr. VanGrover regaxding fund structural considerations for PAP 0,25

US taxable and US tax-exempt investors.
28-Nov-11 Reviewed and responded to e-mails re: investment by Fund in RVG 0.25

offshore funds aid relaied tax issues.
29-Nov-11 Complete review of State Street remote access services addendum. BHA 1.00

29-Nov-11 Ca11 with RVG, P. Pront and client to discuss UBTT and other tax AS 2.50

concea~ns.
29-Nov-11 Call with Messrs. VanGrover acid Hubbard regarding fund structural PEP 0.25

considerations for New Haven Pension kund.
30-Nov-11 Filed CFTC exemption for fund; completed subscription agreement AS b.75

for Millenium International, Ltd.; reviewed and commented on
administration agreement.

30-Nov-11 Reviewed and coxninented on State Street custody a~•eement. REW 3.00

S&K014770
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,..._l Pt~ge 6
~~i

Inv~icc; Date: 1(-Mar-12

>~ Invoice Number: 194992
'Through 31-Jan-12

27491 Gray &Company
0003 GrayCo Alternative PArtners I, LP

Services Atty TIours

30-Nov-11 Reviewed Millenniwn Sub Docs; conference with A. Segal re: same; RVG 1.25

telephone call with II. Hubbard re: saint and tFuc impact of investing

in offshore. fiords; conference with A. Segal re: comments to State

Street Admin Agreement.
l-Dec-11 Discussion with I. Kerzhner and email correspondence with client AS 0.50

regarding benefit plan investor reps in Millenium subscription

agreement.
2-Dec-11 Conference with Mr. VanGrover regarding PFIC issues relatinb to PEP 0.25

investnnei~t Uy PE fund in offshore investment companies.

2-Dec-1 1 Reviewed e-mail from D. Murphy re; tax impact on GP of investment RVG U,75

by Fund in offshore funds; telephone call with P. Front re: same;

telephone calls with B. Hubbard re: same.

5-Dec-11 Call with 1'. Front to discuss PFTC issues. AS 0.25

6-Dec-11 Revised CPOM. AS 6.25

6-Dec-11 Reviewed and revised Fund private placement memorandum; RVG l .25

conference with A. Segal re: same.

6-Dec-11 Prepazation of Delaware Certificate of Amendment for GrayCo MM 0.50

Alternative Pai~iexs I, LP;. calls with CSC regarding GA Certificates

of Amendment and policy for updating prinicipal place of business

for Grayco Alternative Partners and GrayCo Investment Management,

email to Bob Hubbard regarding same.

7-Dec-11 Discussion with RVG regarding Third Point investment; discussion AS 0.25

with B. Lyons re: private plAcement procecltu•es.

8-lleo- 11 Discussion with RVG; email coi~-espondence with client regarding AS 0.75

Third Point invetrncnt and GrayCo CPOM.

8-Dec-11 Conference with A. Segal re: revisions to fund private placement RVG 0.25

memorandum; reviewed e-mail re. same.

9-Dec-11 Revised offering memorandum to reflect updated biographies, email AS 1.00

correspondence with client regarding State Street due diligence forms;

call to State Street to discuss forms.

9-Deo-1 l Reviewed e-mails re: revisions to Pu►~d private placcinent RVG 0.25

memorandum; conference with A. Segal re: same.

12-Dec-11 Conversation with contact person at State Street regurdin~ materials AS 0.25

required for due diligence purposes; discussion with RVG regarding

LLC agrernent.
14-Deal 1 Call with RVG and B. Hubbard regard fiznd, LLC agreement for GP AS 0.75

entity; discussed blue sky filing xequirementy with D. Kubiak and M.

McGaugh.
14-Deo-1 l Research CT la~v regarding pension plan. DIC 0.25

i

S&K014771
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,.. ,, Page 7
1 \~

Tnvaice Date: ]6-Mac-12
Tnvoiee Number: 194992 ,;
1'luough 31-Jan-1 Z

2749 ] Gray &Company
0003 GrayCo Altei7tutive Partners I, LP

Services Atty Hours

14-Dec-1 1 Telephone cal] with B. Hubbard and A. Sega] re: issues related to IZVG 0.50
initial closing of fund and next steps (blue sky fili~igs and update to
Sub Doc); conference with A. Segal re: same; conference with b.
Kubiak re: sAme.

4-llec-11 Corr. regarding GcayCo launch; prepare HFMS, edger Power of MM 0.75
Attorney and I-XTMS meano; sent Co Bob Ht►bbard with sales template
for GrayCo; uploaded sales information.

15-Dec-1 1 Revised subscription agreement for use by investors other than New AS .0.75
Tlaven; coordinated with M. McGaugl~ regarding Form D filing, other
filings; email correspondence with client.

15-Dec-11 T/C with A. Segal, discussed with McGaugh. llK 0.25
15-Dec-11 Upload sales iiiforination for GrayCo AIternative ParCners I, LP, email MM 0.50

to I~ob HubUard regarding EDGAR Power of Attorney; calls with
Alex Segt~ll and DeUbie KabiAk regarding ~3tne.

1 G-Dec-11 Revised subscription a~•eeinent for distribution to new investors. AS 1.00
16-Dec-11 Conference with Ms. Segal regardinb structure of fund. PEP 0.25
19-Dec-11 Correspondei~cc and discussion with A. Segal regarding inquiry on MF,O 0.25

tax status of paa~tnership.
19-Dec-1 I T}iscussion with RVG regarding third point subscription agreement; AS 0.75

email correspondence with client regarding state street due dilibence
process and eligibile introducer letter in particular; revised
subscription agreement and sent to client.

19-Dec-11 Review ai~.d revised Fund Sub Doc; conference with A. Segal re: RVG 0.25
same.

19-Dec-1 L Receuved executed power of attorney and prepare packet to send to MM 2.00

SEC; receive CIK and generated access codes; prepare Form D for
GrayCo Alternative Paifiiers; corn. with Bob Hubbard regardinb Form
and revisions to sane; receive filing approval and file; forward
confirmation to Bab HuUbard and update HPMS.

23-Uec-11 Call with Bill Walt at State Street to discuss commcaits to AS 0.50

administration agreement.
23-Deo-1 l Reviewed/completed subscription agreement for Third Point; AS 1.OU

discussion with ItVG and with contact at SEC office regarding
inclusion of uncalled capital con~mitnneiits for accredited investor net
assets test.

23-Dec-11 Gray Co Alternative Partners I LP :reviewed and commented on REW 3.00

State Street custody agreement; conference with State Sheet re same.
23-Ueo-1 l Conference with A. Segal re: comments to Third Point Sub Doc; RVG 0.5U

reviewed seine.

S&K014772
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''•, Pale 8
i

TnvoiccDate; 1G-Mar-12
`~ ~ Invoice Number: 194992

Through 31-.Tan-12
27491 Gray &Company
0003 GrayCo Alternative Partners I, LP

Services Atty Hours

27-Dec-11 Reviewed cud completed subscription agreement for Third Point; scut AS l .75
to client; discussion with RVG.

27-Dec-1 1 Conference with A. Seal re: commc~~ts to Third Point Sub Docs; RVG 0.50
reviewed seine.

3=Jan-12 Prepare for and conference with B. Walt at State Street regarding BHA 0.50
remote access agreement.

3-Jan-12 Revised administration agreement to incor~~orate caznznents from AS 0.50
State Streit.

12-Jan-12 Revie~.veci side letter with Micl~i~a~i pla~~. AS 1.UU
13-Jan-12 Rc;sea~clied r~1I/QP requirements for state pension plans. .AS 0.25
13-Jan-I2 Reviewed and commented on side letter. •. ~1S 1.00
17-Jtu~-12 Research rega~•din~ accredited investor/qualified purchaser tests; AS 1.50

email correspondence to clieiYt regarding ~atendal invesMient by
nansion piau il~vestor; discussion with client and discnssiou with d.
ICuUiak rogardiiig blue sky filing requirements as ~liey relate to
commitment by ERISA investor.

17-Jan-12 Discussed Form D requirements with A. Segal regarding date of first DIC 0.50
sale and when investor is contractually committed.

18-Jan-12 L~mail correspo~idence with client, discussion with D. Kubiak AS 0.25
rcbarding blue sky filings.

18-Jun-12 Discussed City of Pontiac side letter with RV(:r and revised letter and AS O,SU
sent to client.

18-Jan-l2 T/C with A. Segal regardinb date of first sale. llK 0.25
18-Jau-12 Conference with A. Segal xe: proposed side letter comments. RVG 0.50
20-Jan-X2 Review State Street comments to remote services addendum; ca11 to BHA 0.75

A. Segal regardinb same.
23-Jan-12 Gray Co Alternative Partners I LP :reviewed and commented on REW 0.50

State Stireet custody a~eement; conference with State St~~eet re scene.
27491-0003

27-Jan-12 email correspondence with Bill Walt and Bob HubU~ud regarding AS 0.25
State Street agrc;einents.

31-Jan-12 Conference with B. Hubba~•d regarding State Street comments to BHA 1.00
remote access services addexidum; revise agreement; call to A. Se~AI
regarding same.

31-Jan-12 Reviewed investor eumments to Pontiac side letter. AS 1.00

Total T-Iorirs 152.75

Total Services ...............................................................................................$ 76,518.75

S&K014773
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SEC Admin. Proc. No. 3-16554

,t
'/~ 1'ag~ 9

Invoice Date:
Invoice Number:
't'htou~;h

27491 Gray &Company
0003 GrayCo Alternative Partners 7, LP

Disbursements Recorded '1'hraugli January 31, 2Q12

Telephone
Loca.i Transportation
Word Processing Overtime

ToCal Disbtusemezlts .....................................................................................$

52.82
64.48
348.50

1 C-Mar-12
194992

31-Jan-1~. .`

465.80

'Total .............................................................................................................~ 76,984.55

S&K014774
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".~ . ,~ Page 10

Invoice llate: 16-Mar-l2
Ii~voiee Number; l 94992
Through 3l -Jan-] 2

27491 .Gray & Coin~~any
0003 GrayCo. Alternative ParCners 1, LP

Atty
No. / Init, Class Name Hours Rate Valuc

0638 SJR Partner S. John Ryan 0.75 745.00 558.75
0852 RVG Partner Robert Vain Grover 0.50 850.OU 425.00
0852 RVG Partner Robert Va~i Garover ~ 32.75 795.00 26,U3G.25
0903 JCC .Partner Jaines C. Cofer 0.25 595.00 148.75
05]3 UCM Caunsel Daniel Murphy 2.25 630.00 1,417.50
OC30 PEP Counsel }'eter Protyt 6.00 795.00 4,770.OU
7352 BHA Counsel Beih Alter 2.25 620,00 1,395,UU
1352 AH~A Counsel Beth Altc~~ 3,75 580.00 2,175.OU
1562 MEO Counsel Michaet O'Bitien 1.75 575.00 1,006.25
162$ AS Associate Alexandra 5eg11 6.25 430.00 2,687.50
1628 AS Associate Alexandra Segel 76.25 380.00 28,975.00
1654 REW Associate RoUert E. Wood 0.50 595.00 297.50
1654 REW Associate Robert E. Wood 6.00 570.00 3,420.Q0

1697 LM Associate Laura Mothersele 5.50 335.00 ],842.5
1750 DK Associate Deborah ICubiak 0.75 480.00 360.00
1750 DK Associate DeUox~ah Kubiak 0,50 465.00 232.50
1764 MM Paralegal Marybeth McGaugh 6.25 115.00 7]8.75

X 778 ECV Paralegal Emily C, Viviani 0.50 105.00 52..50

152.75 7G,S l 8.75

S&K014775
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S~WraPll c~ Y~I~Sl~L I,I.P

ON7~ 13ATr1?N;R.Y PAI2Ii I'LAGA

iVIL'W Y012T{, NiCW V012.I~ XUOU~

(272) 574-.19300

Invoice llute 16-Mar-12
Invoice Number l 94992
Through 31-Jan-12

27491 Dray 8i Company
0003 Cn•~yCo Alternative Partners Y, LP

'I'A7L Y~~N'1'YI~ICA'PIQN NCJM13TaR

S&K014776
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SEWARD ~ KISSEL LLP

UNE BATTERY PARK PLAZA

NEW YORK, NPW YORK 10004

(212) 574-1200

27491 Gray &Company

Gray &Company
3333 Piedmont Road, Suite 1250
Atlanta, Georgia 30305

For Professional Services Rendered Through January 31, 2012:

Apri126, 2012

Matter Number Matter Name Fee Disbursement Total
Amount Amount Amount

27491-0001 General $4,701.25 $147.30 $ 4,848.55

Less on Account ..................................................................................... $ ($4.740.06

Total Billed ..................................................................................... $ 108.49

S&K012952
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Page 2

Invoice Date: 26-Apr-12
Invoice Number: 195037
Through 31-Jan-12

27491 Gray &Company
0001 General

Services Atty Hours

17~Oct-11 Telephone call with Bob Hubbard and Bibb Strench re: (1) formation RVG 1.50
of private equity fund of funds; (2) whether to separate out business
divisions into separate legal entities; (3) compliance issues; telephone
call with B. Strench re: same; reviewed and responded to e-mails re:
same.

3-Nov-11 T/c with Alex Segal regarding SS-4s, prepare SS-4 for GrayCo MM 0.25
Investment Mangement LLC.

4-Nov-11 Called IRS and obtained EIN for GrayCo Investment Management, ECV 0.50
LLC. Scanned to DOCS.

16-Dec-11 Revise LLC Agreement JCC 0.50
16-Dec-11 Prepared LLC Agreement for GrayCo Investment Management, LLC. AS 0.50
19-Dec-11 Revised operating agreement to incorporate RVG's comments; sent to AS 0.50

client.
19-Dec-11 Reviewed and revised GrayCo Investment Management, LLC RVG 0.50

Operating Agreement; conferences with A. Segal re: comments to
same; reviewed e-mails re: same.

3-Jan-12 Reviewed LLC Agreement, email correspondence with client; AS 0.75
reviewed side letter with prospective investor.

S-Jan-12 Conference with A. Segal re: proposed revisions to GrayCo LLC RVG 0.50
Agreement.

17-Jan-12 Discussion with client regarding withdrawal and allocation provisions AS 0.75
in LLC agreement.

18-Jan-12 Discussed LLC agreement with RVG and possible loan by Gray & AS 0.75
Company to members of GP entity.

18-Jan-12 Conference with A. Segal re: comments to GrayCo LLC Agreement RVG 0.25
and open issues.

27-Jan-12 Revised LLC agreement. AS 0.25
30-Jan-12 Call with RVG, B. Hubbard and L. Gray to discuss LLC agreement. AS 0.50
30-Jan-12 Telephone call with Larry Gray and Bob Hubbard and Alex Segal re: RVG 0.50

terms of GrayCo Management LLC Agreement.

Total Hours 8.50

Total Services ...............................................................................................$ 4,701.25

S&K012953
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Page 3

Invoice Date: 26-Apx-12
Invoice Number: 195037
Through 31-Jan-12

27491 Gray &Company
0001 General

Disbursements Recorded Through January 31, 2012

Telephone 2.28
Local Transportation 76.12
Secretarial Overtime 68.90

Total Disbursernents .....................................................................................$ 147.30

Less on Account ...........................................................................................$ (4,740.06)

Total.............................................................................................................$ 108.49

S&K012954
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Page 4

Invoice Date: 26-Apr-12
Invoice Nunnber: 195037
Through 31-Jan-12

27491 Gray &Company
0001 General

Atty
No. / Init. Class

0852 RVG Partner
0852 RVG Partner
0903 JCC Partner
1628 AS Associate
1628 AS Associate
1764 MM Paralegal
1778 ECV Pazalegal

Name Hours Rate Value

Robert Van Grover 1.25 850.00 1,062.50
Robert Van Grover 2.00 795.00 1,590.00
James C. Cofer 0.50 595.00 297.50
Alexandra Segal 3.00 430.00 1,290.00
Alexandra Segal 1.00 380.00 380.00
Marybeth McGaugh 0.25 115.00 28.75
Emily C. Viviani 0.50 105.00 52.50

8.50 4,701.25

S&K012955
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~SEWARD ~ KTSSEL LLP

ONE BATTERY PAP.K PLAZA

NF,W YORK, NEV4 'YORI{ 10004

(212) 574-1200

Invoice Date 26-Apr-12
Invoice Number 195037
Through 31-Jan-12

27491 Gray &Company
0001 General

TAX IDENTIFICATION NUMBER

S&K012956
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SEWARD ~ KISSEL LLP

ONE BAZTL;RX PARK PLAZA

NEW 'Y"012K, NEW YORI{ lOOQ4

(212) 574-1200

27491 Gray &Company

Gray &Company
3333 Piedmont Road, Suite 1250
Atlanta, Georgia 30305

For Professional Services Rendered Through March 31, 2012:

May 30, 2012

Matter Number Matter Name Fee Disbursement Total
Amoant Amount Amount

27491-0001 General $5,570.00 $40.71 $5,610.71

S&K012957
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Page 2

Invoice Date: 30-May-12
Invoice Number: 197751
Through 31-Maz-12

27491 Gray &Company
0001 General

Services Atty Hours

1-Feb-12 Reviewed and revised GrayCo Investment Management LLC RVG 0.75
Operating Agreement.

2-Feb-12 Revised LLC Agreement and sent to client. AS 0.50
1-Mar-12 Reviewed Certium management agreement AS 0.75
2-Mar-12 Call with B. Hubbard to discuss Certium sub-advisory agreement. AS 0.25
5-Mar-12 Revised Certium IMA and discussed with RVG AS 1.00
5-Mar-12 Conference with A. Segal re: miscellaneous issues. RVG 0.25
12-Mar-12 Reviewed/commented on Gray/Certium IMA AS 2.25
13-Mar-12 Reviewed Certium sub-advisory agreement; discussed with RVG and AS 3.50

M. O'Brien
13-Maz-12 Conference with A. Segal re: comments to sub-advisory with RVG 1.00

Certium; reviewed and revisions to certain provisions.
30-Maz-12 Reviewed revised Certium sub-advisory agreement; discussed with B. AS 0.75

Hubbard

Total Hours 11.00

Total Services ...............................................................................................$ 5,570.00

Disbursements Recorded Through March 31, 2012

Telephone 40.71

Total Disbursements .....................................................................................$ 40.71

Total.............................................................................................................$ 5,610.71

S&K012958

Respondents' Exhibit 0581
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Page 3

Invoice Date: 30-May-12
Invoice Number: 197751
Through 31-Mar-12

27491 Gray &Company
0001 General

Atty
No. / Init. Class

0852 RVG Partner
1628 AS Associate

Name Hours Rate Value

Robert Van Grover 2.00 850.00 1,700.00
Alexandra Segal 9.00 430.00 3,870.00

11.00 5,570.00

S&K012959

Respondents' Exhibit 0581



SEC Admin. Proc. No. 3-16554

SEWARD ~ KISSEL LLP

ONE BA'ITF.RY PARK PT.AZA

NEW YORK, NEW I ORK 10004

(212) 574-1200

Invoice Date 30-May-12
Invoice Number 197751
Through 31-Mar-12

27491 Gray &Company
0001 General

TAX IDENTIFICATION NUMBER

S&K012960

Respondents' Exhibit 0581
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SEC Admin. Proc. No. 3-16554

SEWARD ~ KISSEL LLP

ONE BATTTRY PARK PLAZA

NILW YORK, NEW YORK lOOO4

(212) 574-1200

27491 Gray &Company

Gray &Company
3333 Piedmont Road, Suite 1250
Atlanta, Georgia 30305

For Professional Services Rendered Through March 31, 2012:

May 30, 2012

Matter Number Matter Name Fee Disbursement Total
Amount Amount Amount

27491-0002 Gray Global Capital Partners $5,211.25 $0.00 $5,211.25
Fund I, L.P.

S&K012961

Respondents' Exhibit 0581



SEC Admin. Proc. No. 3-16554

Invoice Date:
Invoice Number:
Through

27491 Gray &Company
0002 Gray Global Capital Partners Fund I, L.P.

Services Atty

17-Feb-l2 Call with B. Hubbazd to discuss fund terms. AS
13-Mar-12 Call with J. Robinson to discuss fund terms; offering documents. AS
20-Mar-12 Drafted PPM AS
21-Mar-12 Drafted PPM. AS
22-Mar-12 Review and revise OM and LPA JCC
22-Mar-12 Drafted PPM and LPA. AS
23-Mar-12 Updated subscription agreement. AS

Total Hours

Total Services ...............................................................................................$

Disbursements Recorded Through March 31, 2012

Total Disbursements .....................................................................................$

Page 2

30-May-12
197752

31-Mar-12

Hours

0.25
0.25
1.00
6.25
0.25
2.50
1.50

12.00

5,211.25

0.00

Total.............................................................................................................$ 5,211.25

S&K012962

Respondents' Exhibit 0581



SEC Admin. Proc. No. 3-16554

Page 3

Invoice Date: 30-May-12
Invoice Number: 197752
Through 31-Maz-12

27491 Gray &Company
0002 Gray Global Capital Partners Fund I, L.P.

Atty
No. / Init. Class Name Hours Rate Value

0903 JCC Partner James C. Cofer 0.25 635.00 158.75
1628 AS Associate Alexandra Segal 11.75 430.00 5,052.50

12.00 5,211.25

S&K012963

Respondents' Exhibit 0581



SEC Admin. Proc. No. 3-16554

SEWARD c~L KISSEL LLP

ONE l3ATTFI2Y PARK PLAZA

NEW YORK, NFW YORK 10004

(212) 574-X200

Invoice Date 30-May-12
Invoice Number 197752
Through 31-Mar-12

27491 Gray &Company
0002 Gray Global Capital Partners Fund I, L.P.

TAX IDENTIFICATIOfV NUMBER

S&K012964

Respondents' Exhibit 0581



SEC Admin. Proc. No. 3-16554

SEWARD ~ KISSEL LLP

ONlf`. BATTERY PARK PLAZA

NEW YORK, NEW YORK lOOO4

(212) 574-1200

27'491 Gray &Company

Gray &Company
3333 Piedmont Road, Suite 1250
Atlanta, Georgia 30305

For Professional Services Rendered Through March 31, 2012:

May 30, 2012

Matter Number Matter Name Fee Disbursement Total
Amount Amount Amount

27491-0004 Group Trust $860.00 $0.00 $860.00

S&K012965

Respondents' Exhibit 0581



SEC Admin. Proc. No. 3-16554

Invoice Date:
Invoice Number:
Through

27491 Gray &Company
0004 Group Trust

Services Atty

13-Mar-12 Telephone calls with A. Segal regarding ERISA related provisions in IK
an Investment Management Agreement, discussions with M. O'Brien.

13-Mar-12 Various discussions and correspondences with R. Van Grover, A. MEO
Segal and I. Kerzhner regazding group trust arrangements.

Total Hours

Total Services ...............................................................................................$

Disbursements Recorded Through March 31, 2012

Total Disbursements .....................................................................................$

TOta1............................................................................................................. $

Page 2

30-May-12
197754

31-Mar-12

Hours

0.50

1.00

1.50

860.00

1 11

860.00

S&K012966

Respondents' Exhibit 0581



SEC Admin. Proc. No. 3-16554

Page 3

Invoice Date: 30-May-12
Invoice Number: 197754
Through 31-Maz-12

27491 Gray &Company
0004 Group Trust

Atty
No. / Init. Class

1562 MEO Counsel
1553 IK Associate

Name Hours Rate Value

Michael0'Brien 1.00 600.00 600.00
Irma Kerzhner 0.50 520.00 260.00

1.50 860.00

S&K012967

Respondents' Exhibit 0581



SEC Admin. Proc. No. 3-16554

SEWARD ~ KISSPL LLP

O1VE BA7TF.RY PARK PLAZA

NEW YORK, NEW YORK lOOO4

(212) 574-1200

Invoice Date 30-May-12
Invoice Number 197754
Through 31-Mar-12

27491 Gray &Company
0004 Group Trust

Payment of bill

to ensure proper credit

Citibank, N.A.
120 Broadway
New York, NY 10271
021000059
Seward &Kissel Regular Account

TAX IDENTIFICATION NUMBER

Total Billed ............................:..............................................

S&K012968

Respondents' Exhibit 0581
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SEC Admin. Proc. No. 3-16554

SEWARD c4~ KISSEL LLP

ONE BATTERY PARK PLAZA

NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10004

(212) 574-1200

27491 Gray &Company

Gray &Company
3333 Piedmont Road, Suite 1250
Atlanta, Georgia 30305

For Professional Services Rendered Through June 30, 2012:

July 31, 2012

Matter Number Matter Name Fee Disbursement Total
Amount Amount Amount

27491-0001 General $8,020.00 $0.00 $8,020.00

S&K012969

Respondents' Exhibit 0581



SEC Admin. Proc. No. 3-16554

Page 2

27491
0001

2-Apr-12

3-Apr-12
3-Apr-12

4-Apr- ] 2
5-Apr-12
5-Apr-12
5-Apr-12

5-Apr-12
10-Apr-12
13-Apr-12
22-May-12

24-May-12
24-May-12
1-Jun-12
1-Jun- 2 2

5-Jun-12

11-Jun-12

12-Jun-12

14-Jun-12
18-Jun-12
19-Jun-12
19-Jun-12

Invoice Date:
Invoice Number
Through

31-Jul-12
199666

30-Jun-12
Gray &Company
General

Services

Discussed with B. Hubbard Certium sub-advisory agreement;
structure of GP entities and Gray & Co. generally; email
correspondence with client regarding JOBS Act.
Discussed company structure with RVG and B. Hubbard.
Prepared IMA, sub-advisory agreement re: certium sub-advisory
arragement.
Drafted GrayCo-Certium sub-advisory agreement.
Revised sub-advisory agreement between GrayCo and Certium.
Discussed Certium agreement and other open projects with E. Ehike.
Drafted managed account ageement and Certium sub-advisory
agreement
Conference with A. Segal re: open items
Work in connection with Certium agreements
Sent draft agreements to B. Hubbard.
Revised Certium ageement; email correspondence with client
regarding agreement.
Reviewed Gray/Certium ageement.
Reviewed revised Gray/Certium agreement.
Revised Certium agreement; discussed with RVG; sent to client.
Reviewed Gray-Certium Sub Advisory Agreement; conference with
A. Segal re: same.
Calls with Ashely McCants regarding DE LLC and formation
questions along with procedure for formation, prepare DE Certificate
of Formation, GA qualification, and SS-4 for GrayCo Africa, receive
executed documents, file with CSC, receive evidence, save to system
and sent to client.
T/c to IRS regarding EIN for GrayCo Africa LLC, obtained EIN and
scanned original document into system, sent copy to Ashley with
number.
Received evidence from CSC of Georgia Certificate of Authority for
GrayCo Africa LLC, save Certificate to DOCs and sent to client.
Reviewed Certium's comments to revised sub-advisory agreement.
ReviewedJrevised Certium sub-advisory agreement.
Discussed Certium sub-advisory ageement with RVG.
Conference with A. Seal re: revisions to Certium Sub-Advisory
Agreement; reviewed same.

Atty

AS

AS
AS

Hours

1.00

Total Hours

AS
AS
AS
AS

EE
EE
JH
AS

AS
AS
AS
RVG

MM

MM

MM

AS
AS
AS
RVG

0.25
1.75

3.00
0.25
0.25
1.00

0.25
0.25
0.75
2.00

1.00
0.25
1.50
0.50

BIZ]

:1~.Y1:

0.25

1.00
I.75
0.25
0.25

20.00

S&K012970

Respondents' Exhibit 0581



SEC Admin. Proc. No. 3-16554

Page 3

Invoice Date: 31-Jul-12
Invoice Number: 199666
Through 30-Jun-12

27491 Gray &Company
0001 General

Total Services ...............................................................................................$

Disbursements Recorded Through June 30, 2012

Total Disbursements .....................................................................................$

8,020.00

0.00

Total.............................................................................................................$ 8,020.40

S&K012971

Respondents' Exhibit 0581



SEC Admin. Proc. No. 3-16554

Page 4

Invoice Date: 31-Jul-12
Invoice Number: 199666
Through 30-Jun-12

27491 Gray &Company
0001 General

Atty
No. / Init. Class

0852 RVG Partner
1628 AS Associate
1689 EE Associate
1694 JIB Associate
1764 MM Paralegal

Name Hours Rate Value

Robert Van Grover 0.75 850.00 637.50
Alexandra Segal 15.25 430.00 6,557.50
Erin Ehlke 0.50 385.00 192.50
Julia Hanks 0.75 385.00 288.75
Marybeth McGaugh 2.75 125.00 343.75

20.00 8,020.00

S&K012972

Respondents' Exhibit 0581



SEC Admin. Proc. No. 3-16554

SEWARD ~ KISSEL LLP

ONE BATTERY PA1ZK PLAZA

NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10004

(212) 574-1200

Invoice Date 31-Jul-12
Invoice Number 199666
Through 30-Jun-12

27491 Gray &Company
0001 General

Payment of bill

to e~~sure proper credl~

Citibank, N.A.
120 Broadway
New York, NI' 10271
021000089
Seward &Kissel Regular Account

TAX IDENTIFICATION NUMBER

Total Billed ........................................................................

S&K012973

Respondents' Exhibit 0581



SEC Admin. Proc. No. 3-16554

SEWARD ~ KISSEL LLP

ONE BATTERY PARK PLAZA

NEW YORK, NSW YORK 10004

(212> 574-1200

27491 Crray &Company

Gray &Company
3333 Piedmont Road, Suite 1250
Atlanta, Georgia 30305

For Professional Services Rendered Through June 30, 2012:

July 31, 2012

Matter Number Matter Name Fee Disbursement Total
Amount Amount Amount

27491-0002 Gray Global Capital Partners $908.75 $0.00 $908.75
Fund X, L.P.

S&K012974

Respondents' Exhibit 0581



SEC Admin. Proc. No. 3-16554

Page 2

Invoice Date: 31-Jul-12
Invoice Number: 199667
Through 30-Jun-12

27491 Gray &Company
0002 Gray Global Capital Partners Fund I, L.P.

Services Atty Hours

2-Apr-12 Discussed fund documents with B. Hubbard. AS 0.25
3-Apr-12 Advise A. Segal re: management fee JCC 0.25
3-Apr-12 Discussions with RVG, J. Cofer and B. Hubbard regarding payment AS 0.75

of management fee from GP entity to IM entity.
3-Apr-12 Conference with A. Segal re: payment of fees by Fund to GP entity RVG 0.25

and related issues.
1-May-12 Discussion with C. Knight regarding management structure. AS 0.25

Total Hours 1.75

Total Services ...............................................................................................$ 908.75

Disbursements Recorded Through June 30, 2012

Total Disbursements .....................................................................................$ 0.00

Total.............................................................................................................$ 908.75

S&K012975

Respondents' Exhibit 0581



SEC Admin. Proc. No. 3-16554

27491 Gray &Company
0002 Gray Global Capital Partners Fund I, L.P.

Atty
No. / Init. Class

0852 RVG Partner
0903 JCC Partner
1628 AS Associate

Name

Robert Van Grover
James C. Cofer
Alexandra Segal

Invoice Date:
Invoice Number:
Through

Hours

0.25
0.25
1.25

1.75

Rate

850.00
635.00
430.00

Page 3

31-Jul-12
199667

30-Jun-12

Value

212.50
158.75
537.50

908.75

S&K012976

Respondents' Exhibit 0581



SEC Admin. Proc. No. 3-16554

SEWARD ~ KISSEL LLP

ONE BATi`ERY PARK PLAGA

NEW YORE{, NEW YORK lOOO4

(212) 574-1200

Invoice Date 31-Jul-12
Invoice Number 199667
Ttu~ough 30-Jun-12

27491 Gray &Company
0002 Gray Global Capital Partners Fund I, L.P.

Payment of bill

to ensure proper credit

Citibank, N.A.
120 Broadway
New York, NY 10271
021000089
Seward & Kiasel Regular Account

TAX IDENTIFICATION NUMBER

Total Billed ..................................................................

S&K012977

Respondents' Exhibit 0581



SEC Admin. Proc. No. 3-16554

SEWARD ~ KISSEL LLP

ONE BAZTERY PARK PLAZA

NEW XORK, 1VEW YORK lOOO4

(212) 574-1200

27491 Gray &Company

Gray &Company
3333 Piedmont Road, Suite 1250
Atlanta, Georgia 30305

For Professional Services Rendered Through June 30, 2012:

July 31, 2012

Matter Number Matter Name Fee Disbursement Total
Amount Amount Amount

27491-0003 GrayCo Alternative Partners $62.50 $89.33 $151.83
I, LP

S&K012978

Respondents' Exhibit 0581



SEC Admin. Proc. No. 3-16554

Page 2

Invoice Date: 31-Jul-12
Invoice Number: 199668
Through 30-Jun-12

27491 Gray &Company
0003 GrayCo Alternative Partners I, LP

Services Atty Hours

11-Apr-12 Prepaze Alabama letter response. MM 0.25
6-May-12 Post-filing responsibilities for GrayCo Alternative ParMers T, LP in MM 0.25

Michigazi, including scanning originals, saving to DOCs, sending
original copies to records.

Total Hours 0.50

Total Services ...............................................................................................$ 62.50

Disbursements Recorded Through June 30, 2012

Duplicating 0.80
Postage 0.45
Courier Services .38.08
Filing Fees 50.00

Total Disbursements .....................................................................................$ 89.33

Total.............................................................................................................$ 151.83

S&K012979

Respondents' Exhibit 0581



SEC Admin. Proc. No. 3-16554

27491 Gray &Company
0003 GrayCo Alternative Partners I, LP

Atty
No. / Init. Class Name

1764 MM Paralegal Marybeth McGaugh

Page 3

Invoice Date: 31-Jul-12
Invoice Number: 199668
Through 30-Jun-12

Hours Rate Value

0.50 125.00 62.50

O.SO 62.50

S&K012980

Respondents' Exhibit 0581



SEC Admin. Proc. No. 3-16554

SEWARD ~ KISSEL LLP

ONE BATTERY PART{ PLAZA

1VEW YORK, NEW YORK 10004 ~

(212) 574-1200

Invoice Date 31-Jul-12
Invoice Number 199668
Through 30-Jun-12

27491 Gray &Company
0003 GrayCo Alternative Partners I, LP

TAX IDENTIFICATION NUMBER

S&K012981

Respondents' Exhibit 0581
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SEC Admin. Proc. No. 3-16554

SEWARD ~L KISSEL LLP

ONE BATTERY PARK PLAZA

NEW YORK, NF.W YORK 10009:

(212) 574-1200

27491 Gray &Company

Gray &Company
3333 Piedmont Road, Suite 1250
Atlanta, Georgia 30305

July 31, 2012

For Professional Services Rendered Through June 30, 2012:

Matter Number Matter Name

27491-0005 GrayCo Alternative Partners
II, LP

Fee Disbursement Total
Amount Amount Amount

$3,905.00 $0.00 $3,905.00

S&K012982

Respondents' Exhibit 0581



SEC Admin. Proc. No. 3-16554

Page 2

Invoice Date: 31-Jul-12
Invoice Number: 199669
Through 30-Jun-12

27491 Gray &Company
0005 GrayCo Alternative Partners II, LP

Services Atty Hours

2-Apr-I2 Discussed new private equity fund of funds with B. Hubbard. AS Q.25
3-Apr-12 Discussed separate portfolio strucure (i.e., opt out mechanism) re: AS 0.25

new PE fund II.
8-Jun-12 Looked into GA statutes regarding restrictions on alternative AS 1.00

investments by eligible lazge retirennent systems; email
correspondence with client; discussed with RVG.

8-Jun-12 Conference with A. Segal re: limitation on government plan RVG 0.25
investment in fund; reviewed research re: same.

I S-Jun-12 Drafted offering documents. AS 2.50
28-Jun-12 Review draft of GrayCo II LPA and CPOM. PEP 1.50
29-Jun-12 Drafted offering documents. AS 0.75
29-Jun-12 Conference with Ms. Segal regarding exclusing certain LPs from PEP 0.50

hedge fund investments.

Total Hours 7.00

Total Services ...............................................................................................$ 3,905.00

Disbursements Recorded Through June 30, 2012

Total Disbursements .....................................................................................$ 0.00

Total.............................................................................................................$ 3,905.00

S&K012983

Respondents' Exhibit 0581



SEC Admin. Proc. No. 3-16554

27491 Gray &Company
0005 GrayCo Alternative Partners II, LP

Atty
No. / Init. Class

0852 RVG Partner
0630 PEP Counsel
1628 AS Associate

Name

Robert Van Grover
Peter Pront
Alexandra Segal

Invoice Date:
Invoice Number:
Through

Hours

0.25
2.00
4.75

7.00

Rate

850.00
825.00
430.00

Page 3

31-Jul-12
199669

30-Jun-12

Value

212.50
1,650.00
2,042.50

3,905.00

S&K012984

Respondents' Exhibit 0581
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SEC Admin. Proc. No. 3-16554

SEWARD ~ KISSEL LLP

ONE BATTERY PARK PLAZA

NEW YORK, NEW XORK 10004

(212) 574-1200

Invoice Date 31-Jul-12
Invoice Number 199669
Through 30-Jun-12

27491 Gray &Company
0005 GrayCo Alternative Partners II, LP

TAX IDENTIFICATION NUMBER

S&K012985

Respondents' Exhibit 0581



SEC Admin. Proc. No. 3-16554

SlU1~V'AP:I:) ~L I~ISSIi)7~ r~Lx~
ON1+;13A'1`1`IL'12Y YA12T{ 1'T.ATA

NTCW YORSr, NlCW YOTtIC 1Q004

(2].2) 574-1200

2749] Gray &Company

Jahn G Robinson, ("1'P
Senior Managing nirector
Gn•fly & Compflny
3333 Piedmont Read, Suite 1250
Atlanta, C3eorg;a 30305

l~or Professional Services ~tendered'Through September 30, 20121

Mutter Nwnber

27491-0005

October 31, 2012

Mnttcr Name Fce Dtsbarseincnt Total
Amount Ain~unt Amount

GrayCo Altemativo Partners $1,700.00 $0.00 ~1,700,UQ
IT, 1.P

SK 0259

Respondents' Exhibit 1056



SEC Admin. Proc. No. 3-16554

r~gc z

Invoice Dater 31-Uct-IZ
Tnvoicc~ Nuinbor: 2621y4
1'hrou~h 30-Sip-12

27491 Cir~y 8c Compnny
ODUS Gr~yCo AlternH~ive Partners Il, T~P

Sorvicey Alty ~TOurS

4-Jul-12 Review revisui dr~sft of LPA and send e-mail to Ms. Segal regarding PEP ~,SO
same.

5-Jt~I-12 I)rai~ed offering documents, AS 1.00
(i-Jul-l2 Drafted T,,PA, AS 0.75
-J`ul- t 2 I'reparcd offe►ing, documents and sent to client. AS 0.50

G-Aug-12 T.)iscussecl with i2VG investment ley P~; fund Il in afCliated hedbe AS U.2S
l~UI1C~.

G-Aug-22 Gor►ference with A. Sc;gttl xc: issues x~aiseci by Gray iz~vestin~ client TZVG 0.?.S
iunc~s in funds managed b~ advisers in whick~ Gray owns an ii2te~•est,

Total Hoars 3,25

'!'otfll Services ...............................................................................................$ 1,700.00

Uisb~irsemcnts Itecordc;d 'through September 30, 2012

`l~ot~l Uisbursemei►ts ....................................................................................$ 0.00

"I'otul .............................................................................................................$ 1,700.00

SK 0260

Respondents' Exhibit 1056



SEC Admin. Proc. No. 3-16554

r~~~ 3

lnvoicc; ll~ite: 31 •Qcf-12
Invoice Number; 262194
Tl~ruu~h 3U-Sep•12

27491 Gray &Company
UpUS GrayCo AlEernative P~►rtn~rs XT, Ll'

ratty
No. / Init. Class Name 1•Iotirs R~►te Value

052 KVG Partner Itaberi Van Grover 0.25 850.00 212.SU
0630 1'~?P Counsel ~'atcr Pram ~ 0.50 825.00 412,SU
1628 AS Associate Alexandra Segfll 2.50 430.00 1,075.00

3.2.5 1,700.00

SK 0281

Respondents' Exhibit 1056



SEC Admin. Proc. No. 3-16554

Sli.'VYAPD & ~~xS~~L' l:.X.1'

~tv~ r3nrr~re~ rnrtx nx.nzn
N'I~W YORK, NI~W YORK 10004

(~d12) 574-~2Q0

Invoice Date 3 l -Oct• 12
Invoice Number 2621)4
Through 3Q-Sip-i2

27491 Dray &Company
0005 C'rrayCq Alternative Parhiers IT, T,P

'I'ot.~l Bided .................

1'~cyntertt of hill

Please

~ii~~r~ly'~#~~~r ~~.#"r.~

~~,, ,er , r ~~Y~ `~.

~~3, ".~
~4ka

'T'AX !r)1'sN'I'XT~'ICATION iVUMDGli

1

SK 0262

t V~~a: 
~~ ~~~ ~

,- ~~~

~~~~~ ~ ~~:

`, 

f~14

b,?
V -~ ^~~~~~

du ensr~re proper credit.

~ rn,,tnn ~;~ Citib:~r~lc, N.A.
x 13stn''~Y: 12U I3rondFvny

~,~~'t~• Nc~r~'Yorlc, NY ~Q271
~~Itwbor: 421000A89
of Accuuut: Ser~~~►rcl & YCisscl ltcgutar Accutmt
nt iVuiuber: 

Respondents' Exhibit 1056



SEC Admin. Proc. No. 3-16554

SEWARD ~ KISSEL LLP

ONE BAZThRY PARK PLAZA

NEW YORT{, NEW YORK 10004

(212) 574-1200

27491 Gray &Company

John C. Robinson, CTP
Senior Managing Director
Gray &Company
3333 Piedmont Road, Suite 1250
Atlanta, Georgia 30305

For Professional Services Rendered Through September 30, 2012:

Matter Number

27491-0003

October 31, 2012

Matter Name Fee Disbursement Total
Amount Amount Amount

GrayCo Alternative Partners $138.75 $0.00 $138.75
I, LP

S&K012944

Respondents' Exhibit 0581



SEC Admin. Proc. No. 3-16554

Page 2

Invoice Date: 31-Oct-12
Invoice Number: 262193
Through 30-Sep-12

27491 Gray &Company
0003 GrayCo Alternative Partners I, LP

Services Atty Hours

1-Aug-12 Email correspondence with client regarding AML requirements/State AS 0.25
Street due diligence.

26-Aug-12 Post filing responsibities for original AL evidence, scan into system, MM 0.25
save to DOCs and sent original to records.

Total Hours 0.50

Total Services ...............................................................................................$ 138.75

Disbursements Recorded Through September 30, 2012

Total Disbursements .....................................................................................$ 0.00

Total.............................................................................................................$ 138.75

S&K012945

Respondents' Exhibit 0581
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Invoice Date: 31-Oct-12
Invoice Number: 262193
Through 34-Sep-12

27491 Gray &Company
0003 GrayCo Alternative Partners I, LP

Atty
No. / Init. Class Name Hours Rate Value

1628 AS Associate Alexandra Segal 0.25 430.00 107.50
1764 MM Paralegal Marybeth McGaugh 0.25 125.00 31.25

0.50 138.75

S&K012946

Respondents' Exhibit 0581
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SEWARD ~ KISSEL LLP

ONIf; BATTERY PARK PLAZA

NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10004

(212) 574-1200

Invoice Date 31-Oct-12
Invoice Number 262193
Through 30-Sep-12

27491 Gray &Company
0003 GrayCo Alternative Partners I, LP

TAX IDENTIFICATION NUMBER

S&K012947

Respondents' Exhibit 0581
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SEWARD & KISSEL LLP

ONE BATTERY PAF2K PLAZA

NEW YORK, NL+'W Y012I{ lOOO4

(212) 574-1200

27491 Gray &Company

John C. Robinson, CTP
Senior Managing Director
Gray &Company
3333 Piedmont Road, Suite 1250
Atlanta, Georgia 30305

For Professional Services Rendered Through September 30, 2012:

Matter Number

27491-0005

October 31, 2012

Matter Name Fee Disbursement Total
Amount Amount Amount

GrayCo Alternative Partners $1,700.00 $0.00 $1,700.00
II, LP

S&K012948

Respondents' Exhibit 0581
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Invoice Date: 31-Oct-12
Invoice Number: 2b2194
Through 30-Sep-12

27491 Gray &Company
0005 GrayCo Alternative Partners II, LP

Services Atty Hours

4-Jul-12 Review revised draft of LPA and send e-mail to Ms. Segal regarding PEP 0.50
same.

5-Jul-12 Drafted offering documents. AS 1.00
6-Jul-12 Drafted LPA. AS 0.75
9-Jul-12 Prepared offering documents and sent to client. AS 0.50
6-Aug-12 Discussed with RVG investment by PE Fund II in affiliated hedge AS 0.25

fund.
6-Aug-12 Conference with A. Segal re: issues raised by Gray investing client RVG 0.25

funds in funds managed by advisers in which Gray owns an interest.

Total Hours 3.25

Total Services ...............................................................................................$ 1,700.00

Disbursements Recorded Through September 30, 2012

Total Disbursements .....................................................................................$ 0.00

Total.............................................................................................................$ 1,700.00

S&K012949

Respondents' Exhibit 0581
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Invoice Date: 31-Oct-12
Invoice Number: 262194
Through 30-Sep-12

27491 Gray &Company
0005 GrayCo Alternative Partners II, LP

Atty
No. / Init. Class

0852 RVG Partner
0630 PEP Counsel
1628 AS Associate

Name Hours Rate Value

Robert Van Grover 0.25 850.00 212.50
Peter Pront 0.50 825.00 412.50
Alexandra Segal 2.50 430.00 1,075.00

3.25 1,700.00

S&K012950

Respondents' Exhibit 0581
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SEWARD ~ KISSEL LLP

ONE BATTERY PART{ PLAZA

NEW YORK, 1VEW YORK I0004

(212) 574-1200

Invoice Date 31-Oct-12
Invoice Number 262194
Through 30-Sep-12

27491 Gray &Company
0005 GrayCo Alternative Partners II, LP

TAX IDENTIFICATION NUMBER

S&K012951

Respondents' Exhibit 0581
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:~

ST~WAI2D ~ KISS~L LLP

ONb: I3A7YL f+~7tY PAT2T~ T'LAZA ~ i

NJL'W 'Y012T{, NIti'4V YOI2I~ ].004

~2Lz~ 5~~-i2oo

27491 Gray &Company

I~ob Hui~bard
Gray &Company
3333 Piedmont Road, Suite 1250

Atlanta, Ueor~ia 30305

For Professional Services Rendered Through December 31, 2012:

January 31, 2013

11'iatter Number Matter Name I~'cc Disbarsenxei~t Total

Amount Amount Amount

27491-0001 General $28.75 $6,15 $34.90

S&K014883

Respondents' Exhibit 0625
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_.. 1

27491 Gray &Company
OU~1 General

l ~1

Invoice Date:
Invoice Number:
Tluou~U

Services Atty

1U-llec-12 Post fling responsibility: seat Robert C. HuUbard the original Georgia JMP
Certif cafe of Authority of GrayCn Africa L~,C.

Total Hours

Totsl Services ............................:..................................................................$

Disbursements Recorded Through December 31, 2012

Courier Services 6.15

\ Total Disbursexnents .....................................................................................$

Total............................ . ..................... . .......................................................... $

Page 2

3 l -Jai-13
265007

31-Dec-12

1-Tours

0.25

0.25

28,75

6.15

34.90

S&K014884

Respondents' Exhibit 0625
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27491 Gray &Company
0001 General

AiCy
No. / Init. Class

1591 JMP Paralegal

,.~~} ~ Page 3

Invoice Date: 31-Jan-13
Invoice Number•: 265007; ~~
Through 31-Deo-12

Name T-Iours Rate Value

Jessica Martinez 0.25 115.00 28.75

0.25 28.75

S&K014885

Respondents' Exhibit 0625
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,. ,~ ,; , ~

ONIP, BA7'TlBPY PAI2I{ PT A!.A

NILW YORY{, NLC4V 'Y012T{ 10004

(212)574-1200

Invoice Date 31-Jan-13

Invoice Number 265007

'I'l~rough 31-lleo-12

27491 Gray & Compa~iy

0001 General

~.
.~_ ~` ~'.E,

a1

z

Pt~yn:ent of Gill isaliie ~pi~i: receipt

Please return ttiu`~rcge,ys%llen »i~r~rrr~;,,payntent to eiisrire proper creddt.

►ire lrarrsfcr efi~fre~cteo~~s:

,,, I~t~me4~~,BAllI{' _ CitibAnk, N.A.

„ ̀~~ ;, rfcTdres~of Bar~Ii: 120 Broadway

y' ~. h ~` ,, Nc~v York, NY 10271

t "~Y~ ~'~Y A 1V~mber: 021000089

`~*~~., 'r~xr 2 i F ~~R~~a c of Account: Se~vard &vessel Regular Accouut

~~ j ~x~, £ ,, ~~; ;-.Account Nimiber: 
~,, ~ V ~ h

i t ~
~$ Yew,'.

TAX IDEIV'CTI~ICATTON NUMBER

l

S&K014886

Respondents' Exhibit 0625
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►S~+~WAItiD c~ I~ISSI~ L LLP . - ..,,
ONTO BA7'T~RY PA'P~T{ T'T.AZA

1~~VV YOLK, NLW YO12K 100 4

czi2~ ~7~-i.2oo

27491 Gray &Company

Bob Hubbard
Gray &Company
3333 PIedmonl Road, Suite 1250
Atlanta, Georgia 30305

7~inuary 31, 2013

For Professional Services Rendered Ttiruubli Decen~bex•.31, 2012:

Matter Nt~n~ber A~Iatter Name Pee Disbursement Tutal
Aanoant Amowrt Amount

27491-0003 GrayCo Altez~native Partners $136.25. $O.UO $13Ci.25
I, LP

S&K014887

Respondents' Exhibit 0625
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Page 2
,~

Tuvoice Date: 31-Jan-] 3
Invoice Number: 265008
Through 31-Dec-12

27491 Gray &Company
0003 GrayCo Alternative Partners I, LP

. Sc~vices Atty T-Iours

3U-Nov-12 Draft 2012 Porm D renewal f'or GrayCo Alternative Partners I, LP.; JMP 0.25

sent sane to Robert H. and Ashley M.

17-Dec-12 T'lace call to Marlc Ha~•dy following up oil SAC FORM D/E1 filing due SS 0.2~

on 12/19; left voicemail.

18-Dec-12 Called MArk Tardy again regarding SBC FORM D/A renewal due SS 0.25

12/19/2012; left vaiceniail.

Total Hours . 0.75

Total Services ...............................................................................................$ 136.25

Disburse~nents Recorded Through December 31; 2012

'Total Disbursements .....................................................................................$ 0.00

Total...........................................................:................................:................$ 136.25

~' J

S&K014888

Respondents' Exhibit 0625
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27491 Gray &Company
0003 GrayCo Alternative Partners T, Ll'

Atty
No. / Init. Class

1379 SS Pa~•alegal
1591 JMP Paralegal

Page 3

Invoice Date: 31-Jan-13
Invoice Number: 265008 ; :~.
'through 31-Dec-12 'x.

Name Hours Race Value

Susan Schneider 0.50 215.00 107.50

Jessica Martine~~ 0.25 115.00 28.75

0.75 136.25

S&K014889

Respondents' Exhibit 0625
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-~;; ,. ..

~Pi.WA RD c~ KrssrL I.LI'

ONI~ I3A'i':C`~I2X 1'Al2I{ PLA%A

N7EW Y012T{, N79W 'YOr2T{ 10004

(L12)574-1200

Invoice Date 31-Jan-13

Invoice Number 265008

Ttu~ougfi 3 ] -Dec-12

27491 Gray &Company

0003 GrayCo Alternative Partners I, LP

Total Billed ....................................................................................$ : ~ 13~i:25
-:—~—

~ ,~~ ~ =r
~ ~ .

~~"-~~> ~ia,Yz, r

{ c+~ •#+`

e ~,~,

,ffi i s

'$ iEt r:. ~3~~r ~ ;

Payment of Lill is dtret~pct ~Bcetp~. ~`~~S ~ h~a

Please retrrrrs ~h~s pag~'` ~Iren nrk~utg~my>ncent to ensure proper credit.
;.,:

l-V~~ transJep ar~t~~rct~onsc `>'`

„,~ v~ i'~̀° A~o~Bank~~;•, Citibank, N.A.

;~.s~;~;,es .~ Band: 120 Broadway

~ ~~ ~+~~ ~. ;>~~ ~~~;= New York, NY 1027X

4. ~ ~~;: a.i~,~B~ Nulmbcr: 021000089

3' .~`nnie of Account: Seward &Kissel Regular Account

~:>.,. Account Namber: 

ti, ,.
~.

ti; .',

TAX IDENTYFICAT[ON 1~iUR4BER

S&K014890

Respondents' Exhibit 0625
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THE UNITED STATES SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION

In the Matter of:

GRAY FINANCIAL

GROUP, INC.

WITNESS: Laurence Gray

PAGES: 325 through 503

File No. A-03486-A

PLACE: Securities Exchange Commission

950 East Paces Ferry Road, Suite 900

Atlanta, GA 30326

DATE: Thursday, June 24, 2014

The above-entitled matter came on for hearing,

pursuant to notice, at 10:00 a.m.

Diversified Reporting Services, Inc.

(202) 467-9200
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1 A Primarily through emails, yes.

2 Q And what is your understanding of what

3 opinion, information Seward & Kissel provided?

4 A It's my understanding that they had

5 thoroughly reviewed and understood and developed

6 us a draft again of this particular Code, and in

7 addition to this, other matters that might affect

8 the documents themselves or clients, such as

9 compliance with ERISA Law. I specifically

10 remember seeing those emails.

11 Q Was there any email where someone from

12 Seward & Kissel said, the Alternative Partners II

13 Fund complies with all aspects of Georgia Law?

14 A I think the answer is yes.

15 Q Do you know who that email went to?

16 A I believe it went to Bob Hubbard.

17 Q And how do you know about that email?

18 A It's my recollection. I read several

19 emails and I am fairly certain I saw that one.

20 Q Other than your recollection of emails,

21 did Seward & Kissel communicate the Alternative

22 Partners II Fund's compliance in any other manner?

23 A Yes.

24 Q And let me add to that. Other than

25 production of the documents which you stated
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1 earlier, production of the offering documents and

2 the emails, anything else?

3 A So other than the series of emails that

4 went back and forth of which I was privy to

5 reading those, and some of the conference calls

6 which I sat in, some but not all, and the ultimate

7 production of the draft documents to provide to

8 our clients, that is the body. So the answer is,

9 nothing else.

10 Q Nothing else that you can think of?

11 A No.

12 Q And based on that, is it your

13 understanding that Seward & Kissel opined that the

14 Alternative Partners II Fund, as drafted, complied

15 with Georgia OCGA 472087?

16 A Absolutely. Without question of mine

17 anyway.

18 Q In all respects?

19 A In all respects.

20 Q Okay. Other than Seward & Kissel, did

21 Gray Financial or anyone on their behalf rely on

22 anyone else regarding interpretations of OCGA

23 472087, and I will limit that to 2012 time frame?

24 A Rely on, no.

25 Q Anyone else?
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UNITED STATES SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION

In the Matter of: )

File No. A-03486-A

GRAY FINANCIAL GROUP, INC. )

WITNESS: Robert C. Hubbard, IV

PAGES: 190 through 316

PLACE: Securities and Exchange Commission

950 East Paces Ferry Road, Suite 900

Atlanta, Georgia 30326

DATE: Thursday, June 26, 2014

The above-entitled matter came on for hearing,

pursuant to notice, at 10:15 a.m.

Diversified Reporting Services, Inc.

(202) 467-9200
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1 it's probably the third paragraph of this

2 exhibit, you use the word "one remaining item."

3 Do you see that there, right at the beginning?

4 A Okay.

5 Q What was the one remaining item that

6 you keyed up for Ms. Segal?

7 A The review of Georgia Code.

8 Q What Georgia Code?

9 A Georgia Investment Code as it pertains

10 to public pension plans.

11 Q And why was that one remaining item

12 that you directed towards Ms. Segal?

13 A Because our intent for this fund was

14 to offer it to Georgia Public Pension Plan

15 investors, among many others. But we wanted to

16 ensure that it was going to be compliant with

17 Georgia Code.

18 Q So what was Ms. Segal's role in that

19 pursuant to this e-mail that's the exhibit in

20 front of you?

21 A She's with Seward & Kissel. Their

22 responsibility was to draft all the legal

23 documentation needed to launch the fund.

24 Q was there a section of that you

25 couldn't interpret, that Georgia Code?
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1 dollar investment.

2 Q Other than that section of the code,

3 were there other sections you wanted Seward &

4 Kissel to interpret?

5 A The full code.

6 Q The full code.

7 A My directives later in that e-mail is

8 we want Fund II to be eligible for Georgia

9 Public Pension Plans.

10 Q Why did you pick out this one section,

11 though, to highlight in your e-mail?

12 A As an example of one of the areas

13 within the code that, you know, we wanted them

14 to take a look at. But that's not to say that

15 that's exclusive of the expectation that they

16 were going to review the entire code.

17 Q Do you say anywhere in here that you

18 wanted to look at the entire code or words to

19 that effect?

20 A I say we want Fund II to be eligible

21 for Georgia public pension plans.

22 Q Your testimony is when you say that in

23 the e- mail, "There was one section that we

24 cannot seem to interpret," that's just for

25 purposes of example, you weren't limiting your
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1 A About this section?

2 Q What we were talking about, how to

3 calculate the 20 percent.

4 MR. WEISS: Again, as to this section

5 specifically, as opposed to insisting a request

6 be in compliance with the overall statute?

7 MR. ADLER: Correct.

8 THE WITNESS: Outside of requesting

9 compliance with the overall statute, no. We did

10 not have specific discussions on this.

11 BY MR. ADLER: (Resuming)

12 Q So what was the basis for your belief

13 that the 20 percent could not be calculated

14 until the close?

15 A We would not have been able to

16 determine --

17 MR. WEISS: Listen to what he asked

18 you.

19 THE WITNESS: I'm sorry. Could you

20 ask it again?

21 BY MR. ADLER: (Resuming)

22 Q Sure. What was the basis for your

23 belief that the 20 percent could not be

24 calculated until the fund was closed?

25 A We had received documents from Seward
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1 & Kissel that, you know, we expected were going

2 to be fully compliant with this. We had

3 received no other interpretation from them that

4 led us to believe otherwise.

5 Q Were there alternative interpretations

6 that could be made that -- for example that the

7 20 percent could be calculated prior to the

8 closing of the GrayCo Alternative Partners II

9 Fund?

10 MR. WEISS: Yeah. I mean that's

11 really asking for a legal and statutory

12 interpretation. I think that's way beyond the

13 scope of what a nonlawyer could do.

14 BY MR. ADLER: (Resuming)

15 Q Did you consider that with Mr. Gray?

16 MR. WEISS: Did he consider what?

17 MR. ADLER: Whether or not the 20

18 percent could be calculated prior to the close

19 of the fund.

20 BY MR. ADLER: (Resuming)

21 Q And when I say considered, did you

22 have discussions with Mr. Gray considering that

23 possibility?

24 A Yes.

25 Q And what was the reason -- or was
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF GEORGIA

ATLANTA DIVISION
--------------------------------------

GRAY FINANCIAL GROUP, INC., LAURENCE

O'GRAY, and ROBERT C. HUBBARD IV,

Plaintiffs,

-against-

SEWARD & KISSEL, LLP,

Defendants.

Civil Action
No. 1-16-CV-
1956-LMM

January 30, 2017

Videotaped Deposition of ALEXANDRA SEGAL

Reported by:
Joseph Danyo V

DISCOVERY
LITIGATION SERVICES
Court Reporting . Videography . Trfal Presenutlons

Nationwide Coverage

1201 West Peachtree Street
Suite 2300

Atlanta, GA 30309
404.847.0999

w~vw. DiscoveryLit, com



GRAY FINANCIAL GROUP, INC, et al. vs SEWARD & KISSEL, LLP VIDEOTAPED DEPOSITION OF
ALEXANDRA SEGAL on 01/30/2017 Pages 2..5

Page 2 Page 4

1 1 THE VIDEOGRAPF~R: This is disk number 1

2 January ao, 2oi~ 2 to the videotaped deposition of Alexandra

io:oa a.m. 3 Segal taken in the matter of Gray Financial

3 4 Group, Inc. et al. versus Seward &Kissel

4 5 LLP.
5 Videotaped i7eposition of ALEXANDRA SSGAL, 6 This deposition is being held at One
6 taken by Plaintiffs, held at the offices of ~ Battery Park Plaza, N2w YOYk City, Ori
7 Seward & Kissel LLP, One Battery Park Plaza, g Januazy 30th, 2017, drid tk1E tlfflE? 15 10:04.

8 New York, New York, before Joseph Danyo V, a 9 My name is Jim Sepulveda and I'm the
9 Shorthand Reporter and Notary Public within

10 videographer. The court reporter is Joseph
10 and for the State of New York.

11 Danyo.
11

lz 
12 Counsel, please introduce yourselves,

13 
13 and then the court reporter will swear in the

14 
14 witness and we can proceed.

15 
15 MR. BOBBINS: My name is Richard

16 
16 Robbins, counsel for the plaintiffs in the

1~ 17 action in the United States District Court

18 18 for the Northern District of Georgia.

19 19 NIIt. RUSSO: My name ie Vincent Russo on

Zp 20 behalf of the plaintiffs.

21 21 NII2. LANEY: I'm Dan Laney with Rogers &

2z 22 Hardin. we represent the defendant Seward &

2s 23 Kissel.

za 24 M[Z. HYLAAID: Hi. I'm Mark Hyland, a

zs 25 ~rember of Seward & Kissel, and I'm here as a

Page 3 Page 5

i A P P E A R A N c e s 1 representative of Seward & Kissel.
2

BOBBINS ROSS ALLOY BELINFANTE LITTLEFIELD LLC 
2 NII2• FITZMAURICE: My name is Tim

3 Attorneys for Plaintiffs 3 Fitzmaurice on behalf of the defendant.
999 Peachtree Street, N.E.

4 suite lizo 4 THE VIDEOGRP,PHEE2: Court reporter, swear

Atlanta, Georgia 30309 5 in the witness.
5

By: RICHARD L. BOBBINS, ESQ. 6 NIl2. LANEY: Before, ]ll6t really quickly,

6 VINCENT R. RUSSO, ESQ. 7 housekeeping, tt1E W1tI1CSS reserves LhE Y1911t,
7

8 ROGERS & HARDIN LLP 8 W111 review and sign the transcript, aI1C1 d0

Attorneys for Defendant 9 we need any stipulations, MT. RObbinS?
9 2700 International Tower

229 Peachtree Street N.E. 10 NIl2. BOBBINS: I vx>uld thinJc just the

10 Atlanta, Georgia 30303 11 n0Y711d1 stipulations under which we operate ii]
11 Hy: DAN F. LANEY, fiSQ.

TIMOTHY J. FITZMAURICE, fiSQ. 12 Georgia.

12 13 MR. LANEY: Well, I've had disagreements
13

Also ereaent: 14 with people about what those dre, eo let's

19 15 just state them.
ROBERT C. HUBBARD

is 16 All objections except ae to the forni of

MARK J. HYLAND 17 the question or the responsiveness of the
16

MICHAEL W. BROZ 18 answer are reserved for trial, aIld Ch2

17 19 witness can sign the transcript in front of
JIM SEPULVEDA, Videographer

18 20 any notary public.
-000- zl MR. BOBBINS: That's fine, Dan.

19
Zp 22 MR. LANEY: Anything else?

21 23 MR. BOBBINS: No. The parties have
zz
23 24 agreed, I think, to the teztns of the

25 25 protective order. I don't believe it has

DISCOVERY
LITIGATION SERVICES
Court Reporting • Videography • hial Presenwtions

~'` Nationwide Coverage

1201 West Peachtree Street
Suite 2300

Atlanta, GA 30309
404.847.0999

~vww. D i scoveryLit . com
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

16

l~

20

21

22

23

2 ~1

25

offices in Georgia to see the operations, meet the

people or for any other purpose?

A. Not that I'm aware of.

Q. It appears that you were the key, the

primary associate on working with Gray Financial, is

that correct3

A. Yes.

Q. Did Mr. Gray or Mr. Hubbard ever tell

you that they had individual counsel advising them

on any securities-related issues?

A. Advising them personally or advising

Gray?

Q. Yes. Advising personally.

A. They never mentioned that.

Q. Did }rou ever talk with any lawyer during

the course of your representation who purported to

be representing Mr. Gray or Mr. xubbard, personally

as to any securities issues?

?~. Not tY~at I recall.

Q. Now, you understood that Mr. Gray, Mr.

Hubbard and Gray Financial Group are subject to an

administrative proceeding by the Securities and

FScchange Ccermission, correct?

A. That's correct.

Q. And you understood that tkiat

1 funds, private placements, securities-related

2 offerings, correct?

3 A. That's right.

4 Q. And you have a general understanding

5 that in the event the materials made in connection

6 with an offering or in the event presentations made

7 in connection with the offering are not compliant

B with state or federal securities laws, that could

9 potentially lead to regulatory action against not

10 only the offering entity, but individuals affiliated

11 with the offering entity, fair to say?

12 A. suppose that's true, yes.

13 Q. And when you provided representation in

14 connection with Fund II, which is using Roman

15 mmierals, by the way, you had an understanding that

16 if the Fund II doctmw~ita were not compliant with

17 state or federal securities laws or if the marketing

18 in connection with Find II was not in ccmipliance

19 with federal or state securities laws, that that

20 could potentially lead to regulatozy action not only

21 against Gray Financial, but against Mr. Hubbard and

22 Mr. Gray as well, fair to say?

23 A. Well, that would depend on the

24 circumstances.

25 Q. I understand that, but in general terms,

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

B

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

16

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

Page 11

administrative proceeding involves an entity called

GrayCo Alternative Partners II, LP also ]mown as

EUnd II, correct?

A. Yes.

Q. And you advised on certain aspects of

Fund II for Gray Financial, correct?

A. That's correct.

Q. You prepared certain offering materials,

is that correct?

~. [4e prepared initial drafts.

Q. And you advised them on certain aspects

of Fluid II, correct?

A. Yes.

Q. And did you have an understanding when

you were advising on Fund II that in the event the

materials were not compliant with state or federal

securities laws or if any presentations made by Mr.

Hubbard or Mr. Gray were not compliant with federal

or state securities laws, that that could

potentially lead to regulatory action against not

only the co~any but Mr. Hubbard and Mr. Gray

individually?

A. I'm sorry. Can you break that question

down for me a bit.

Q. Okay. You advise us on investment

--_ - - Page 13

1 you understand if the documents were ccanpliant, the

2 marketing wasn't compliant, that potentially could

3 lead to regulatory action not only against the

4 entity but against those individuals, fair to say?

5 A. Potentially, depending on the

6 circumstances.

7 Q. Now, you started vrorking on Gray

B Financial matters, I believe it was on or around

9 October of 2011. Does that fit your recollection?

10 A. I believe so.

11 Q. Now, as of that date you had been an

12 associate at Seward & Rissel for approximately three

13 years, correct?

14 A. That's right.

15 Q. As of that time had you ever provided

16 legal services to any investment advisors or other

17 entities which provided potential invest~nents for

18 public pension plans?

19 A. Yes.

20 Q. Without getting into the client names,

21 how many other clients?

22 A. I couldn't say.

23 Q. One? 1wm? Five? Tent

24 A. Several. Many.

25 Q. Several? Any in Georgia?
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1 representing Gray Financial and affiliates on a 1

2 variety of mattera. 2

3 Ian't it true that throughout the time 3

4 period relevant to this action, in other words, when 4

5 Seward & Kissel was representing Gray Financial, Mr. 5

6 Gray and Mr. Hubbard have been advisory affiliates 6

7 of Gray Financial and Mr. Gray was an investment 7

8 advisor representative of Gray Financial registered 8

9 with the State of Georgia? You were aware of that, 9

10 correct? 10

11 A. Yes. The one thing I~11 say is 11

12 investment advisor representative is a specific 12

13 term, so I can't say for sw-e that I knew at the 13

14 time that he was actually registered as a 14

15 representative, but if you mean it loosely, then 15

16 yes. 1G

17 Q. And you were aware that due to their 17

16 positions, in the event of non-co~liance by Gray 18

19 Financial or its affiliates with state and federal 19

20 securities laws, Mr. Gray and Mr. Hubbard could face 20

21 regulatory action personally, correct? 21

22 A. If Gray Financial wasn't compliant with 22

23 securities laws, then yes, I think it's possible 23

29 under the circumstances for them personally to face 24

25 certain consequences. 25

1 Q. Now, let me turn your attention to

2 32 of defendant's answer, which is F~chibit 4,

3 this is the bottom of the 16th defense, and I'm just 3

4 referring to the last part of that. It's just above 4

5 17th defense. Do }rou see where I am on page 32? 5

6 A. Yes, but it may be helpful for me to 6

7 read the whole paragraph. 7

6 Q. Why don't you read the whole paragraph 8

9 and then I'll ask you a question. 9

10 A. Okay. 10

11 Q. Now, at the end, would you agree that 11

12 based on your review of the Georgia public pension 12

13 investment law, that the correct interpretation of 13

14 the Georgia public pension investaent law was not 14

15 settled, clear or widely recognized at the time of 15

16 the plaintiffs' alleged violations of the Georgia 16

17 public pension invesi~ent law? i 17

16 MFt. LANEY: Object to the form of. the ~ 18
i

19 question. 'rle were pled in the alternative. 19

20 Q. I understand this was pled in the 20

21 alternative, and this is a statement made in 21

22 Seward & Kissel's answer in our lawsuit, and would 22

23 you agree that based on your review of the law in 23

24 2012, that the correct interpretation of the Georgia 24

25 public pension investment law was not settled, clear 25

or widely recognized?

A. I ca~l't opine on that. I don't know.

Q. Well, when you looked at the law, }rou

were confused or uncertain as to portions that you

reviewed, is that fair to say?

A. That's fair to say. I personally, yes.

Q. And did }rou ever talk with any other

attorneys at Seward & Kissel regarding the Georgia

public pension investment law?

A. I believe I spoke briefly with Mr.

Van Grover.

Q. And did Mr. Van Grover indicate to you

that he also found it unclear or confusing?

A. I don't recall our specific discussion,

but I believe that he agreed that there was a bit of

potential ambiguity, at least as far as the three

lines that we were discussing.

Q. Did you undertake any actions, and again

we'll get to the docwnents, but do you recall

undertaking any actions to revise the Fluid II

materials that you prepared to be either c~liant

with the Georgia public pension investment laws or

to provide any disclaimers as to the unclear or

confusing nature of those laws?

MF2. LANEY: Object to the form of the

Page 33

question.

A. I recall placing the aggregate capital

comnitment amount in brackets, as that was an open

item that was going to be researched further and

subject to change, based on that research and based

on the circumstances, ultimately, of who invested in

the fund.

Q. Other than that, do you recall making

any revisions to the F1u1d II doc~unents that you

prepared or offering any disclaimers or

qualifications in those documents relating to the

Georgia public pension investsient law?

MR. LANEY: Object to the fozm of the

question.

A. No other changes were required at that

point.

Q. Well, you say no other changes were

required. Did you look at the entire law and then

look at the materials and determine whether any

other changes were necessary?

A. Yes.

Q. You did?

A. Yes.

Q. How much time did you spend doing that?

A. I don't recall offhand, but since the
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1 whole thing was sort of a brief reaction, not too 1

2 long. Just enough to read through the statute. 2

3 Q. Less than an hour? 3

4 A. I can't say offhand. 4

5 Q. Did }rou review the entire Georgia public 5

6 pension investment law to see what changes, if 6

7 necessary, were appropriate for the F1md II 7

8 materials or what disclaimers might be appropriate? 6

9 NIIt. LANEY: Object to the form. 9

10 A. I don't recall what the entire 10

',11 statute -- what you're referring to. I believe I 11

'12 read the attachment that was included in Mr. 12

13 Hubbard's e-mail which contained the specific 13

14 requirements. 14

15 Q. Is it your testimony that you reviewed 15

16 what Mr. Hubbard had sent you as to the specific 16

17 requir~oents and attempted to see wLether any 17

18 changes had to be made to the l~trnd II doc~enta as a 18

19 result of that statute2 19

20 NIl2. LANEY: Object to the form. 20

21 A. Can you rephrase that question, please. 21

22 Q. If I understand your testimony 22

23 correctly, you reviewed that the statute that Mr. 23

24 Hubbard sent }rou, to see whether that statute 24

25 rte,; red any changes to the I~md II materials that 25
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1 you were preparing for Gray Financial, correct? 1

2 NIIt. LANEY: Object to the forni of the 2

3 question. 3

4 A. Well, at that point we were only 4

5 preparing drafts, and so the only sort of issue at 5

6 that time was the cover amount, and that was also 6

7 the only issue under the statute that needed to be 7

8 (inaudible) at that time for purposes of drafting 8

9 the initial documents. 9

10 Q. Maybe I misunderstood your testimony. 10

11 Did you read the entire statute that Mr. Hubbard 11

12 sent to you, Georgia public -- 12

13 A. The attacha~nt. 13

14 Q. The attachment, Georgia public pension 14

15 inveatnent statute, to see what, if say, revisions 15

16 needed to be made to the Pimd II materials as a 16

17 result of that new statute? 17

18 MR. IJ~NEY: Object to the form. iB

19 A. I believe I read the statute. Again, I 19

20 don't remember whether what Mr. Hubbard sent me 20

21 represented the entire statute, so I sort of qualify 21

22 my response in light of that, but I read the few 
22

23 pages to deternune, A, for context of what Mr. 23

24 Hubbard was asking, and B, what other requirements 
24

25 might apply for purposes of putting together an 25

initial set of draft documents.

Q. And ae a result of that review, do you

recall making an}. revisions to the Fund II materials

in light of that statute and ita terms?

MEt. LANEY: Object to the form of the

question.

A. I recall placing the total aggregate

amount of capital conmitments sought in brackets as

an open item to be addressed.

Q. Other than Chat, do you recall making

any ravieiams to the Flmd iI materials in light of

your review of the statute?

MR. LANE'Y: Object to the form of the

question.

A. No.

Q. Do you recall sending to Mr. Hubbard or

anyone else with Gray Financial any type of analysis

of the statute, areas of the statute which you or

Mr. Van Grover found confusing, anything he should

qualify to potential investors, in light of a new

statute? Anythistg along those lines?

A. Well, Mr. Hubbard only asked us to look

at four lines.

Q. well, you understood that 1~. Hubbard

wanted to have Ind II drafts that, to your

37

Imavledge, would be cca~pliant with say potentially

applicable state or federal laws, is that fair to

say?

A. I wouldn't focus on any potential, but I

would say for Georgia plans, yes, and they were.

Q. Okay. Pkrether he asked }rou or not, you

understood that Mr. 8uh~bard wonted you to send him

docmmate which were caugliaat, at least with

federal laws and with the f7eorgia law?0

A. Yes.

Q. Fair to eay7

A. Yes.

Q. And I take it that you felt that you had

undertaken a review of the Georgia laws and you ]mew

federal laws, to try to make the offering materials

compliant with both the federal laws ae well as the

Georgia law, fair to esy?

A. For purposes of where we were in the

process, yes. Now, I should mention that drafting

offering documents is an ongoing process, that isn't

done in one day. It's done on -- it's subject to

change and negotiations and further discussions and

campnts fran the client.

Q. Well, those particular materials that

you prepared that were drafts, you ]mew at the time
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1 that you sent those drafts that Mr. Hubbard intended 1

2 to share theme with one or more prospective 2

3 investors, correct? 3

4 A. Yes. 4

5 Q. And }rou never told him, do not send 5

6 these to proepactive investors, did you? 6

7 A. For purposes of the meetings that he was 7

B showing them to, we were just aware of I believe one 8

9 meeting, but no, in connection with that meeting, we 9

10 did not tell him not to. 10

11 Q. And you never told Mr. Hubbard or anyone 11

12 else with Gray Financial that those materials were 12

13 subject to further in-house review at Seward & 13

14 Kissel, did you? 14

15 A. They were subject to further change and 15

16 discussion. 16

17 Q. Did you ever put in an e-mail to Mr. 17

18 Hubbard what you just said? 18

19 A. The attachments were co~lete with 19

20 drafts and notes for Gray Financial to confirni and 20

21 to discuss, so it was clear, based on that and based 21

22 on the fact that there was a draft stamp, that they 22

23 were in draft fozm and subject to further 23

24 discussion. 24

25 Q. Did you ever tell him in en e-mail or in 25
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1 a phone call that the drafts you were sending him 1

2 were subject to further review and revision by 2

3 Seward & Kissel? 3

4 A. They ]mew that it was subject to further 4

5 revision since we needed input from them on various 5

6 items in the documents. 6

7 Q. What is the aaswer to my question? Did 7

8 you ever tell him that? 8

9 A. Did I tell him something he already 9

10 ]mew? 10

11 Q. I'm askiag not what ha ?mew but what you 11

12 told him. Did yrou ever put in an e-mail to him or 12

13 say in a phone call to him that these drafts are 13

14 subject to further review wittdn Seward & Kissel? 14

15 A. I would imagine I did. 15

16 Q. Well, I would imagine. Do you have a 16

17 specific recollection of ever saying that? 17

18 A. Do I have a specific recollection of 18

19 saying that expressly? No. But I think it was very 19

20 clear under the circumstances under which they were 20

21 sent and in light of all the prior discussions with 21

22 respect to their other projects, that a lot -- 22

23 additional more time was needed to comiplete the 23

24 project. 24

'25 Q. So you believe it was clear in the 25
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course of conduct that you had with Gray Financial

and Mr. Hubbard that he should have ]mown that? Ie

that what you're saying?

hIIt. L~ANEY: Object to the form of the

question.

A. Among other reasons, yes.

(Plaintiffs' Exhibit 5, July 15th, 2011

engagement letter from Mr. Van Grover of

Seward & Kissel to John Robinson of Gray &

Coirq~any, was so marked for identification, as

of this date.)

Q. You have been handed what Lae been

marked as Plaiatiffe' Exhibit 5, which is a

July 15th, 2011 engagement letter from Mr.

Van Graver of Seward & Kissel to John Robinson of

Gray & Coagany.

First, let me ask }rou if you saw this

letter, this engag~ex►t letter at or around the time

it is dated?

A. Not that I recall.

Q. Subsequently, you saw this letter,

coaect?

A. Yes.

Q. And }rou recall providisig a deposition in

the S8C proceedings? And again, I can show you the

Page 41

transcript, but do you recall being asked about this

engagement letter?

A. I actually don't specifically recall

that.

Q. P1e11, let me ask you a few questions.

This letter ie addressed to Mr. Rabiaeon, who is a

senior managing director at the time of Gray &

Couq~any. Did you ever have any dealiaga vtith Mr.

Robinson?

A. I actually met him in person once.

Q. And what was that in conaection with?

A. A potential joint venture with another

client.

Q. Did you meat him here in New York?

A. Yes.

p. And again, you met him here, but to the

best of your Imowledge, you never mat tom. Fhibbard or

1~. Gray is parson, correct?r

A. That's correct.

Q. Now, under description of eagag~ent,

the engagement letter states "We will represent you

in connection with khe organization of one or more

private invea~ent funds, each a fuad."

Now, yuu understood when }rou got

involved in this engag~ient that there could be one
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A. That's correct.

Q. And if you turn to the next page, 59082,

for the two-month period, February, March 2012, for

Gray Global Capital Paztners Fluid I LP, according to

this, 12 hours was billed of which 11-3/4 hours was

your time and only 15 minutes was a partner time,

correct?

A. Based on this, yes.

Q. So again, you were providing the vast

majority of the work, at least with respect to this

particular fund, correct?

Nff2. LANEY: Object to the form.

A. I was billing the most for this entry,

yes.

Q. Do you recall any other partner spending

more than 15 minutes during this two-month period

with respect to the Capital Partners Flssid I?

A. I can't really recall offhand today.

Q. Let me turn your attention to 59088,

which is the general time category for services

rendered through June 30th for Gray & Co. You see

this?

A. Lin-hum.

q. And if you turn to the next page, it's

fair to say that in the first half of 2012, }rou

1 A. For the general matter?

2 Q. Yea.

3 A. I believe it was primarily Mr.

4 Van Grover.

5 Q. I'm sorry?

6 A. I believe it was primarily Mr.

7 Van Grover, but I should say that the work that I do

8 is rmre time-consimung than the work that Mr.

9 Van Grover provides, but in teens of supervision,

l0 it's irrelevant.

11 Q. Why is it irrelevant?

12 A. Because when you draft a document that

13 takes an erroneous atrount of time as compared to

14 reviewing a document thaL-'s already been drafted.

15 Q. You spent over 15 hours reviewing

16 docimmenta and Mr. Van Grover didn't spend more than

17 45 minutes supervising or going through and

18 reviewing what you were doing, correct?

19 Nit. LANE;Y: Object to form.

20 A. I can't say what all of these matters

21 relate to. I don't know that they specifically

22 related to reviewing documents. There were a bunch

23 of different things here, so...

24 Q. As to the bunch of different things that

25 you were dying, according to the invoices, you spent

1
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23

24

25
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continued to provide a variety of regulatory and

securities-related advice to Gray & Co., correct?

A. That's correct.

Q. Now, if you look at page 59091, for this

three-month period there is a total of 20 hours

billed, of which you billed 15-1/4 hours, correct?

A. That's correct.

Q. And there ie only three-quarters of an

hour billed by one partner, Mr. Van Grover, during

that three-ironth period, correct?

A. Based on what I see here, yes.

Q. So again, you continued to provide the

vast majority of the services for Gray & Co. with

limited partner involvement, correct?

NII2. LANGY: Object to the form of the

question.

A. I wouldn't phrase it that way.

Q. Well, Mr. Van Grover provided 45 minutes

vrorth of time, accorduig to the billings. Is it

fair to say that you were doing the majority of the

work with limited partner review or supervision?

A. iQo, ChaC's not Lair Co say.

Q. Was any other paztner advising or

supervising you during this three-month time period

on Gray & Co. projects?

Page 65

1 over 15 hours and Mr. Van Grover spent approxunately

2 45 minutes reviewing or advising you on what you

3 were doing, correct3

4 hIIt. L~ANEY: Objection. That's not what

5 the document reflects.

6 A. All I can really do is repeat what I see

7 here.

8 Q. Okay.

9 A. Which is the 15-1/4 hours which I

10 billed, and the three-quarters of an hour that N,r.

11 Van Grover billed, I can't really draw any

12 conclusions fran that.

13 Q. Now, let's turn to 59101, still in

14 bchibit 7, and this is the inwice for Find II,

15 GrayCo Alternative Partners II LP, for services

16 rendered through June 30th, 2012. Do you see that?

17 A. 'ies.

18 Q. And if you turn to the next page, 59012,

19 this reflects the time recorded for Flmd II for the

20 period April through June of 2012. Do you see this?

21 A. Yes.

22 Q. Now, according to this, there is a time

23 entry by you for June Bth, 2012. "Looked into

24 Georgia statutes regarding restrictions on

25 alternative investments by eligible large retirement
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1 systems, e-mail correspondence with client, 1
i

2 discussed with Rob Van Grover." I 2

3 And you spent a total of an hour on 3

4 that, is that correct? 4

5 A. Based on the time entry, yes. 5

6 Q. And then the next time entry for the 6

7 same date is by Mr. Van Grover for conference with 7

8 you regarding the limitation on government plan ~i 8

9 investment and fund, reviewing research versus Sane 9

10 (phonetic). Do }rou see that? 10

11 A. Reviewed research regarding Sane, yes. 11

12 Q. So according to your time records, you 12

13 and Mr. Grover spent a total collectively of about 13

14 an hour and 15 minutes reviewing the Georgia 114

15 investment code in connection with Fund II, correct? 15

16 A. Based on the time entries. It's always 1G

17 possible that sane of the time may have crept into a 17

16 different description, but then again, I see there 18

19 were no other June Bth entries, so that's probably 19

20 true. 20

21 Q. At least if we're looking here, the aim 21

22 total of time you and Mr. Van Grover spent on 22

23 reviewing the Georgia investment code that had been 23

24 brought to your attention by Mr. Hubbard was 24

25 approximately an hour and a quarter, correct? 25

-- _ _ _ 9 -__. --
Pa e 67

1 A. Based on the entry, yes. 1

2 Q. And then you drafted the offering 2

3 doctm~ents where you spent about 2-1/2 hours, ~ 3

4 correct? ESccuse me. It's collectively a few more 4

5 hours. Do you see that? 5

6 A. Yes. 6

7 Q. And if you turn to the next page, there ~ 7

8 is a sunmiary of Mr. Van Grover spending 8

9 approximately 15 minutes on Fund II during April 9

10 through June, and a Peter Pront spending two hours. 10

11 Now, Mr. Pront was a tax partner, correct? 11

12 A. Mr. Pront was a tax partner and is also 12

13 a very experienced private equity attorney. 13

14 Q. To your recollection, did he ever review 14

15 the Georgia investment code or advise on its 15

16 interpretation? 16

1'1 A. Not with nee. 17

18 Q. And for the Flmd II for thet three 18

19 period, you billed the majority of time on this 19

20 project, correct? 20

21 A. Four hours and three-quarters our of a 21

22 total of seven, so yes, I guess L-hat's a majority. 22

23 Q. Of which apprwcimately an hour was spent 23

24 reviewing the Georgia investment code brought to 24

25 your attention by Mr. Hubbard, correct? 25
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A. That's correct.

Q. Let me turn your attention to Batea

staff nimiber 59109, which is a cover invoice for

professional services rendered through

September 30th, 2012 for Fund II. Do }rou see that?

A. Yes.

Q. And you continued to provide some advice

to Gray & Co. with respect to Fluid II in July and

August of 2012, correct?

A. That's correct.

Q. Did Mr. Hubbard or anyone else with

Gray & Co. ever indicate to }rou in this time fr~mc

that they were looking to any other law firm for

further advice on the Find II documents or the

marketing of Fluid II?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. Ie that referring to that e-mail

that you mentioned earlier?

A. Yes.

Q. Other than that one e-mail, which we

will get to, did Mr. Hubbard or Mr. Gray or anyone

else with Gray & Co. indicate that they were looking

to any other law firm with respect to the Fund IIm

offering materials or the marketing of Fund II?

A. Not t}iaC I recall.

Pagel

Q. If you turn to the next page, 59110,

according to this, in July you personally were

continuing to draft the offering docwnents for Fund

II, correct?

A. What page are you on?

Q. 59110, ESchibit 7.

A. Yes.

Q. And Mr. Van Grover during this two-month

time period, according to the records, provided

approximately 15 minutes of advice on the Flmd II,

correct?

A. That's correct.

Q. And you understood that this Ftiuid II

would involve a potential investment of $100 million

and above, correct?

A. That was subject to further discussion,

but yes,

Q. And also had implicated a recently

passed Georgia law relating to the permissibility of

public pension plane in Georgia in alternative

investments, correct?

A. Can yuu rephrase that quesCion, please.

Q. In any event, }rou understood when you

were working on Fund II and Mr. Van Grover was

spending a few minutes on Fund II that this fund was
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1 potentially going to involve irnestmenta of 75 to 1

2 $100 million or up, correct? 2

3 A. Correct. 3

4 MR. LANEY: Object to the form. 4

5 Q. And that this fund also ia~licated, at 5

6 least what Mr. Hubbard brought to your attention, a 6

7 new Georgia law addressing the permissibility of 7

6 public p~sion plan inveslaent in alternative 8

9 irnes~eenta, correct? 9n

10 A. Can you clarify what you mean by 10

11 irr~licated? 11

12 Q. Well, you understood that there was same 12

13 law that Mr. Hubbard brought to your attention 13

14 related to Fund II, conect3 14

15 A. That's correct. 15

16 Q. And you believed that it was appropriate 16

17 to review the law, the Georgia law, to determine 17

18 whether the Fund II offering materials had to be 18

19 revised in acme manner to be compliant with the 19

20 Georgia law, fair to say? 20

21 MR. LANEY: Object to the fornl. 21

22 A. Yes. I understood that the offering 22

23 docwi~ents would need to take into account that 23

24 statute to the extent that any other requirements 24

25 affected any of the tezms that were reflected in the 25
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1 offering documents. 1

2 Q. It's fair to say that you undertook that 2

3 review of the Georgia law and how it might affect 3

4 the offering doc~ente with limited participatio¢i by 4

5 Mr. Van Grover, correct? 5

6 A. Well, at that stage our entire role was 6

7 sanewhat limited, again, making reference to that 7

B e-mail that I had mentioned earlier. 6

9 Q. Putting aside that e-mail, which we will 9

10 get to, it's fair to say that in providing the 10

11 services in connection with F1md II and in reviewing 11

12 the new Georgia law brought to your attention, Mr. 12

13 Van Drover's time was very limited2 The time 13

14 recorded is like a half an hour, collectively, over 14

15 a few month period. 15

16 NIl2. L~NEY: Object to the form. 16

17 A. Well, at that stage, again, it was very 17

18 early in the process of drafting the doc~unent, so as 18

19 you can see fran the overall time entries, not just 19

20 Mr. Van Drover's, the time, I think -- what is it? 20

21 What is all of the time? I don't recall what page 21

22 it was on. 22

23 I'm happy to point it out if you show me 23

24 the page, but otherwise, the overall tirr~ spent by 24

25 all of the attorneys, including myself, given where 25

we were in the process with Fund II, was

significantly lower than all of the time that we

billed to all of the other projects that we worked

on for Gray.

Q. And Mr. Van Grover's time, I think we've

looked at about a half an hour of time entries for

Flmd II?

A. Based on this, yes.

Q. Did Mr. Hubbard or Mr. Gray ever tell

you that they wanted Mr. Van Drover's participation

to be limited to perhaps a half hour or less for a

fund that would be offered for invea~ooent of

75 million, a htmdred million or plue7

A. Well, had the fund continued, Mr.

Van Drover's involvement surely would have gone

beyond half an hour.

Q. The fund did continue, didn't it?

A. Not with us representing it.

Q. Did you ever reach out after sending the

offering materials to Mr. Hubbard to say what is the

status?

A. I don't recall any particular e-mails

reaching out. I did reach out again on the status

of this particular issue and was informed that it

was something that was being addressed by local

Page 73
counsel, but the fund, no. The fund, as far as we

lmew, it never went anywhere.

Q. And again, the local co~meel referenced

ie based strictly on that one e-mail, conect2

A. Yes. On an e-mail sent by Mr. Hubbard.

Q. ~ ame particular ieaue, correct?

A. That's correct.

Q. Mr. Hubbard never said, we gave other

counsel who ie going to follav up fray here an

whatever needs to be done with respect to Fund II,

did he?

A. He never camnmicated that to us, no.

(Plaintiffs' Exhibit 8, e-mail dated

October 17th, 2011, was so marked for

identification, as of this date.)

Q. Let me hand }rou what has been marked ae

Plaintiffs' IDrhibit 8. This is an e-mail dated

October 17th, 2011 that was then forwarded to you by

e-mail dated November 29th, 2011 and I presume you

would have received this e-mail, correct?

A. At the time?

Q. Plell, at the time it was forwarded to

yuu in November 2011.

A. Then yes, I received it.

Q. And Mr. Hubbard ie asking to esbgage
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Seward & Kieael on an index project regarding the

potential establishment of four index funds. Were

you involved in any manner in that project?

A. To a limited extent, yes.

Q. Now, in the October 17th, 2011 e-mail

from Mr. Hubbard to Mr. Van Grover and that was

forwarded to you in November, in the second

paragraph, Mr, Hubbard asks "We need to knaa what

would be the quickest and most efficient way to do

this while maintaining compliance with the State of

Georgia investment code. I am attaching a copy of

that to this e-mail as well.

"As a point of reference, we have

several prospective investors, all public pension

plans in Georgia, that would qualify as a large

retirement eyetmn under the code."

Further down, "Is there a middle of the

road structure that would allow Georgia pension

funds to invest in an index product that we

developed?"

Now, do you recall seeing the Georgia

inves~nent code, which is OCGA section mark 47-20-80

and follow-up statutes? Do you recall seeing this

copy when it was fozwarded to }rou by Mr. Van Grover?

A. I don't recall if I took a look at the
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MR. LANEY: I'm sorry?

MR. ROBBINS: I'm not sure what your

question is.

MR. LANEY: There is a time issue. We

talked about a statute in 2012, second of the

statute. It didn't exist in 2011. I thirilc

you're now asking about this e-mail that's in

2011.

MR. ROBBINS: That is correct.

MR. LANEY: Okay. That's ail I want to

know. We're not talking about the --

MR. ROBBINS: I'm talking about --

NIl2. LANEY: -- amendment in 2012.

2+~2. ROBBINS: I'm talking about this

document, this e-mail and the attached

Georgia statute entitled "Public Retirement

Systems Investment Authority Law," and Mr.

Hubbard seeking advice on the Georgia

investment cafe as well as advice on what

public pension plans could do. I have not

yet gotten to the 2012 revision.

Mit. LANEY: Thank you.

Q. And I'm not sure what your answer was,

so let me ask it again. Do you recall ever looking

at the public retirement systems investment
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authority law, the Georgia statute sent to you by

Mr. Hubbard, on which he sought advice frccn your law

firm?

MR. LANEY: Object to the form.

A. Do you mean sent to Mr. Van Grover and

then forwarded to me from --

q. That is correct.

A. Okay. I don't recall specifically what

the statute said or what my involvement was in

reviewing the statute. I vaguely recall involving

some of our ERISA attorneys, who were more

experienced with index funds and group tnzsts

generally.

Q. Did Mr. Van Grover ever have a

conversation with you in October or November of 2011

in which he indicated that Gray & Co. intends to

offer funds to Georgia public pension plans? He is

interested in our advice on the applicability of

Georgia's investment code and he would like you to

become fanuliar with the Georgia investanent code?

A. I don't recall any specific

conversations.

Q. Did he ever indicate to you that he was

going to have any other attorneys at Seward & Rissel

become familiar with Georgia invesi~ent code and how

1
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statute.

Q. You were aware that with respect to this

project, Mr. Hubbard was looking to Seward & Kissel

to advise on compliance with the State of Georgia

investment code, correct?

A. With respect to this project, yes.

Q. And was interested in whether Georgia

pension funds would be allowed under Georgia law to

invest in this particular product, correct?

A. That's correct.

Q. Do you recall assisting Mr. Van Grover

in advising on the State of Georgia investment code

issues and the public pension plan invest~nent issues

requested by Mr. Hubbard?

A. I don't recall specifically advising on

that particular issue.

Q. Did you ever review the statute sent to

you by Mr. Hubbard on which he sought advice, which

is article 7 entitled "Public Retirement Systems

Law"?

hIIt. L~ANEY: Let me object. Are we

talking about the e-mail here in 2011 or

something else?

h1R. ROEBINS: I'm talking about this

c,~hibit.
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it might affect funds to be offered by Gray & Co.,

to Georgia public pension plans?

A. I don't recall the extent of the

particular role of the attorneys that we discussed

and that we involved, but it was certainly,

generally spea}:ing, to make sure that the structure

would accor~modate what Mr. Hubbard was seeking.

Q. Okay. But you personally don't ever

recall providing advice asked for by Mr. Hubbard in

this time frazne, November, December, regarding the

applicability of Georgia's investment code, is that

correct?

A. I don't specifically recall providing

that advice.

Q. To }rour ]mowledge, was any other

associate or partner providing such advice to Mr.

Hubbard on the applicability of the Georgia

investment codeP

A. Because I wasn't the one handling it, it

was -- there were a few attorneys from our ERISA

group involved. I can't really say what they have

looked at in providing their advice.

Q. Do }rou recall any other attorney,

whether it be associate or partner at Seward &

Kissel, indicating to you that he or she had advised

Page 80

1 Were you involved in drafting the

2 offering memorandum for Fund Z?

3 A. I was.

4 Q. Now, let me turn your attention to

5 sim¢nary of principle terms. I assiune you would have

6 read these siumiazy of principle terms, correct?

7 A. In drafting the offering documents, yes.

6 Q. Now, referring to general partner, the

9 general partner of the fund is GrayCo Investment

10 Management, LLC. Were you involved in the

11 establishment of GrayCo Investrnent Management, LLC?

12 A. I don't remember. I don't even 4~.now if

13 that entity was ever fornied as named. I don't know.

14 Q. And }rou understood and it says here that

15 Larry Gray is a principle of both the general

16 partner and a aanager. Do you see that?

17 A. I see that's what it says, yes.

18 Q. 'hirning to the next page, there is a

19 provision on initial closing, which states that, "On

20 initial closing of the sale of LP interest, the

21 initial closing will be held as soon as practical

22 after the fund has received combined aggregate

23 minummm capital commitments of $10 million." You

24 see that?

25 A. Yes.
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Mr. Hubbard or anyone else at Gray & Co. in 2011

about the applicability of the Georgia investment

code to potential funds involving Georgia public

pension plans?

A. I don't recall specific discussions

about the code.

(Plaintiffs' F~chibit 9, e-mail fran Mr.

Grover to Mr. Hubbard, was so marked for

identification, as of this date.)

Q. Let me hand you what has bean marked as

Plaintiffs' Exhibit 9. This is an e-mail fr~n Mr.

Grover to Mr. Hubbard and Mr. Gray or copying Mr.

Gray, copying you, including a simmiary of principle

terms for GrayCo Alternative Investment Partners I

LP, which is Find I and this is a draft of the

swianary of terms for blued I. Did }rou draft the

simmiaxy of tezma for review by Mr. Van Grover?

A. I don't believe I drafted this.

Q. Did you have any input into it?

A. I don't recall being involved in this at

this stage.

Q. Mr. Van Grover says, "We have already

begun drafting the offering meimrandim." And then

also mentions that, "Peter Pront and Alex Segal will

be vrorking with me on this project."

Page 81

1 Q. What was the initial closing? What's

2 your understanding of that, an initial closing?

3 A. My understanding is that is when it

4 accepts capital to begin investing in underlying

5 investments.

6 Q. So in other words, the tezm ie to the

7 effect that once we receive an aggregate minumnn

8 capital commitment of $10 million, then we will

9 start investing? Ia that your understanding of the

10 initial closing?

11 A. I mean I think it can var}%, so I can't

12 really say affirmatively that that's always how it

13 works, but I think here that seems to be what it was

14 saying.

15 Q. For the initial closing for Find I,

16 correct?

17 A. I believe so. Well, let me rephrase

18 that just to be clear in the private equity context.

19 Q. I'm sorry, I can't hear you. You

20 have --

21 A. Just to rephrase that, in the private

22 equity context, a fund receives capital commitments

23 and then subsequently, either simultaneously with

24 receiving those camiitments or subsequently

25 thereafter, calls capital for deployment into
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investments and so that usually occurs in connection

with the initial closing.

Q. Just getting at the tezms, this docinnent

provides a smeary of ternis and we'll look at the

offering documents, that once there is an aggregate

miniminn of $10 million, the fund has the ability to

proceed with investments, correct?

A. Yes.

Q. Now, there may be additional capital

calls, but at least under the terms of the docwnente

it allows for the general partner to begin investing

at that time, correct?

A. Yes. Or prior, if you continue reading

the sentence.

Q. Even prior to receiving the initial

$10 million?

A. Correct.

Q. And that's what the swmiary of ternis for

F1md I allow for, correct?

A. Correct.

Q. In drafting the documents for

Alternative end I, did you have any understanding

of one way or the other whether Gray & Co. intended

to offer this inves~ent to Georgia public pension

plans?

Page.

A. I don't believe that we've ever

discussed that specifically.

(Plaintiffs' ~chibit 10, e-mail from Bob

Hubbard to Mr. Front and hir. Van Grover

copying Ms. Segal and Mr. Gray dated

October 21st, 2011 and response fran Mr.

Front to Mr. Hubbard and Mr. Van Grover

copying Ms. Segal was so marked for

identification, as of this date.)

Q. Let me hand you what has been marked as

FSchibit 10. This is an e-mail from Bob Hubbard to

Mr. Front and Mr. Van Grover copying you and Mr.

Gray dated October 21st, 2011 and then a response

fran Mr. Front to Mr. Hubbard and Mr. Van Grover

copied to you. You have received a copy of these

e-mails, correct?

A. Yes.

Q. And there is a discussion at the bottom

regarding the general partner GrayCo Investment

Management, LLC, correct?

A. Yes.

Q. And then on the next page there is a

list of what the ownership of the general partner

would be, correct?

A. Yes.

1 Q. And a notation after that, "This leaves

2 Larry Gray as the majority owner through both his

3 direct interest in the general partner as well as

4 hie ownership in Gray & Co." Do you see that?

5 A. Yes.

6 Q. Now, did you have any understanding as

7 of 2011 that Mr. Gray or Mr. Hubbard, as listed here

8 ae potential owners of the general partner, were

9 looking to individual or separate counsel for

10 regulatory advice in connection with Alternative

11 FLnd I?

12 A. There was no indication that they needed

13 specific personal legal advice on that fund.

14 Q. And just so we're clear, you had an

15 understanding as of this time that in the event

16 there was non-ccm~pliance with the state or federal

17 securities laws, Mr. Gray and Mr. Hubbard, as a

18 result of their roles in these entities, could have

19 potential individual liability, correct?

20 A. Potentially, depending on the

21 circumstances.

22 (Plaintiffs' Fy:hibit 11, e-mails

23 containing e-mail from Mr. Hubbard to

24 paralegal and to Ms. Segal dated

25 December 19th, 2011 and response dated

1 December 19th, 2011, was so narked for

2 identification, as of this date.)

3 Q. I've handed you what has been marked as

4 Plaintiffs' FSchibit 11. There is an e-mail at the

5 bottom from Mr. Hubbard to the paralegal and to

6 }rourself dated December 19th, 2011 and a response

7 from the paralegal dated December 19th, 2011 later

8 that evening to Mr. Hubbard on which you were

9 copied, enclosing a Form D for GrayCo Alternative

10 Paztners I LP. Did }rou review this before it was

11 sent to the client by the paralegal?

12 A. It would have been my practice to review

13 this.

14 Q. Now, what is, just generally, a Form D1

15 A. Foim D is a foizn that must be filed

16 within a certain amount of time of offering

17 securities in a private placement to U.S. investors.

16 Q. It's a notice of exanpt offering of

19 securities for filing with the SEC, correct?

20 A. That's correct.

21 Q. Let me turn your attention to the S&K

22 Bates stamped page, which is page 4 of this docLmient

23 and Mr. Gray and Mr. Hubbard are listed as related

24 persons and what is your understanding of the

25 significance of listing them as related persons on a
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Form D filing with the S8C?m

A. I believe that's just responsive to the

particular instruction that the SEC gives in

completing the form.

Q. Okay. What are related persoas, se you

understand it?

A. I'd want to take a look at the

instructions to give you an answer.

Q. How many Porm D's have you doge in the

course of your career at Seward & Kieael?

A. I don't prepare them myself. I review

them.

Q. Okay. Huw maay have you reviewed?

A. Many.

Q. Okay. And just generally, I uaderatand

you'd like to see precisely what the instructions,

but ae a general matter, what ie your underetandiag

of related persona for purposes for FOYm D7

hIl2. I,ANEY: Object to the forni of the

question.

A. Certain persons affiliated with the

issuer or with the manager of the issuer.

Q. And do you have any understanding of the

legal significance of being considered a related

person to the issuer?

1 GrayCo Eaveatment Management. LLC and Mr. Gray

2 correct?

3 A. Well, it's an operating agreement of

4 GrayCo Investment Management, LLC. The parties are

5 Gray and anyone else who signs on as a member.

6 Q. Okay. The draft that you sent the

7 indicates in the first paragraph, "This operating

S agreement of GrayCo Imeetaent Management, LLC ie

9 entered into between M'r. Gray and such other persons

10 ae are admitted as members." Correct?

11 A. Yes.

12 Q. Now, GrayCo Investment Management, LLC,

13 to your understanding, was a different eatity frc~

14 Gray Financial, correct?

15 A. That~s correct.

16 Q. And according to this docent, at leset

17 the initial signatories would be (3rayCo Investment

18 Management, LI,C and Mr. Gray individually, correct?

19 NIIt. LANEY: Object to the form.

20 A. The signatories to this agreement?

21 q. The initial signatory to the agreements

22 that you drafted was GrayCo Imeabnent Maz~agm~ent,

23 LI,C and Larzy Gray, the managing mmober, correct?

24 A. I believe this is an agreement for

25 GrayCo Investment Management, LLC. If that's the

1
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B
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A. In what respect?

Q. Well, ie there a potential for

iadividual liability in the event that the issuer is

in non-c~liance with state or federal securities

laws?

A. In general, it typically depends on the

materiality of the non-compliance.

Q. Did you ever advise ldr. GYay or Mr.

Hubbard to seek separate counsel as to the

aignificence of being listed ae related persons on

the Form D your law fizm was preparing?

A. Personally, no.

(Plaintiffs' Ekhibit 12, e-mail from Ma.

Segal to Mr. Hubbard and operating agreement

for GrayCo Investment Management, LLC, was so

marked for identification, as of this date.)

Q. I've handed you what has been marked as

Plaintiffs' Exhibit 12, which ie an e-mail frcm you

to Mr. Hubbard on which tom. Van Grover and Mr. Gray

were copied with as operating agreement for GrayCo

Im~estxneat Maaag~ent, LLC. Did you draft this

operating agreement for GrayCo Investment

Management, IS,C?

A. I believe I did.

Q. Now, this operating agreement ie between

1 case, that entity wouldn't be a signatory, it wr~uld

2 be the members of that entity who would be

3 signatories.

4 Q. Was Seward & Riesel representing GrayCo

5 Investment Manag~t, LLC?

6 A. I would have to take a look at the

7 engagement letter and see how that's described, but

8 I believe as an affiliated entity serving as the

9 general partner of the funds, Seward & Kissel could

10 be deemed to be counsel for that general partner

11 entity.

12 Q. Are you aware of any engagement letter

13 that specifically reflects thmt Seward & &ieeel

14 represents arayCo?

15 A. Actually, I take back my prior answer.

16 Yes, I think we drafted an operating agreement. I

17 think it's fair to say that we were providing

18 services to GrayCo Investment Management.

19 Q. Are you ewers of any engagement letter

20 with the entity GrayCo investmeat Management, LLC1

21 A. I'd have to take a look at the

22 engagement letter we reviewed a little while ago to

23 see whether this wr~uld fall under that.

24 Q. Were }rou aware of aay engagement letter

25 other than the original engagement letter that we
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Nfft. LANEY: Object to the form of the

question.

A. Personally, I was not aware of another

engagement remember.

Q. Now, this is a docimient to be signed

also by Larry Gray individually, correct?

A. Yes.

Q. And was Seward & Kissel representing Mr.

Gray in connection with the operating agreement of

GrayCo Investment Management, LLC?

h. No.

Q. Did you or to your lmowledge anyone else

at Seward & Kissel advise Mr. Gray that Seward &

Kissel is not purporting to advise him on this

operating agreement and he should retain his own

counsel to do so7

A. I've never specifically told him that,

just like I never told the other signatories to the

agree~mnt that they should obtain their own counsel.

Q. Who did?

A. I said I've never cam~wiicated that or

at least I don't recall specifically conmunicating

that to Mr. Gray, just like I also don't recall

specifically conenunicating that to any of the other
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signatories such as Mr. Williams or Mr. Kuhn or

anybody else. 'typically we don't represent members

of an entity just by virtue of representing the

entity itself.

Q. Well, I'm not talking about just any

member. Mr. Gray was the managing member of this

entity, correct?

A. That's correct.

Q. And he's listed on the Form D as a

related person, correct?

A. That's correct.

Q. Now, as a related person and as a

managing member and as somebody who is drafting a

dociment to be eacecuted by Mr. Gray, as managing

mmiber did you consider whether it was appropriate

to advise him that Seward & Rissel is not

representing him or not representing his interests

and he should retain separate counsel?

A. Well, we often prepare documents to be

signed by people who are not our clients and

potentially fran tine to time may list someone as a

related person whose own company has zero

affiliation with our firm, so in our mind one has

nothing to do with the other.

Q. Well, in your mind. Did }rou ever
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1 coa~unicate what was in your mind to Mr. Gray

2 regarding representation?

3 A. I don't recall cortmunicating that to Mr.

4 Gray.

S (Plaintiffs' ~hibit 13, e-mail exchange

6 of November 23rd, 2011 arrang Ms. Segal, Mr.

7 Hubbard and Mr. Van Grover, was so marY.ed for

8 identification, as of this date.)

9 Q. Let me hand you what has been marked as

10 Plaintiffs' ESchibit 13. This is an e-mail exchange

11 on November 23rd, 2011 among you, Mr. Hubbard and

12 Mr. Van Grover and you knave this e-mail exchange,

13 correct?

14 A. Yes.

15 Q. And Mr. Hubbard is asking you with

16 respect to a State Street docwnent involving Fhnd I,

17 "I would assume that we need to answer this on

18 behalf of the general partner entity of the fund and

19 not necesearily Gray & Co~any."

20 And then you follow up with Mr.

21 Van Grover, "I asstm~e that ultimately Bob will

22 provide his info for Gray &Company since this is

23 the managing member of the general partner of the

24 fund." Do you see that?

25 A. Yes.
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1 Q. So Mr. Hubbard is asking you questions

2 not only about Gray & Company, but he's also asking

3 questions about the general partner entity of the

4 fund, correct?

5 A. In connection with the funds, providing

6 the information to the administrator, yes.

7 Q. Okay.

8 (Plaintiffs' Exhibit 14, e-mail exchange

9 between Ms. Segal and Mr. Hubbard of

10 January 9th, 2012 regarding LLC operating

11 agreement and response, was so marke3 for

12 identification, as of this date.)

13 Q. Let me hand you what has been marked as

14 Plaintiffs' FSchibit 14. Exhibit 14 is an e-mail

15 exchange between }rou and Mr. Hubbard on Januazy 9th,

16 2012 regarding the LLC operating agreement and your

17 response. And you had this e-mail exchange,

16 correct?

19 A. Yes.

20 Q. And he's asking you, "We vrill all be

21 malting the capital contribution at the same tune.

22 However, is there a certain time frame by which the

23 contribution should be made?" And who is malting the

24 capital contribution?

25 A. I'd have to read some of the prior

-~
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1 e-mails, so if you want to give rt~ a minute. 1

2 Q. Well, if you look at t2u second page, it 2

3 iadicatee "While khere ie ao requirement that tha 3

4 m~bera of the general partner contribute a minim 4

5 amount to the ecmpany, the general partner should 5

6 make a capital contribution to the fund of at least 6

7 $100,000, so it may make sense to have the m~bera 7

6 contribute to the cmgany an amount equal in the 8

9 aggregate $100,000 so that the ccxig~any can then make 9

10 a cc~itment to the fund." 10

11 Does that refresh your memory? 11

12 hIIt. LANEY: Ms. Segal, why don't you 12

13 take a rmment to read the document if you 13

14 need to. 14

15 A. Yes. I'm going to read the doc~urent. 15

16 Okay. I've read it, so... 16

17 Q. So the capital contributions that Mr. 17

18 Hubbard is talking about ie from members of the 18

19 general partner, conectl 19

20 A. That's what he's asking about, yes. 20

21 Q. And what you raepaaid to him relates to 21

as an additional change to the operating agreement to 22

23 give I,erxy the ability to deduct certain amounts and 23

24 you're talking about Larxy Dray? 24

25 A. Yes. As managing member of that entity. 25

1 Q. So the change that you're making to this 1

2 agreement relates to Larry Gray individually, is 2

3 that fair to say? 3

4 A. As the managing member of the ca~any, 4

5 yes. 5

6 NIIt. BOBBINS: Let's take a break. 6

7 THE VIDEOQ2AP}~RR: The time is 12:36. 7

6 This ends media number 2. We are off the S

9 record. 9

10 (Lunch recess: 12:36 p.m.) 10

11 li

12 12

13 13

19 14

15 15

16 16

17 17

lg 18

19 19

20 20

21 21

22 22

23 23

24 24

25 25

Afternoon Session

1:26 p.m.

ALEXANDRA S EGA L, having been

previously duly swnrn, was examined and testified

further as follows:

(Mark Hyland enters the room)

(Michael Broz leaves the room)

THE VIDEOGRAPHII2: The time is 1:26.

This is the start of media number 3. We're

on the record.

(Plaintiffs' Exhibit 15, e-mails

containing e-mail from Ms. Segal to John

Robinson at Gray & Canpany dated

September 6th, 2011, was so marked for

identification, as of this date.)

EXAMINATION (Continued)

BY MR. ROBBINS:

Q. You have been handed Plaintiffs'

~chibit 15. In the middle of the page there is an

e-mail fxm~ you to I believe John Robinson at Gray &

Compsrty detail 9eptm~ber 8th, 2011 and indicating

"i'va been seeiating Rob Van Grover in coamection

with a marketing presentation for F~md I." And then

he responded to yuu. You had this e-mail exchange?

A. Yes.

Q. I think we established this was not the

Alternative Pond i but the initial fiord that you

don't believe actually was offered, ie that correct2

A. That's correct.

Q. You in this e-mail say you took a quick

look at the current draft of the marketing

presentation that George Olah sent ue and xrould

recoamend including certain additional disclaimers

relating to the use of performance iafozmation for

Voyage Partners LP.

And what was the purpose of having

disclaimers, additional disclaimers in the marketing

preeentation4

A. Well, without recalling too much or

really anything outside of this e-mail, it seems

like they related specifically to the use of

Voyager's performance information in marketing the

fund that was to be sponsored by Gray.

Q. Part of what you were advising c;ray &

Cm~pany on was marketing preaentatioae because what

is esid or written to potential isrvestora could have

regulatory implications, correct?

A. To the extent they provided us with a

presentation to review, then we would review it,

yes.
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1 (Plaintiffs' Exhibit 16, e-mail exchange 1

2 from John Robinson of Gray & Cortg~any to Mr. 2

Van Grover, vras so marked for identification, 3

4 as of this date.) 4

5 Q. Let me hand you what hae been marked ae 5

6 Plaintiffs' ESchibit 16 and this is an e-mail 6

7 exchange fran John Robinson of Gray & Co~any to Mr. 7

B Van Grover, which he then forwarded to you, asking 8

9 for any disclosure updates for the presentation and 9

10 you left contnents on that for Mr. Van Grover, is 10

11 that correct? 11

12 A. Yes. I thin}: so, based on my e-mail. 12

13 Q. The intent, again, was to aee if the 13

14 disclosure in the presentation made by Gray & 14

15 Company or its representative were consistent with 15

16 the securities laws, correct? 16

17 [fit. LANEY: Object to the form of the 17

16 question. 18

15 A. Not necessarily. Just to see whether 19

20 addition disclosures were -- 20

21 Q. Too much noise. Sorry. 21

22 A. So Z wouldn't phrase it the way you 22

23 said. To the extent additional disclosures are 23

24 required under securities laws or to the extent 24

25 other clarification is reconanended, that we would 25
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1 point that out to them. 1

2 (Plaintiffs' Exhibit 17, e-mail fran Ms. 2

3 Segal to John Robinson of Gray & Company 3

4 dated September 16th, 2011, orae so nx~x•ked for 4

5 identification, as of this date.) 5

6 Q. Let me hand you what has been marked ae 6

7 F~hibit 17. This ie an e-mail frcan }rou to John 7

6 Robinson of Gray & Company dated September 16th, 8

9 2011 reflecting your comments on the revised 9

10 marketing presentation and your suggested riders. 10

11 Whose handwritten notes aze these? 11

12 A. I believe they are mine. Well, actually 12

13 I should see. Yes, I think they are mine. 13

19 (Plaintiffs' ~chibit 16, e-mail from Mr. 14

15 Hubbard to Mr. Van Grover dated October 17th, 15

16 2011, was so marked for identification, as of 16

1i this date.) 17

16 Q. You have been handed what has been 18

19 marked as Plaintiffs' Exhibit 18, which is an e-mail 19

20 fret Mr. Hubbard to Mr. Van Grover dated 20

21 October 17th, 2011 indicating "Per our earlier 21

22 discussion, we vrould like your thoughts on whether 22

23 the attached IAIIC and adoption agreement outline a 23

24 structure that, in your opinion, are an acceptable 24

25 investment vehicle under the constraints in the 25
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Georgia investment code."

Mr. Van Grover then forwards this to

John Ryan. First, did you get a copy of this

e-mail, to your Jmowledge, at or around the time

it's dated?

A. I don't recall.

Q. Who is John Ryan?

A. John Ryan is a partner in our ERISA

group. He is a partner in our ERISA group.

Q. Is he still with the firm?

A. He is.

Q. Were you ever asked by Mr. Van Grover to

look as to whether these docents reflected an

acceptable investment vehicle under the constraints

in the Georgia investment code?

A. I don't recall being as}:ed that, no.

Q. Did you ever consult with Mr. Ryan on

any matters dealing with Gray &Company projects or

funds?

A. I donut recall specifically. Although

I believe that there had been at least one call or

discussion with John Ryan and Mr. Van Grover

regarding this project.

Q. Okay. In 2011, after Seward & Kissel

waa retained by Gray, it's fair to say that Mr.
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Hubbard asked you and to your ]mowledge and others,

a variety of legal questions concerning the

activities that Gray & Company intended to engage

in, correct2

A. I can't speak for what he may have asked

others. In ternis of the activities, the advice he

sought fran me, can you rephrase that question or

repeat it?

Q. In other words, Mr. Hubbard, as we've

seen, even fry the e-mails today, asked you to

prepare a mmiber of securities-related doctunents,

correct?

A. That's correct.

Q. And asked a number of questions relating

to, could you advise on the law related to a

particular topic, fair to say?

A. Or advise on specific issues, yes. I

mean I wouldn't say necessarily a particular statute

was involved, but yes, there were questions as to

whether he could do certain things with respect to

the fund or whether the fund could do specific

things.

Q. And in terms of the securities documents

that you were preparing for Gray & Co~any, you

presumed that Gray & Company expected you to prepare
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1 them consistent with applicable state and federal 1

2 laws, correct2 2

3 A. That was the expectation by Gray, yes, I 3

4 Uelieve it was. 4

5 Q. Did you understand that Mr. Hubbard was 5

6 not a lawyer? Did Mr. Hubbard ever indicate to you 6

7 that he was a lawyer? 7

8 A. No. 6

9 Q. Did Mr. Gray ever indicate to you that 9

10 he was a lawyer? 10

11 A. No. 11

12 Q. Did you have any understanding through 12

13 any other Seward & Kissel attorneys that Mr. Gray or 13

14 Mr. Hubbard were lawyers? 14

15 ;. No. 15

16 Q. Did you have any understanding that 16

17 Gray & Company had any in-house counsel? 17

18 A. I was not aware of in-house. 18

19 Q. Did you ever deal with anyone who 19

20 purported to be in-house counsel? 20

21 A. I don't recall dealing with anyone who 21

22 was in-house counsel. 22

23 (Plaintiffs' ES~hibit 19, e-mai]. exchange 23

24 among Mr. Van Grover, Mr. Hubbard, Mr. Gray, 24

25 Pete Pront and Ms. Segal, was so marked for 25
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i identification, as of this date.) 1

2 Q. I'm going to hand you what has been 2

3 marked as hychibit 19 and this is an e-mail exchange 3

4 among Mr. Van Grover, Mr. Hubbard of Gray & Company, 4

5 Mr. Gray, Pete Pront of Seward & Kissel and 5

6 yourself. 6

7 At the top Mr. Van Grover writes to Mr. 7

8 Hubbard, copied to Mr. Gray, Mr. Pront, yourself and 8

9 Mr. Ryan here, that "On the trust project for 9

10 Georgia, we can create that as well." What did you 10

11 understand to be the trust project for Georgia? 11

12 A. As of October 2011, I don't think I 12

13 really had all that much inforniation, if anything, 13

19 on the trust project for Georgia. 14

15 Q. Did you understand that the trust 15

16 project that Gray & Canpany was discussing with 16

17 Seward & Kissel would be based in Georgia? 17

16 A. I don't think I k~~ew anything beyond 16

19 that e-mail at that time. 19

20 Q. Did you ever indicate to an}rone at 20

21 Gray & Co~any that no one with Seward & Kissel 21

22 which you were aware were actually licensed to 22

23 practice law in Georgia? 23

24 A. No. That's not sanething I would have 24

25 mentioned. 25

Q. Did you ever indicate to anyone at

Gray & Canpany that, to your lmowledge, no one at

Seward & Kisael was an expert in the Georgia

inveatinent code?

MR. LANEY: Object to the form of the

question.

A. Can you repeat that?

Q. Did you ever indicate to anyone at

Gray & Company that no one, to your }mowledge, at

Seward & Rissel was an expert on the Georgia

inves~ent code?

hIIt. LANEY: Object to the form of the

question.

A. I don't think I -- I don'L recall ever

saying that specifically.

Q. Other than with Gray & Company, have you

ever worked on any client matters which involve the

Georgia investment code?

A. Not that I recall.

Q. have you ever worked on any matters for

any client other than Gray & Ccm~pany which involved

Georgia statutes relating to the permissibility of

public pension plans investing in alternative

investments?

A. Can you repeat that again.
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Q. Other than Gray & Ccmg~any, have you ever

advised any clients on the Georgia statutes

regarding the permissibility of public pension plans

investing in alteznative invesfiients?

A. Not that I recall.

Q. Did Mr. Van Grover ever indicate to you

that other than Gray & Company, he has ever advised

any clients on Georgia law relating to the

permissibility of public pension plans investing in

alternative investrmnts?

A. We never discussed his experience.

(Plaintiffs' Exhibit 20, e-mails

contauung e-mail fran Mr. Van Grover to Bob

Hubbard and Larry Gray dated November 3rd,

2011, was so marked for identification, as of

this date.)

Q. This is an e-mail at the bottom of the

page fr~n Mr. Van Grover to Bob Hubbard and Larry

Gray at Gray & Co. dated November 3rd, 2011

regarding an application to do business in Georgia.

Ia it your understanding that your law firm was

involved in certain filings and applications in the

State of Georgia?

A. Yes. For example, qualification to do

business.
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1 A. I can't confine that without seeing the i 1

2 provisions of the LPA. 2

3 Q. Well, just looking at your e-mail where 3

4 you state, paragraph 4, "We agree that employees of 4

5 Gray would be subject to a negligent standard of 5

6 care but that brokers and agents of Gray would be 6

7 subject to a gross negligent standard of care." 7

B As of Nove~r~ber 8th, 2011 did you 8

9 understand that Mr. Gray and Mr. Hubbard were 9

10 ~ployeea of Gray3 10

11 A. I understoai they were e~loyees of 11

12 Gray. 12

13 Q. And therefore whatever this standard of 13

14 care was you were conferring about would be 14

15 applicable to thorn individually, correct? 15

16 A. That's not necessarily the case. It 16

17 depends on how the provision is drafted. You can 17

18 have a company be responsible for the bad acts of 18

19 its employees or you can have an employee of a 19

20 company be responsible for its bad acts. It depends 20

21 on how the proaision is drafted. 21

22 Q. well, when you said employees of Gray 22

23 would be subject to a negligent standard of care, 23

24 would employees of Gray include Mr. Gray and Mr. 24

25 Hubbard? 25
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1 A. Yes. 1

2 (Plaintiffs' Exhibit 22, Docurt~ent with 2

3 first page e-mail dated November 17th, 2011 3

4 fran Mr. Hubbard to Ms. Segal copied to Mr. 4

5 Gray, was so marked for identification, as of 5

6 this date.) 6

7 Q. You've been handed Plaintiffs' 7

6 Exhibit 22 and the first page is an e-mail from Mr. 8

9 Hubbard dated November 17th, 2011 to you copied to 9

10 Mr. Gray regarding other projects. You received 10

11 this e-mail, correct? 11

12 A. Yes. 12

13 Q. And towards the bottom there is a ~ 13

14 paragraph which says "Third, you mention that it 14

15 should be pretty straightforward to convert the 15

16 GrayCo Alternative Partners I LP docents into a 16

17 Fluid I offering. Please let me lmow what vrould be 17

16 involved in getting Fund II going. We are keeping 18

19 this as a viable option in the event that the New i 19

20 Haven side letter beccanes a barrier for admitting 20

21 additional LP's to Fluid I." 21

22 So you were aware that as of 22

23 November 17th, 2011 that Gray & Company was ~ 23

24 contemplating ultimately having an Alternative Fund 24

25 II following Alternative Fund I, correct? ~ 25
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A. That's correct.

Q. Did you ever get back to hue on his

inquiry about letting him lmow what would be

involved in getting Fluid II goingP

A. Well, that's a very broad question, so

get back to me on what would be involved in getting

Fluid II going, I explained to him that it would be a

similar process in the sense of needing similar

documentation.

(Plaintiffs' Exhibit 23, e-mails

containing e-mail from Mr. Hubbard to Ms.

Segal and Mr. Van Grover copied to Mr. Gray

dated November 28th, 2011, was so marked for

identification, as of this date.)

Q. You've been handed ESchibit 23, which at

the bottom is an e-mail from Mr. Hubbard to you and

Mr. Van Grover copied to Mr. Gray dated

November 28th, 2011 and this is a question relating

to the FYuid I, is that correct?

A. That's correct.

Q. Pardon?

A. Yes.

Q. And Mr. Pront responds to }rou and to Mr.

Grover on Novanber 29th saying in part, "It appears

that Bob has not yet understood the distinction
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between governmental retirement plans and other U.S.

tax-exert organizations." Do you see that?

A. I see that.

Q. To your ]mowledge, did }rou or Mr. Pront

explain to Mr. Hubbard further, since he appazently

was not understanding the legal distinctions that

you all were discussing?

MR. LANE'Y: Object to the form of the

c~zestion.

A. I'd like to review the e-mail chain

first.

Okay. Can you repeat the question? ',

Q. Mr. Pront has indicated to you and Mr.

Van Grover that it appeazs that Bob has not yet

understood the distinction between governmental

retirement plans and other U.S. tax-ex~npt

organizations.

Do you recall you or Mr. Pront or Mr.

Van Grover following up in an effort to assist Mr.

Hubbard in understanding this area of the law?

A. I don't know what Rob or Peter may have

told him following this, but I would imagine that iC

wr~uld have been their practice if they saw that Mr.

Hubbard was confused to follow up and clarify it,

which is probably why Peter offered to get on a call
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

6

9

10

it

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

the following morning.

Q. Do }rou recall whether there was any such

call?

A. I don't recall, no.

(Plaintiffs' FSchibit 24, Memo to files

dated December 6th, 2011, was so marked for

identification, as of this date.)

Q. You have been handed Plaintiffs'

Exhibit 24, which is dated December 6th, 2011, which

is a metro to files regarding GrayCo Alternative

Partners I LP, which is Etmd I and this was prepared

by you and put into a file for Gray ~ Company,

correct?

A. Yes. I see that.

Q. And why did you write this m~io to file?

A. I~11 read it first and then I'll see if

I can remember.

Welt, it looks like I wrote the memo,

because notwithstanding advice from Nlr. Van Grover

and Mr. Pront to Mr. Hubbard, Gray, the fund, was

still going to make certain investments.

Q. And you wanted some type of memo to file

indicating what you had advised Gray & Canpany and

that they appeared to want to go fozward with

something that may have -- maybe contrary to your

Page 11

1 where I was aware that they were doing sarnething for

2 Fluid II that was contrary to our advice, so my

3 answer would be no, I never wrote a mzmo to files.

4 Q. Did they ever indicate to you when you

5 were dealing with them on F1u~d II that they were

6 going forward with Find II on something that was

7 contrary to }rour advice?

8 A. Offhand, I don't recall that ever being

~ the case.

10 (Plaintiffs' ~hibit 25, e-mail fran Bob

11 Hubbard to Mr. Van Grover dated October 17th,

12 2011, was so marked for identification, as of

13 this date.)

14 Q. You've been handed what's been marked

15 Plaintiff e' bchibit 25, which was the October 17th,

16 2011 e-mail frcm~ Bob Hubbard to Mr. Van Grover

17 referencing an opinion or seeking an opinion on an

18 acceptable investment vehicle under the constraints

19 in the Georgia investment code and it's been

20 fozwarded to you about six weeks later on

21 November 29th, 2011.

22 Did Mr. Grover ever tell you why he was

23 forwarding this e-mail six weeks after he had

24 received it from Mr. Hubbard?

25 A. I would imagine at the time he told nee

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

4
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advice, is that fair to eay?

A. Yes.

Q. Now, is that as you understand it

Seward & Kissel practice, to write a memo to file if

it has an understanding that the client might go

forward with something that Seward &Kissel hae

advised against?

A. It depends.

Q. It depends on what?

A. On lots of things.

Q. I'm sorry?

A. On lots of things, the circumstances,

the issue, the potential implications, the

particular associate.

Q. Okay. Did you ever, to your

recollection, write any metro to file regarding

Alternative F1md II?

A. Not that I recall.

Q. Do you ever recall, whether it be a moo

to file or an e-mail to one of your colleagues

vrorking on Fund II, to the effect that Gray &

Company suggested that it was going forward with

sanething to do with the End II that was contrary

to your advice?

A. I don't recall ever being in a situation

1 why he was fcn,~arding it to me.

2 Q. Do }rou recall?

3 A. I don't recall, no. Perhaps it had

4 become relevant again.

5 Q. Do you recall being asked by Mr.

6 Van Grover in late November 2011 to advise on an

7 issue under the Georgia investment code that Mr.

8 Hubbard had asked him about six weeks earlier?

9 A. Can you please repeat that.

10 (Record read)

11 A. I don't recall any specific discussions

12 or what might have been said regarding this.

13 (Plaintiffs' ~chibit 26, e-mails

14 contauung e-mail fran Mr. Hubbard to Mr.

15 Van Grover dated October 17th, 2011, was so

16 marked for identification, as of this date.)

17 Q. You have been handed what has been

18 marked as Plaintiffs' ESchibit 26 and at the bottom

19 there is an e-mail from Mr. Hubbard to Mr.

20 Van Grover dated October 17th, 2011 seeking advice

21 on compliance with the State of Georgia's investment

22 code.

23 This is forwarded to you again,

24 November 29th, about six weeks later and then he

25 forward it on to Irina Kerzhner at Seward & Kissel.
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1 Do you recall why Mr. Van Gmver forwarded this 1 A. I don't remember the specific focus of

2 e-mail from Mr. Hubbard regarding the Georgia 2 the discussions. It related to the group trust

3 irnestment code about six weeks after he received 3 project generally.

4 it7 4 (Plaintiffs' FSchibit 28, e-mails

5 hIIt. LANEY: Object to the form of the 5 containing e-mail fran Mr. Hubbard to Ms.

6 question. 6 Segal dated December 12th, 2011, was so

7 A. No. My answer is the saw as it was to 7 marked for identification, as of this date.)

8 the previous e-mail. 8 Q. You've bees handed what has beea marked

9 Q. And do you recall why }rou would have 9 as Plaintiffs' ~chibit 28. In the middle of the

10 then forwarded it to another lawyer at Seward & 10 page there ie an e-mail fran Mr. Hubbard to }rou

11 Riasel, Ma. Rerzhner? 11 dated Dec~aber 12th, 2011 indicating "We do not

12 A. Well, I believe that Irina had been 12 currently have an LLC agree~es►t and we need guidance

13 inwlved in the index fund project and so I would 13 and aeeistanca in creating one. Let me lmow what

19 imagine that the reason why I was sending this, 14 would vrork on your end for a call."

15 together with the previous e-mail, was because, 15 And then you have a further e-mail

16 again, it had suddenly become relevant again. 16 exchange. You engaged in thin a-mail crnnwnication?

17 Q. Looking at this a-mail, which also has 17 A. Yea.

18 the Georgia statute for public retirement syet~e 18 Q. And what is this LLC agree eat for?

19 iavestuient authority law attached, does it refresh 19 Wtrat entity?

20 any recollection on your part that in late November 20 A. The general partner of the fund.

21 or December 2011 }rou reviewed the Georgia law for 21 Q. Which was what entity?

22 any particular purpose as requested by Gray & 22 A. I believe it was named GrayCo Investment

23 Company? 23 Management, LLC.

24 A. It's very possible I did, but I donut 24 Q. Now, did Seward & Risael represent

25 have a specific recollection doing so. 25 GrayCo Iaveatsuent Management, LL -- was it LLC or

Page 119 Page 121

1 Q. I take it that if you had dote eo, it 1

2 would likely be reflected in your time recorded and 2

3 ultimately charged to Gray & Cag~any, correct? 3

4 A. Depending on hau specific my time 4

5 entries would have been in describing what I did, 5

6 then yes. 6

7 (Plaintiffs' Exhibit 27, e-mails 7

8 containing e-mail fran Bob Hubbard of B

9 October 17th, 2011, was so marked for 9

10 identification, as of this date.) SO

11 Q. You Rave been handed what hna been 11

12 marked es Plaintiffs' ~chibit 27. At the bottom 12

13 there is another copy of the Bob Hubbard e-mail of 13

14 October 17th, 2011 relating to constraints in the 14

15 Georgia investment code being fozwarded to you by 15

16 Idr. Van Grover and then you forward it on to Frank 16

17 Mitchell. And who is Frank Mitchell? 17

18 A. He was an associate in the ERISA group. 18

19 Q. Is he still with Seward & 1Cieael? 19

20 A. No. 20

21 Q. Do you recall talking with Mr. Mitchell 21

22 about anything relating to Gray & CouQany? 22

23 A. I don't recall specific discussions, but 23

24 I would imagine we've had one or two. 24

25 Q. And this related to ERISA ieaues? 25

+lam']

A. LLC. i believe it was the same entity

for which we saw the operating agreement earlier.

Q. Right. And did Seward & Kissel

represent ~rayCo Investment Management, LI,C in

P=~~J the LI,C agreement?

A. Yes, I believe it did.

Q. And have you ever seen an engagement

letter in which Seward & Rieeel foranlly stated it

was xmpreeeating OrayCo iaveet~neat Management, ~.ca
A. Naming the entity by nacre?

Q. Yea.

A. Well, since it didn't exist when we

signed the engagement letter and as far as I knew,

there weren't any other engagement letters, no.

Q. My question related to, had you seen any

or been advised of any subsequent engagaoent letter

in which Seward & Kissel, in writing, stated that it

was engaged to represent GrayCo Investment

tQanagement, LLC?

A. I'm not aware of a subsequent engagement

letter. It may have been covered by the original

one, depending on how broadly it was worded.

Q. Did you prepare an LLC agreement for

GrayCo Im~estment Management, LLC?
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1 A. I believe that was the draft agreement 1

2 we reviewed earlier. 2

3 Q. At the time that you drafted the 3

4 agreement, was it }roar understanding that Seward & 4

5 Kissel was representing GrayCo Investment 5

6 Management, LLC? 6

7 A. Yes. 7

8 (Plaintiffs' Exhibit 29, e-mail from Ms. 8

9 Segal to Bob Hubbard dated December 15th, 9

10 2011, was so marked for identification, as of 10

11 this date.) 11

12 Q. You have been handed what has been 12

13 marked as Plaintiffs' FSchibit 29, which is an e-mail 13

14 fry you to Bob Hubbard, the subject, "Helpful 14

15 memoranda, GrayCo Alternative Partners I LP" dated 15

16 December 15th, 2011. Did you send this e-mail and ~ 16

17 the attached docLmients? 17

18 A. Yes. 18

19 Q. Now, you indicate, "In connection with 19

2D the launch of GrayCo Alternative Partners I LP, 20

21 attached please find the following." I 21

22 And then you enclose a closing letter 122

23 describing the procedures to follow when sending out 23

24 doc~enta to investors, a memorandwn discussing the 24

25 various regulatory requirements that may apply to 25

Page 123

1 the fund and a memorandum explaining the procedures 1

2 relating to private offerings, correct? 2

3 A. That's right. 3

4 Q. Did }rou ever send any similar doct~ents 4

5 relating to F1md II to Mr. Hubbard? 5

6 A. No. toe never got to that point. 6

7 Q. When you say you never got to that 7

8 point, you ]mew that the materials that }rou were 8

9 providing and had drafted for Gray & Company with 9

10 respect to the Fund II were going to be shown, at 10

11 least to some investors, correct? 11

12 A. That's correct. 12

13 Q. And before those materials which you 13

14 prepared were shown to the investors, did you ever 14

15 send Mr. Hubbard any docimients similar to in 15

16 FSchibit 29 describing the procedures to follow when 16

17 sending out documents to investors or a memo 17

18 discussing the various regulatory requirements that 18

19 may apply to the fund or a memorandum explaining the 19

20 procedures relating to private offerings? 20

21 A. You mean did I resend the same e-mail 21

22 with the sane attackui~ents for Fund II? 22

23 Q. Well, let me ask you that first. 23

24 A. No. I did not resend the same 24

25 docw~lts. 25

Page 124

Q. Okay. Did you review these docim~ente to

revise, in light of the fact that Fl~nd II was going

to be offered to Georgia public pension planning and

that there was a new Georgia code about which }rou

had been informed?

A. No. I should mention, these are our

standard docwnents and so even had we continued to

represent Eluid II and advised the client on the

particular Georgia requirements, that's not

something that would have been reflected in these

three memoranda.

Q. Well, nim~ber 2 is a memorandlnn

discussing the various regulatory requirements that

may apply to the fund. Do you see that?

A. I do.

Q. And you would agree with me that for

Fluid II, the Georgia inves~ent code aznen~ents

would fall within the category of regulatory

requirements that may apply to the fund, correct?

A. well, that's correct, but the metro

described in FLnd II doesn't purport to contain

every single potential requirement that would apply

to a manager.

Q. Well, did }rou ever tell Mr. Hubbard when

you sent this exhibit and these memo that these are

Page 125

standard doc~unents that Seward & Riasel sends out

and actually may not involve all of the regulatory

requirements applying to that particular fund?

A. Well, I say here, "Note that our two

memos are somewhat outdated, but we are currently

updating them internally and will send you updated

menbs once they become available."

So I think this indicated that these

were our standard memos that were not all inclusive.

Q. Did you ever tell Mr. Hubbard when you

sent out these memos that these memos actually did

not cover all of the regulatory requirements

applicable to this particular fundl

A. I did not tell him that these ~remos

cover every potential requirement that may be

applicable to his fund.

Q. Did you ever send Mr. Hubbard or anyone

else at Gray & Cc~any the updated memos once they

became available?

A. I dori' t recall .

Q. Were there any updated memos?

A. I don't remember and I don't even

remember whether we still represented the fund.

Q. Did }rou ever vrork on a meua, an updated

mean, discussing the various regulatory requirements
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1 tYiat msy apply to the fund that addressed aay 1

2 particular regulatory requirea~ente that applied to 2

3 P1md I? 3

4 A. Can you please repeat that question. 4

5 NIl2. BOBBINS: Can you repeat it, please. 5

6 (Record read) 6

7 Q. Did you ever work or draft an updated 7

B mam discussing the variaua regulatory requiremiestte e

9 that would particularly apply to Ind I? 9

10 A. No, because that's not how we typically 10

11 advise our clients. That's not the course of 11

12 conduct we take. 12

13 Q. Well, course of conduct, let's discuss 13

14 that a second. Did you ever tell Mr. Hubbard khat 14

15 you, in fact, vrould not be updating the moo to 15

16 discuss particular regulatozy requirements that 16

17 applied to Ftu~d I7 17

18 A. We don't -- we wouldn't necessarily know 18

19 at the time of sending that memo all of the 19

20 potential requirements that crould apply to N1uid I, 20

21 because as you see in the context of Fund II, 21

22 sometimes requirert~ents are motivated by the 22

23 jurisdiction of an investor, which at the outset, 23

24 when we're first finalizing offering documents, we 24

25 don't always laiow what those jurisdictions are. 25

1 Q. Did }rou ever tell what you just said to 1

2 Mr. Hubbard or Mr. Gray? 2

3 A. In connection with FLnd II? 3

4 Q. P1urd I. 4

5 A. In connection with F1uld I, no, but we 5

6 have been very involved every time they had 6

7 questions regarding a particular investor and 7

B specific side letters or concerns that that uivestor 8

9 had. 9

10 Q. The answer to my question was ao, ie 10

it that right? 11

12 A. I don't remember your question. 12

13 Q. Did you ever send to Gray & Cmq~any a 13

14 mamorandimi discussing the various regulatory 14

15 requirements that may apply to FUad II? 15

16 MR. LANEY: For Fund II or Flmd I? 16

17 MR. BOBBINS: Fluid II. 17

18 A. No. I don't believe I did. 18

19 Q. Did you ever send Gray & Ccapany a 19

20 closing letter describing the procedures to follow 20

21 when sending out doc~mor_nta to investors relating to 21

22 Fluid II7 22

23 A. No. Again, we never got to that point 23

24 with FLu~d II. 24

'~25 Q. Did you ever ask Mr. Hubbard if he 25

thought it avould be helpful to have a closing letter

describing the procedures to follav when setting out

doc~eata to investors is P1md II?

A. I didn't ask that question because, A,

he had the docurr~ents, again, which were not tailored

to F1u~d I, so they would have presumably applied to

end II. B, it was premature in our representation

of Fund II, given where F1u~d II was.

Q. You're going beyond my question, so let

me just take it step by step. Aa we will get to,

Mr. Hubbard asked for materials to provide to

potential investors in lid II, right?

(Record read)

Q. Right?

A. Yes.

Q. Now, did you ever ask him, in connection

with semding him those docim~ents that you ]mew he

was going to provide to potential investors, whether

ha wanted a letter describing the procedures to

follow when sending out these particular doc~ente

to imestore?

A. No.

Q. Did you ever ask him, in connection with

providing him those doc~ente to aeud to prospective

investors, whether he wanted a m~orand~m discussing

Page 129 i,

the particular regulatory requiremanta that may ~,

apply to the F1md II? ',

A. No. ',

THE VIDEOGRAPHat: The time is 2:24.

This ends media number 3. we are off the

record.

(Recess taken)

(Mark Hyland leaves the room)

(Michael Broz enters the roan)

THE VIDEOGRAPI~R: The time is 2:37.

This is the start of media nw~ber 4. We're

on the record.

(Plaintiffs' Exhibit 30, e-mail exchange

between Ms. Segal and Mr. Hubbard beginning

January 12th, was so marked for

identification, as of this date.)

BY MR. BOBBINS:

Q. Okay. I have handed you an e-mail

exchange you had with Mr. Hubbard. 0~ the last page

it shows that the e-mail exchange began

January 12th, if }rou could take a look at that.

LaBt page, Mr. Hubbazd writes to you

with this question, "Fii, Alex. Can an institutional

public pension plan invest is our Partners I LP fiord

if their aggregate assets 18 aullion4" Do you see
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Page 130

1 that? 1

2 A. Yes. 2

3 Q. So before Fund IZ, with respect to Fund 3

4 I, Mr. Hubbard would direct questions to you about 4

5 what the public pension plans could do and could not 5

6 do, fair to eay7 6

7 A. No. I wouldn't plv ase it that way. 7

8 Q. Well, how would you phrase it1 8

9 A. Here, Mr. Hubbard was asking 9

10 specifically about the federal requirement that an 10

11 investor be an accredited investor and a q~~alified 11

12 purchaser. 12

13 Q. Okay. He was asking about what an 13

14 institutional public pension plan can invest assets 14

15 and this related to a federal law and you responded 15

16 to his question, correct? 16

17 A. This related specifically as to whether 17

18 the public pension plan, how to categorize it or 18

19 characterize it as an accredited investor or a 19

20 qualified purchaser specifically. It was a specific 20

21 question as to its status under these two 21

22 requirements. 22

23 Q. Did you answer his question2 73

24 A. I did. 24

25 (Plaintiffs' Euhibit 31, e-mail fran Nlr. 25

Page 131

1 Hubbard to Ms. Segal dated February 15th, 1

2 2012, was so marked for identification, as of 2

3 this date.) 3

4 Q. You've been handed Plaintiffs' Exhibit 4

5 31, which ie an e-mail frcan Mr. Hubbard to you dated 5

6 Februazy 15th, 2012 in which he says, respecting a 6
i

7 particular letter, "I need to ensure I ]mow how we ~ 7

8 should ccmiplete it, what laws need to be referenced 8

9 within and what background checks, ongoing 9

10 monitoring needs to be recurring with regards to the 10

11 LP's persons in our fund. 2 want to be sure all of 11

12 our regulatory issues are covered." Do }rou see 12

13 that? 13

14 A. Yes. 14

15 Q. And to the best of your lawwledge, did 15

16 }rou respond to this? 16

17 A. Well, was there a response? 17

18 Q. I donut see a response. 18

19 A. So I can't recall offhand. 19

20 Q. To the best of your lmowledge and I 20

21 appreciate what you're saying, particularly since 21

22 this was several years ago, but to the beat of }roar 22

23 recollection, if a client such as dray & Ccsnpany 23

24 asked }rou questions such as this, your practice was 24

25 to respond to them or get someone else at Seward & 25

132
Riesel to respond to than, is that fair to say?

A. That's fair to say.

Q. And ae this reflects, Mr. Hubbard from

time to tune asked you issues in which he wanted to

lrnow what laws need to be referenced and he also

wanted to be sure that regulatory issues were

covered, fair to eay?

A. well, a~ particular regulatory issues

arose, yes, he would reach out to us to make sure

that we can advise them on how best to address those

particular issues.

Q. Well, he mentioned what laws to be

referenced within. Are you suggesting that Mr.

Hubbard has to tell you what particular law he wants

guidance on for you to be able to draft doclmients or

answer hie questions?

A. I don't understand your question.

Q. Okay. My question is this, Mr. Aubbazd

was looking for your legal guidance to make sure

that filings they did, doc~snente they signed,

doctnnents they provided to third parties were

compliant with law, fair to say?

A. They were looking to us for guidance, is

that what you said?

Q. Yea.

Page 133

A. Yes.

Q. And he wasn't on every occasion saying,

I want you to ca~ly or give me advice on a

pazticular law. He wanted to make sure that you

were preparing docim~ente that would be compliant

with any laws that were applicable, is that fair to

say?

MR. LArIEY: Object to the form of the

question.

A. Preparing docwnents that would be

compliant, yes. We can't possibly advise as to

every matter of law without having a specific

question or issue that the client is asking about.

Q. And I understand, but when you're

preparing docwnente then you understand your

responsibility is to comply with any state or

federal laws that may be applicable, fair to say?

A. To the extent that we k~~ow they would

apply, yes.

Q. And do you not consider it your

responsibility to give advice to a client that you

]mow is going to be providing materials to investors

se to what they can and cannot say?

MR. L~AN~'Y: Object to the form.

A. Can you please rephrase that.
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1 Q. Okay. In other words, if a client tells 1

2 you, I'm going to be shaving }roar materials, khe 2

3 materials you provided to prospective iavestora, do 3

9 you not believe it's your responsibility to give a 4

5 client advice on, well, what be should or should not 5

6 aay to the prospective investors relatuig to your 6

7 docim~enta? 7

8 NIIt. LANEY: Object to the form. 8

9 A. Regarding the documents or regarding 9

10 what he says to clients? Those are two different 10

it things. li

12 Q. Regaxdi~g the doc~ente. 12

13 A. Okay. ib I typically instruct them 13

14 about what to say about the documents? 14

15 Q. Pk~at to say or what not to say, whether 15

16 there are any qualifications, disclaimers, azeae of 16

17 uncertainty. Anything like that to give a client 17

18 advice on taking materials and shaving them to 18

19 prospective investors that ie covered by the 19

20 securities law? 20

21 A. well, the advice in that scenario would 21

22 be that to the extent something hasn't been resolved 22

23 yet or is subject to change, that those types of 23

24 things -- or if the entire document hasn't been 24

25 finalized yet, such as with Fluid II, that the draft 25

1 stamp remains on and that it be clear that these are ~ 1

2 subject to change. 2

3 Q. Okay. And you believe it's part of your 3

4 responsibility to convey to the clients that they 4

5 seed to cornet' that to any prospective investors, 5

6 fair to say? 6

7 A. That's not my responsibility to instruct 7

6 a client to say those things, no. 8

9 Q. Then if it's not your responsibility, 9

10 why did }rou provide the information you did, the 10

11 mmooa that you did with respect to Iwnd I se to the 11

12 marketing of what a client should do when mazketing 12

13 tha offering, the regulatory require~ente? Why 13

14 would you bother to do that if it's not part of your 14

15 respomeibility? 15

16 A. Well, I think that there are two 16

~ 17 different types of -- twn different types of issues 17

18 here, so with the memos that I provided, that's 18

19 sanething we prepare generally to most of our 19

20 clients, because our goal is to alert our clients of 20

21 certain federal requirements that they may not be 21

22 aware of or that aren't necessarily intuitive and to 22

23 make sure that they're aware of them in connection 23

24 with marketing the funds. 24

25 Separately, before a client goes into an 25

investor meeting or presentation, it's not our

practice to convey to them what orally can be said

or can't be said because who ]mows what discussions

are going to be had, so we just make sure that to

the extent they have showed us a marketing

presentation and asked us to review it and asked us

for disclaimers, that we'll provide that, but we

can't control what our client may say to their

prospective investors.

Q. I ~mderstand yuu can't control it, but

let me ask you, on 5xhibit 29, }rou send out these

mmoe in connection vrith a launch of anew fiord,

conect7

A. That's correct.

Q. Aad do you feel like this is or do you

believe that it's part of your responsibility in

wnrking with a client on a new fwid, that you

provide a client with advice on the procedures to

follow when sending out doc~mwnta to investors, the

various regulatory requir~enta that it may apply

and the procedures relating to private offerings?

Do you feel like that's part of your duties as

advising the client on the Elrod?

A. Generally speaking, yes.

(Plaintiffs' FSchibit 32, e-mails

Page 137

containing e-mail from Mr. Hubbard to Ms.

Segal dated February 16th, 2012, was so

marked for identification, as of this date.)

Q. You have been banded what has been

marked as Plaintiffs' ~hibit 32 and at the bottom

it's an e-mail from Mr. Hubbard to }rou dated

Februazy 16th, 2012 regarding a FBatA 5131

queetioanaire sad he's askiag you basically how to

fill this out, correct?

A. That's correct.

Q. And what is a FIIatA 5131 queatiomnaire?

A. It addresses or it's meant to ascertain

an investor's eligibility to participate in new

issues.

Q. And this is something, yotu'

understanding was, Mr. Hubbard wasn't particulaz

familiar with, is that correct?

A. It seemed to me that he needed

additional guidance on colleting this.

Q. Based om your dealings with Mr. Hubbard

and Ptr. Gray, did it appear to you that they wanted

to be in compliance with applicable rules and

regulations?

A. Yes.

(Plaintiffs' Exhibit 33, e-mail fran Mr.
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1 Correct? 1

2 A. Yes. 2

3 Q. And why did you note in writing to them 3

4 that the attached draft vras subject to further 4

5 internal review? 5

6 A. I don't remember the particular 6

7 circumstances. Possibly because Rob wanted to take, 7

e Rob being Mr. Van Grover, wanted to take another look 8

9 at the document before it was finalized. 9

10 Q. Ia it your practice if a docent tlut 10

11 you eemt to n client haen~t been vetted internally, 11

12 to iadicate in the cover e-mail sending to the 12

13 clieat that the draft ie subject to iaternal review? 13

14 A. It depends. 14

15 Q. Is that acmahh~ }rou often do? 15

16 A. Fran time to tip. It depends. 16

17 Q. Vat is the puxpoee of telling the 17

18 client thatl 18

19 A. Well, that varies, depending on the 19

20 circumstances. Generally speaking, so that they can 20

21 understand that further changes may be required 21

22 before they can consider it final. 22

23 (Plaintiffs' E~chibit 40, e-mail from 23

24 Peter Pront to KottageCn~loca1825.ozy copying 24e

25 Mr. Hubbard, Mr. Gray, Mr. Van Grover and Ms. 25

Page 147

1 Segal, was so marked for identification, as 1

2 of this date.) 2

3 Q. Let me hand you what has been marked ae 3

4 Plaintiffs' PSchibit 40 and this is an e-mail Tram 4

5 the partner, Peter Pxont, to a Rottage~loca18Z5.org, 5

6 copying Mr. Hubbard, Mr. Gray, tdr. Van drover sad 6

7 }roureelf and another attorney, which states "Dear 7

8 Mr. Rottage, for the review of you and your in-house 8

9 counsel, I have attached the limited partnership 9

10 agreement of (fray Alternative Partners I LP, the 10

11 partnership, the a~mmaxy of principal tezms of the 11

12 partnership and a subscription agreement to be 12

13 executed by each limited partner of the partnership. 13

14 "Given the deadlines for finalizing the 14

15 attached docents, I am aenduig the to you and 15

16 tdesara. Gray aad Hubbard aiaaul.taneously and they 16

17 rain subject to any final cmments that may be 17

16 provided to us by each of the recipients of this 16

19 e-mail.° 19

20 Did you get a copy of this e-mail and 20

21 the attached draft? 21

22 A. Yes. It looks like I was cc'd. 22

23 Q. Did }rou play a role in drafting what is 23

24 attached here? 24

25 A. I don't recall being inwlved at this 25

point in the drafting

Q. Now, b~. Prom explicitly said in the

cover e-mail that it re~aine subject to any final

c~enta that may be provided to each of the

recipients. Ia that a cust~axy qualification made

by Seward & Riasel is sending draft doc~enta when

the docent is still subject to internal review or

subject to outside ccamente before finalizatiaa?

MR. L~ANEY: Object to the fozm.

A. There is no standard that Seward &

Kissel follows. Each associate or partner follows

its own protocol, depending on the circumstances. I

should also note that Mr. Kottage is not the client,

correct?

Q. That is correct.

A. And Mr. Kottage, was he counsel for a

prospective investor in the fund?

Q. Okay.

A. That was a question.

Q. I'm sorry?

A. Do you happen to laww if Mr. Kottage was

counsel for a prospective investor in the fund? I

don't recall if he was.

Q. I'm sot positive on that.

A. Okay. I think in the crontext of when

you're sending something to someone on the other

side, for exa~rg~le, an investor in a fund that you

advise, you may want the investor to know or the

investor's counsel to know if the particular client

hasn't reviewed it yet. But again, there ie no

protocol and it depends on the attorney and the

circumstances.

(Plaintiffs' Exhibit 41, e-mail from Ms.

Segal to Ms. FreilichcsDSWlaw.can copied to

Mr. Van Grover, Mr. Front, Mr. Hubbard and

Mr. Gray, was so marked for identification,

as of this date.)

Q. Let me hand you what has bees marked ae

Exhibit 41 and this is an e-mail from you to Mr. --

or I think it's a Me. Freilick~D3Friaw.cam copied to

1~. Vas Grover, Mr. Pmnt, Mr. Hubbard and Mr. Gray,

indicating that "Attached, please find marked in

clean drafts a revised smeary of terms, limited

partnership agre~eat aad eubecriptioa~ agree.~ent for

GYayCo Alternative Partaere I LP and a draft of the

aide letter." This related to the Fund I, correct?

A. That's correct.

Q. What did you mean by a clean draft?

A. That there were no changes reflected in

the docwnPnts.
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Q. Does that mean the docinnent is a final

if you were providing -- or it can be a final if

it's a clean draft?

A. No. Clean just means it's not marled in

draft changes.

Q. And this is being sent to someone that

you understood to be a counsel for a potential

investor?

A. I believe that to ~e the case, but I

can't say with certainty at this point. I can't say

with certainty at this point without other context,

but I believe that to be the case.

Q. Okay. Did you see there to be an issue

with providing a draft of these fund-related

docimienta to an investor?

A. With draft dociunents to an investor?

Q. Yes.

A. No. We had been working with the

investor's counsel regarding certain changes to the

docw»ents as per ow: client's instruction.

(Plaintiffs' Exhibit 42, e-mail fran Ms.

Segal to Mr. Hubbard copied to Mr.

Van Grover, Mr. Front, Mr. Gray and Chris

Kuhn and offering memorandum dated

December 6th, 2011, was so marked for

Page 152

1 agreement for GrayCo Investment Management, LLC and

2 it's dated February 2nd, 2012, enclosing a revised

3 draft. Did you send this e-mail and the drafts?

4 A. I did.

5 Q. And in the e-mail you indicate,

6 "Attached are revised drafts, marked and clean, of

7 the LLC agreement for GrayCo Investrnent Management,

8 LLC. if you have no further ccwments, please accept

9 the clean draft as final, but note that you will

10 need to fill in the relevant inforniation and in

11 F~hibits A and B to the agreement." Is that what

12 you advised them?

13 A. That's what I vnote, yes.

14 Q. And you put in the cover e-mail, putting

15 them on notice that they need to fill in certain

16 information in order to finalize it, correct?

17 A. In order for the exhibits to the

18 agreement to be complete.

19 (Plaintiffs' F.~chibit 44, Document fran

20 Julia Hanks to Bob Hubbard copying Ms. Segal

21 and Mr. Van Grover, was so Worked for

22 identification, as of this date.)

23 Q. You've been handed Plaintiffs'

24 FSchibit 44 frc~ Julia Hanks to Bob Hubbard, which

25 you and Mr. Van Grover are copied. And who ie Julia

1
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23

', 24

125

identification, as of this date.)

Q. You've been handed Plaintiffs'

ESchibit 42, which is an e-mail fry }rou to Mr.

Hubbard copied to Mr. Van Grover, Mr. Front, Mr.

Gray and a Chris Kuhn with an offering me~rorand~nn

for GrayCo Alternative Partners I LP and it's dated

December 6th, 2011. Did you send this e-mail and

draft?

A. Yes.

Q. And you indicated in the cover e-mail

that in order for you to finalize the offering

memoranda, they needed to provide }rou or Mr.

Hubbard needed to provide you with additional

information, is that correct?

A. At that point, yes. I believe I had

isolated the few remaining points that we needed to

finalize.

(Plaintiffs' ESchibit 43, e-mail from Ms.

Segal to Mr. Hubbard copied to Mr. Van Grover

with revised LLC agreement dated

February 2nd, 2012, was so marked for

identification, as of this date.)

Q. You have been handed Plaintiffs'

Exhibit 43, which is an e-mail frc~ you to Mr.

Hubbard copied to Mr. Van Grover with a revised LLC

1 Hanks?

2 A. She was an associate in the group.

3 Q. Is she anymore?

4 A. No.

5 Q. Did you have any input into the drafts

6 of these advisory agreements?

7 A. Prior to these drafts being sent, I

8 don't know.

9 Q. Ms. Hanks indicates "Hi, Bob. Attached

10 please find initial drafts of the two advisozy

11 agreements. Please note that these are subject to

12 further review and we would like to discuss them

13 with you before they are forwarded. Please let us

14 ]mav if there is a time that will be convenient for

15 }rou."

16 Did you have an understanding as to who

17 they would be forwarded to?

18 MR. L~Ab1FY: Are you asking her does she

19 understand that now or --

20 Mft. ROBBINS: Well, back then or now.

21 Q. I mean you were copied on this. You

22 were involved in the representation of Gray &

23 Company. You were copied on drafts of the tvro

24 advisory agreements. Ms. Hanks, your fellow

25 associate, is saying, we want to discuss them with
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you. They are subject to further review and let's

talk before you fonvazd them. Do you have an

understanding of who they were ultimately going to

be forwarded to?

A. Probably Certium Asset Management, who

was going to be the sub-advisor, the counterparty to

the agreement.

(Plaintiffs' E~chibit 45, e-mails between

Ms. Segal, Mr. Van Grover and Mr. Hubbard,

was so marked for identification, as of this

date.)

Q. Now, this is a series of e-mails that

you had with Mr. Van Grover and Mr. Hubbard and let

me first point you to the bottom of the second page.

This is an e-mail fry you to Mr. Hubbard dated

May 23rd, 2012 and you indicate in the cover e-mail,

"There are several bracketed items in the agreement

which need to be resolved before we can finalize."

And then you laid out the queatione

about what bracketed items in the attached draft

needed to be resolved before you could finalize,

correct?

A. Can I please read from the beginning?

Q. I'm sorry?

A. Can I please read the chain from the

Page 156

1 Mr. Hubbard on March 6th and March 9th, 2012,

2 coaect?

3 A. 1'es.

4 Q. He asked or he made a series of camienta

5 or questions and then you responded to them in

6 capital letters, correct?

7 A. Yes.

8 Q. Now, if you go to page 2, towards the

9 bottom there is a heading "GrayCo Alternative

10 Partners II LP." That is what we're calling F7u1d

11 ZI, correct3

12 A. Yes.

13 Q. And in March of 2012 he is telling you,

14 he being Mr. Hubbard, "We are already looking ahead

15 towards Fund II in our alternative partners series.

16 In order to call it a F1u~d II, do we need to

17 continue the namuig in the same manner or can we

18 alter the name if deaired7

19 "Also, since Fund I had a few insertions

20 into the private placement memorand~sn limited

21 partnership agreement that vrere driven by New Haven

22 P&L, I want to make sure that they are revised" --

23 I'm slightly paraphrasing just to make it less

24 acronymic. "Slightly revised to be more in line

25 with our original intent, instead of in the altered

1
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beginning?

Q. Absolutely.

A. Okay. Can you repeat your question?

Q. Okay. Referring to the e-mail at the

bottom of the page, second page of Exhibit 45, top

of the third page, you write to Mr. Hubbard,

May 23rd, 2012 and indicate in a cover e-mail that

there were several bracketed items in the agreement

which need to be resolved before you could finalize,

correct?

A. That's what I vnote. That was a

response to his e-mail on h1~y 21st, 2012 asking for

it to be in fin~i form by the end of the week.

Q. And then a couple of days later he

responded to you regarding the bracketed items, is

that correct?

A. So I sent the e-mail on the 23rd. I

followed up on the 24th, yes. On the 25th he

responded.

Q. Let's turn to I~trnd II.

(Plaintiffs' ~chibit 46, e-mail exchange

between Ms. Segal and Mr. Hubbard of

March Bth and March 9th, 2012, was so marked

for identification, as of this date.)

Q. This is an e-mail exchange you had with

Page 157

1 form required by New Haven specifically. We will

2 not be likely to negotiate as ges~erously fora Rind

3 II. I assim~e the work will be substantially less

4 for this next fund, correct?"

5 And then the capital letters below tk~at

6 aze your ccmmente, correct?

7 A. `:es.

8 Q. And you stated "The name for F1~nd II can

9 be as you wish. The launch of Fund II would entail

10 significantly less vrork. Please confirm whether you

11 vrould like us to begin drafting the relevant

12 docinnents for this fund."

13 Now, why did you believe the launch of

14 Fluid II would require significantly less vrorkP

15 A. Because it was going to be based on the

16 documents, in large part based on the documents for

17 F1~nd I, which we had already finalized.

18 (Plaintiffs' Exhibit 47, e-mail fran Mr.

19 Hubbard to Ms. Segal dated June 8th, 2012,

20 was so marked for identification, as of this

21 date.)

22 Q. Nav, you've been handed FSchibit 47,

23 which is an e-nail fran Mr. Hubbard to you dated

24 June 8th, 2012 regarding Fluid II and you received

25 this e-mail, correct?
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A. Yes.

Q. And he's indicating he vrould like to

have a draft of the new private placement memoranda

limited partnership agreement and sub-dote for the

fund by next Friday, correct?

A. Yes.

q. And then he alerts you to recent changes

in state law in Georgia regazding investments by

public plans in alternative investments, correct?

NII2. LANEY: Object to the form of the

question.

A. He sent -- I'm sorry. Can you repeat

that question?

Q. Let me just read the paragraph. The

second paragraph of the document, "One remaining

item ie the cover amount for this fund. We

originally targeted $75 million for this fund.

However, recent changes in the state law in Georgia

now allow certain public plans to invest up to

5 percent into alternative invest~nents.

"There is one section that we cannot

seem to interpret and vrould like you to take a very

brief look into. Attached is the alt's bill. Page

4, lines 109 and 112 seem to reference to the

investment needing to be $100 million in order to be

Page 160

1 Q. Okay. Did you review the entire law and

2 not the $100 million issue to see what, if anything,

3 you should incozporate about the law into the

4 offering doc~azta?

5 A. The entire -- when you say the entire

6 log, you mean these pages, right?

7 Q. I'm referring to 47-20-87.

8 A. Which is encompassed entirely in these

9 pages?

10 Q. Yes.

11 A. Okay. Yes, I did.

12 Q. And what, if any, changes did you make

13 in the offering docimtenta to reflect the law4

14 A. I bracketed the cover anbunt, as Mr.

15 Hubbard referred to il', to address the $100 million

1G requirement and the fact that it was an open point.

17 Q. Did you provide any additional advice to

18 Gray & Coa~any in connection with this law, other

19 than what you just referenced?

20 A. No.

21 q. This is entitled a Senate bill 402, if

22 you look at the top. Did you do any research or

23 analysis to see if this was the final law as adopted

24 by the State of Georgia?

25 A. I don't believe I did any research
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an eligible investment. I also can read this to say

that the $100 million needs to be committed prior to

a Georgia plan making its commitment.

"We reached out to one of the main

proponents of crafting the bill to see what the

intent of that section is. However, I would like

your interpretation as well. We want Fund II to be

eligible for Georgia public plans so we'll place a

$100 million cover on it if needed. However, the

preference is for a $75 million coverage. Please

let me Imow about the issue and the cover amounts

ASAP. This morning, if possible."

Now, so he was advising you on recent

changes in Georgia state law, correct?

A. Yes.

Q. And he gave you or he included a copy of

the revision to the state law which added a new

section, 47-20-87. Do you see that?

A. Yes.

Q. And did you read this new section

47-20-67?

A. I read these pages, yes.

Q. Did you find the law confusing in

certain respects?

A. For the most part, ro.

Page 161

1 outside of reviewing the statute.

2 Q. So to the best of your ]mowledge, you

3 never asked any questions as to whether this is the

4 final law, whether the final law looks any different

5 in any respects, anything like that, you don't

6 recall?

7 A. Nc.

8 Q. Did you ask anyone else at Seward &

9 Rissel to review the law and get their thoughts,

10 such as Mr. Van Grover?

11 A. I believe I discussed it with Mr.

12 Van Grover.

13 Q. Do you recall when you discussed it with

14 him?

15 A. I believe it was the same day as the

16 e-nx~il.

17 Q. Did either of you look to check and see

18 how this alternative investment law compared to that

19 of the other states in which Gray & Company had been

20 offering funds?

21 A. No.

22 (Plaintiffs' Exhibit 48, e-mail from Ms.

23 Segal to Mr. Van Grover dated June 6th, 2012,

24 was so marked for identification, as of this

25 date.)
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Q. Now, you had said you didn't find that

the law was confusing?

NII2. L~A[~IEY: Objection.

A. Generally speaking, for the purpose for

~ahich I was reviewing it at that time, no.

Q. Well, for what purpose were you

reviewing it at that time?

A. Well, I was reviewing it to see whether

any changes needed to be made to the initial

offering do~,uments.

Q. Well, I'll refer you back to the answer

filed on behalf of Seward & Rieael in which }roar law

firm stated i.n the alternative that "The correct

interpretation of the Georgia public pension

investment law was not settled, clear or widely

recognized at the time of plaintiffs' alleged

violations of the Georgia public pension investment

law."

Do you disagree with that statement and

the answer filed by the law firm?

[fit. L~ANEY: Would you read her the

entire statement, Mr. Robbins.

[~2. BOBBINS: we already read it

earlier.

NIIt. LANEY: Read it for her again.

Page 164

1 law."

2 Do you agree or disagree vrith the

3 statement made by Seward & Kiasel in this lawsuit?

4 MR. LANEY: I object to the form of the

S question.

6 A. Are }rou asking me now, sitting here

7 today, whether I agree with that or then on

8 June 8th, 2012 if I knew of that?

9 Q. This answer was filed on December 15th,

10 2016, so it's fairly recent. This was filed on

11 behalf of the law firm. Are you denying the

12 statement made in the answer by Seward & Kiesel?

13 MR. LANEY: Objection.

14 A. No. I'm asking for clarification as to

15 whether you're asking, was that my understanding

1G today and when this was filed or was that my

17 understanding at the time when I responded to Mr.

18 Hubbard's e-mail?

19 Q. Let's answer both questions. At the

20 time that you read it and you didn't spend more than

21 an hour reading it and discussing it, did you?

22 A. Based on the time entries, I don't thin}:

23 I did.

24 Q. So you didn't really read it line by

25 line, detailed, trying to understand all aspects of
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NII2. BOBBINS: This is the alternative,

no.

hIIt. L~ANF,Y: I object.

A. I recall. Wasn't that an alternative --

Q. Yes, it was.

A. Okay.

Q. Sut do you agree with the alternative

arg~mient made by Seward & Kissel in its answer in

this lawsuit that "The correct interpretation of the

Georgia public pension investsient law was not

settled, clear or widely recognized at the time of

plaintiffs' alleged violations of the Georgia public

pension investment law"7

MR. L~IEY: I'd like the witness to have

the document in front of her. You marked it

as Plaintiffs' F~chibit 4, if she can read the

defense for herself.

A. Okay.

Q. Okay. This is an alternative azc~ent

which concludes with the following statement by

Seward & Kissel in its answer i.n this lawsuit. "The

correct interpretation of the Georgia public pension

investment law was not settled, clear or widely

recognized at the time of plaintiffs' alleged

violations of the Georgia public pension investment

1 the law, all nuances of the law, did you?

2 A. Ebert' nuance, no, I did not.

3 Q. Okay. So at the time, based on a

4 relatively cursory review, you thought it was

5 relatively clear, correct?

6 A. I mean that question is tough to answer,

7 because orhether something is clear depends on the

8 particular facts, so something can be clear to me

9 when I read it and not clear as a specific question

10 arises.

11 Q. Well, as you're sitting here today, do

12 }rou agree or disagree with the statement in Seward &

13 Rissel's answer of December 15th, 2016 that "The

14 correct interpretation of the Georgia public pension

15 investment law was not settled, clear or widely

16 recognized at the time of plaintiffs' alleged

17 violations of the Georgia public pension investment

18 law"?

19 MR. LANEY: Objection. Misstates the

20 answer.

21 Q. You can answer.

22 A. I don't know.

23 Q. You don't ]mow whether you agree or

24 disagree?

25 A. Correct. I don't 1mow.
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Q. When reviewing a draft of this answer,

did you ever indicate to anybody that you don't

agree with that statement made in pleadings?

[fit. LANEY: Mr. Robbins, you're as}:ing

her if she talked with the lawyers, I assume

that's who she would have talked to, so I

think your question seeks to invade the

attorney-client privilege.

Q. So in any event, sitting here today, you

as an attorney who was involved in representing

Gray & Ccmipany, including advising on the public

pension investment law, you can't state whether that

argimient or position made by Seward & Kissel in its

answer is something you agree with or disagree with,

is that fair?

Nut. I11NEY: Object to the form of the

question.

A. I think this is a factual statement that

I can't give an answer to because I don't }mow.

Q. Have you done any further research or

analysis of the law since you first advised Gray &

Company to make a determination whether you thought

it was clear or not?

A. No. Personally I have not.

Q. Hae anybody at Seward & Kissel?

Page 167

NIl~. LANEY: Well, let me object to

the --

A. I don't knew.

NIl2. LANEY: I was going to raise

attorney-client privilege.

MR. ROBBINS: I understand.

tit. LANEY: But she doesn't know.

THE VIDEOQ~APHER: The time is A:06.

This ends media number 4. We're off the

record.

(Recess taken)

(Michael Broz leaves the room)

(Mark Hyland enters the roan)

Z7-IE VZDEOGRAPHER: The time is 4:21.

This is the start of media number 5. We're

on the record.

BY MF2. ROBBINS:

Q. You've been handed Plaintiffs'

bchibit 48, which ie an e-mail from you to Mr.

Van Grover dated June 8th, 2012 and what you did was

forwarded Mr. Hubbard's e-mail about the recent

changes in the state law to Mr. Van Grover, correct?

A. Yes.

Q. Now, refer back to Plaintiffs'

FSchibit 7, please, which is a composite of invoices
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1 sent by Seward &Kissel for services rendered and

2 first refer to Bates stamp nimibers 0059102, which is

3 approximately the middle of the dociunent, which is

4 for work done by Seward & Kissel relating to E1uid II

5 for April through June of 2012.

6 Are you there?

7 A. Yes.

8 Q. Now, according to the invoice, on

9 June 8th, the day you received Mr. Hubbard's e-mail,

10 you spent tune, the following, "Look into Georgia

11 statutes regarding restrictions on alternative

12 investments by eligible large retirement systems,

13 e-mail correspondence with client and discussed with

14 Mr. Van Grover." Correct?

15 A. That's what I wrote, yes.

16 Q. You billed one hour for that vrork,

17 including looking at the law, correct?

18 A. Yes.

19 Q. And by the way, as of this point, do you

20 recall ever having looked at the alternative

21 investments law for any other state?

22 A. F'cr Gray or for --

23 Q. Anyone.

24 A. I can't recall offhand. I'm sorry. The

25 Georgia statute or any state statute?

— ---_ __ Page 169

1 Q. Any state statute.

2 A. I can't recall offhand.

3 Q. Were }rou familiar as of June 2012 with

4 how other states dealt with restrictions on

5 alternative investments by public retirement

6 eystems3

7 A. No. I mean that was a -- that's a state

S by state issue, so...

9 Q. Okay. Well, when you read the Georgia

10 statute did you have any basis for concluding it was

11 similar to other state statutes on this subject

12 matter, different or any other kind of c~arison,

13 conclusion?

14 A. I did not make any kind of comparative

15 conclusions when I read the statute.

16 Q. Now, you spent an hour looking at the

17 statute and e-mailing with the client. Then on the

16 same day Mr. Van Grover has an entry for conference

19 with you re limitation on goverrunent plan investment

20 fund, reviewed reseazch re Sane and he spent a total

21 of 15 minutes on that log. Do you see that?

22 A. I see that, yes.

23 Q. Now, did you actually do any research

24 regarding the law?

25 A. I reviewed the statute.
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Q. Other than reviewing the statute and by

statute, you're referring to the Senate bill that

Mr. Hubbard had sent to you, correct?

A. Yes. The attachment.

Q. Did you review anything other than the

attachment that Mr. Hubbard sent you?

A. Not that I recall.

Q. Before he sent you that change in

Georgia state law, vrere you aware of it?

A. I don't believe I was at the time.

Q. Did Mr. Van Grover indicate that he was

aware that state law had changed in Georgia?

A. I don't know. I don't remember.

Q. So after the one hour that you spent

looking at the Senate bill that Mr. Hubbard sent you

and talking for 15 minutes or less with Mr.

Van Grover, you then proceeded to draft the offering

doc~enta, correct?

NIl~. LANEY: Object to the form of the

question.

A. By the way, just to mention, it could --

it~s not necessarily or less. I mean sometimes it

could be 20 minutes and we'll still only bill 15

minutes, for what that's worth.

Q. Well, not much, but okay, I accept your
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1 You did further work with respect to Fhnd II in July

2 and August, is that correct?

3 A. What was the original page number of the

4 prior entry?

5 Q. I'm sorzy, I couldn't hear }rou.

6 A. What was the page number for the entry I

7 we were just looking at?

8 Q. The page nimiber that we were looking at

9 was 59102, which was time for April through June -- II

10 A. Right.

11 Q. -- 2012 for Fluid II and now I'm pointing

12 you to 59110, which ie the atate~nent for July and I

13 August with respect to E nd II. Do you see that?

14 A. Yes.

15 Q. So in July and August you vrould agree I

16 with me that there is no reference to you ever

17 looking at the state law again with respect to

18 drafting the offering documents for Fluid II,

19 correct?

20 A. That's correct.

21 Q. Or otherwise, in providing any advice to

22 Gray &Company regarding the new state law in July

23 or August of 2012, correct?

24 A. That's correct.

25 Q. So you spent another 1.75 hours in July
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qualification.

A. Clarification.

Q. After the hour or so review by you of

the law and talking with Mr. Van Grover and after

the 15 minutes or so discussion by you with Mr.

Van Grover, you proceeded to draft the offering

docimienta for Fund II, correct?

A. I don't recall exacL-ly Che chronology of

when I started drafting the documents.

Q. Well, I'm just looking at the time

recorded here.

A. Okay. Yes, I drafted offering documents

on June 15th.

Q. And you spent, at least in June, 3-1/4

hours, more or less, in drafting the offering

docimients for this $75 million plus fund that Gray &

Company intended to offer, correct?

A. Yes. I'm preparing the ini.ti.a7. drafts.

Q. And there is nothing in at least the

recorded time indicating that you ever reviewed the

state's statute after June 8th, is that correct?

A. That's correct.

Q. Now, go to Bates staccq~ page 59109 in

F~chibit 7, which is the invoice fran Seward & Kissel

for the Fluid II project for July and August of 2012.
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1 of 2012 in drafting the offering docw~nts for Ftmd

2 II, correct?

3 A. Yes. It looks like 2-1%4 hours in July.

4 Q. So you actually spent perhaps five or

5 six hours in drafting the offering documents for

6 FVnd ZI before you sent them to Gray & Company, ie

7 that correct?

8 A. Well, if that's what it acids -- this is

9 the two -- this is 2-1/4 and I forgot what was on

10 the previous entry, but the sum of that, yes.

11 Q. Okay. And you, at least according to

12 the racorded time, never looked at the Georgia

13 statute other than the first day that Mr. Hubbard

14 identified it to you, is that correct?

15 A. That is my recollection.

16 Q. Mr. Van Grover, according to the time

17 records, spent another 15 minutes, thereabout, in

18 August with respect to ~vnd II, correct?

19 A. Yes.

20 Q. So according to the invoices of Seward k

21 Kissel, Mr. Van Grover spent a s~ total of

22 approximately a half hour talking with you or

23 reviewing anything to do with end II, correct?

24 MR. LAIdEY: Object to the form of the

25 question.
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A. Based on what I'm seeing here between

the two entries, yes.

Q. Did Mr. Pront ever, to your ]mowledge,

review the state law that Mr. Hubbard had sent you

or opine as to itP

A. I don't know.

Q. Do }rou recall any discussion with him

regarding that?

A. I don't recall. Let me rephrase that.

There are no discussions that I can recall.

(Plaintiffs' Exhibit 49, e-nail from Mr.

Hubbard of June 6th, was so marked for

identification, as of this date.)

Q. Now, you've been handed Plaintiffs'

Exhibit 49, which is a response to Mr. Hubbard's

June 8th e-mail and you sent this later on June 8th,

correct?

A. Yes.

Q. And you state "First, we will prepare

the offering docinnents for Find II."

A. Yes.

Q. And then as we've seen, sometime later

you started preparing the offering documents,

correct?

A. Yes.
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1 Q. Well, he didn't tell you not to read the

2 rest of the law, correct?

3 A. Can you rephrase that?

4 Q. Did the client tell you not to read the

5 rest of the statute?

6 A. The client -- no. I mean there are many

7 things the client didn't te11 me, but the client

8 specifically asked nee to read lines 109 to 112.

9 Q. Did he tell you to ignore the law in

10 drafting the offering documents or in otherwise

11 rendering advice on end II7

12 A. No. He never told me to ignore the law.

13 Q. Now, you go on to say "Rob," and }rou're

14 referring to Rob Van Groverl

15 A. That's right.

16 Q. You say "Rob is in a meeting now, but I

17 will run it by him afterwards and see what his

18 thoughts are." Do you see that?

19 A. I do.

20 Q. Do you ever recall providing Mr. Hubbard

21 with what Mr. Van Grower's thoughts were on the lawl

22 A. I don't recall any follow-up discussions

23 with him, with Mr. Hubbard.

24 Q. Ism sorry?

25 A. I don't recall any follow-up discussions
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Q. And as to the statute issue that he

asked }rou, you state "Based on my understanding of

the restriction in lines 109 to 112, an eligible

large retirement system may only make an alternative

investment in a fund that has at least $100 milli
on

in assets, including ccemutted capital, i.e., }roar

second interpretation. Havever, it's unclear to ~

whether the 100 million can include the systems

investment or whether the fund must have

$100 million prior to, i.e., excluding the system
s

investment.

"Note that the rule requires an issuer

to have at least $100 million at the time the

investment is initially made or committed to be

made."

So at least as to the $100 million

issue, you found as of June 8th that there was 
a

lack of clarity in the law based upon your review
 of

it, correct?

A. Based on my review of it, yes.

Q. And it's fair to say that that was the

only portion of the law that you really ever f
ocused

on?

A. I certainly focused on that more than

the other stuff because as per the client's re
quest.

Page 177

1 with Mr. Hubbard regarding Rob's thoughts.

2 Q. Did Mr. Van Grover agree with you that

3 this particular provision of the law was unclear?

4 A. I believe he did, but I can't recall the

5 specific discussion.

6 Q. Do you laiow whether Mr. Van Grover read

7 any other portions of the lawl

II A. I don't know.

9 Q. There ie a reference by you to issuer in

10 this e-mail. In the second paragraph, you say

11 ~~xnow that the rule requires the issuer to have at

12 least $100 million at the time the i.nveatment is

13 initially made or c~nnitted to be made." Do }rou

14 ]mow how issuer is defined in Georgia law?

15 A. I don't know if they specifically define

16 issuer.

17 (Plaintiffs' Fychibit 50, e-mail eacchange

18 between Ms. Segal and Mr. Hubbard regarding

19 Fluid ZZ with first e-mail dated June 14th,

20 was so marked for identification, as of this

21 date.)

22 Q. You have been handed what has bean

23 marked as Plaintiffs' bchibit 50, which is an 
e-mail

24 exchange between you and Mr. Hubbard regarding
 Fluid

25 II, your e-mail on Sune 14th and Mr. Hubbard's
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e-mail four days later. You had this exchange,

correct?

A. I do.

Q. And what you wrote Mr. Hubbard on

June 14th was "Bob, have you determined how }rou are

going to address the $100 million requirement for

investment by Georgia large retirement systems?"

You asked him that, correct?

A. I d.i.d.

Q. And what he wrote back is this, "Not

yet. we are still working locally to determine har

best to address this. We are also seeking an

opinion locally on whether the $100 million

threshold must have already been cleared prior to a

Georgia public fund making its ccmmut~nent." Do you

see that?

A. I do.

Q. Now, Mr. Hubbard did not say in this

e-mail that he was seeking an opinion frcmi local

counsel in Georgia, did he?

A. He did not use the words "from counsel,~~

no.

Q. You just presimied that he was going to

be seeking opinion fro¢n a lawyer, correct?

D7R. LANEY: Object to the form of the

Page 179

question.

Q. Well, earlier today in }roar testurony

you suggested that you were aware that Gray & Co.

was using local counsel and by local, I mean Georgia

counsel and you indicated that it was on the basis

of this e-mail, which we have now identified as

Exhibit 50.

Was this the basis for your presuuq~tion,

as expressed earlier in the day, that Gray & Co, had

retained local Georgia counsel to advise on the

statute?

[~Il2. LANEY: Object to the form of the

question.

A. Can you repeat that?

(Recosrl read)

A. Yes.

Q. Was there any other e-mail that you

received fry Mr. Hubbard or anyone else at Gray &

Cca~any which supported a pres~nption you made that

Gray & Co. had hired local Georgia counsel?

NIR. LANEY: Object to the form of the

question.

Q. I just want to malts sure I understand.

What is the basis of the pres~tion that you say

you made that Gray & Co. had hired local Georgia

Page 180

1 counsel? Is this the only e-mail that is the basis

2 for your presumption?

3 MR. L1aNEY: I'm objecting to the form of

4 the question and the use of the word

5 "presumption."

6 Q. You can answer.

7 A. There is nothing that -- there is no

B other e-mail that I can recall where D1r. Hubbard

9 e~cpressed that they have hired another law firm to

10 advise them on this particular statute.

11 Q. in any of your future countunications

12 with Mr. Hubbard or anyone else with Gray & C~any,

13 did they ever tell you that they had hired local

14 counsel to advise on this or any other issue

15 relating to the Georgia statute?

16 A. No.

17 Q. Did they ever tell you and by they, 2

18 mean Mr. Hubbard or anyone else with Gray & Co.,

19 that they had ever hired any lawyer or law firm to

20 advise them on Fund II other than your law firm?

21 A. They never told us that. We fow~d out

22 later that that was, though, the case.

23 Q. Well, when did you find out?

24 A. At the time that we found out that it

25 launched. When the issue with the SEC arose years
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1 later.

2 Q. Years later you found out for the first

3 time that Gray & Co. had used another law firm

4 subsequent to Seward & Kissel?

5 A. For fund -- and proceeded to launch Fund

6 II, yes.

7 Q. Now, did you follow up with Mr. Hubbard

8 in connection with your preparing the offering

9 materials, what opinion, if any, he had obtained

10 locally with respect to the 100 million threshold

11 issue?

12 A. I did not because we had been terminated

13 prior to the fund reaching that point.

14 Q. Before you sent offering materials and

15 we'll get to that, but I think it was in July, does

16 that sound right to }rou?

17 A. Sounds right.

18 Q. Now, before you prepared those offering

19 materials, you hadn't been terntinated by Gray & Co.,

20 Lad you?

21 A. No.

22 Q. Now, did you talk with Mr. Hubbard or

23 anyone else at Gray & Co. about what opinion, if

24 any, they hacl obtained locally on the $100 million

25 threshold issue?
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1 perspectives. 1

2 Q. Naw, these are the doc~anents that you 2

3 had spent 2-1/2 hours or so preparing for Fluid II? 3

4 A. How many hours? 4

5 Q. I think it was 2-1/2. 5

6 A. Oh, because I thought then we said five 6

7 hours. But yes, these are the documents that I 7

8 prepared. 8

9 Q. Now, what you did, basically, was to 9

10 revise the F1u~d I docents in order to do the ~Und 10

11 II documents, correct? 11

12 A. Correct. I used the Eluid I dociur~nts as 12

13 a starting point in drafting the docuu~ents for F1u7d 13

14 II. 14

15 (Plaintiffs' ESchibit 52, e-mail from Mr. 15

16 Pront of June 18th, was so marked for 16

17 identification, as of this date.) 17

18 Q. Now, I have handed }rou what has been 18

19 marked as Plaintiffs' Exhibit 52 and this is Mr. 19

20 Pront's e-mail to him of June 16th asking him 20

21 certain questions about the Fund II offering 21

22 documents and he responded that he was currently on 22

23 a week long cruise in Canada. You see that? 23

24 A. I do. 24

25 Q. You had this e-mail exchange with Mr. 25

1 Pront, correct? 1

2 A. That's right. 2

3 (Plaintiffs' ESchibit 53, e-mail fran bir. 3

4 Hubbard to Ms. Segal of June 28th, 2012, was 4

5 so marked for identification, as of this 5

6 date.) 6

7 Q. You have been handed what has been 7

8 marked as Plaintiffs' F~chibit 53. Bob Hubbard 8

9 writes you on June 28th, 2012 regarding Fund II and 9

10 asks "Hi, Alex. How are the flocs coming for Find 10

11 II? Can I have a first draft by tcarorrow? Again, ~ 11

12 wasn't anticipating this being a big change fran the 12

13 Fluid I flocs." You got this e-mail? 13

14 A. Yes. 14

15 (Plaintiffs' Exhibit 54, e-mail from Ms. 15

16 Segal to Mr. Pront of June 28th, 2012, was so 16

17 marked for identification, as of this date.) 17

18 Q. You have been handed what has been 118

19 marked Plaintiffs' Exhibit 54, which ie an e-mail i 19

20 fran you to Mr. Pront on June 28th, 2012 following X20

21 up to see if he had a chance to look into a 21

22 particular question and to review the offering 22

23 doc~mente related to Fluid II, correct? 23

29 F,. That's right. 24

25 Q. Following up with Mr. Pront, you had not ; 25
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heard back from him on the offering doclmients and I

take it that Mr. Hubbazd was expressing an interest

in getting the offering docents as soon as

reasonably possible, correct?

A. Yes. He wanted the first draft.

(Plaintiffs' Fxhibit 55, Marked-up draft

of Fluid II offering dcruments, Was so marked

for identification, as of this date.)

Q. I~ve handed }rou what has been marked as

Plaintiffs' Exhibit 55, which is a marked-up draft

of the Fund II offering docwnents and these are the

handwritten markups by Mr. Pront that you received,

correct?

~. Yes.

Q. And had Mr. Pront, to your ]mowledge,

ever seen the new Georgia statute relating to

pension plane and alternative investments?

A. I don't know.

Q. Did you ever discuss that statute with

him?

A. Not that I can recall.

Q. Do you recall getting the markup, any

kind of markup, fret Mr. Van Grover before you sent

the offering materials to Mr. Hubbard?

A. What do you mean by a markup?

Page 189

Q. Well, Mr. Pront gave his handwritten

c~unents to it. Did you ever receive any kind of

similar handwritten comments or any markups in the

docent itself from Mr. Van Grover before you sent

the offering materials to Mr. Hubbard in July?

A. I don't recall receiving handwritten

continents from Mr. Van Grover.

Q. Did you get any caumente from him?

A. I don't recall.

(Plaintiffs' F.~chibit 56, e-mail exchange

betwee~l Ms. Segal and Mr. Pront of July 4th

and July 5th, 2012, was so marked for

identification, as of this date.)

Q. I've handed you what has been marked

Plaintiffs' ESchibit 56 where Mr. Pront, on July 4th,

is giving you score coIIments on certain language in a

Fluid II doctnnent and you thanking him for that on

July 5th, 2012, correct?

A. Tes.

Q. You indicated that you would revise and

discuea with Rob or Rob Van Grover. Do you recall

if you ever did discuss these with Mr. Van Grover?

A. I believe I did.

Q. Do }rou recall what, if anything, he had

to say?
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discussion.

Q. Okay. Now, referring to E7chibit 58, you

wrote Mr. Van Grover regarding the Gray does and

this related to the Fluid II materials, correct?

A. Yes.

Q. And you stated "Will you be able to

review the offering doc~unents for GrayCo Alternative

Partners LP today or should I send drafts to Bob,

subject to your review. Bob is asking for them."

Correct?

A. ThaY.'s what I wrote.

Q. Did Mr. Van Grover actually review the

doc~anenta on July 9th before you sent them to Mr.

Hubbard?

A. I don't know if he actually reviewed the

does.

Q. Well, look back, if you would, at

Exhibit 7, which is the invoices.

A. Okay.

Q. And turn to Bates stamp page 59110,

which is the time for the Fund II matter as invoiced

by Seward & Kissel. Let me ]mow when you're there.

A. 112?

Q. 110.

A. Okay.

Page 195

Q. And this reflects the time invoiced by

Seward & Kissel on the Fund II matters for the

months July and August. Do you see that?

A. Yes.

Q. And on July 9th, 2012 there ie no

indication that you had any discussion with Mr.

Van Grover about the offering doclmients and no

indication that he actually reviewed the documents

before yrou sent them to the client, ie there?

A. I don't see anything in the narrative

saying that.

(Plaintiffs' Exhibit 59, e-rail fran Ms.

Segal to Mr. Hubbard, was so marked for

identification, as of this date.)

Q. You have been handed Plaintiffs'

E7chibit 59, which is an e-mail that you sent to Mr.

Hubbard in response to his e-mail to }rou, saying he

wanted the documents in presentable form and saying

that he was meeting with two prospective investors

the next day and you wrote back to him, "Hi, Bob, I

will send these to you now."

T~2. LANEY: Object Co Lhe forni.

Q. Is that correct?

hiR. LANEY: Object to the form of the

question. You keep misstating Mr. Hubbard's

Page 196

1 e-mail.

2 A. I responded "I will send these to you

3 now."

4 (Plaintiffs' Exhibit 60, Offering

5 documents sent to Mr. Hubbard and Mr.

6 Van Grover, was so marked for identification,

7 as of this date.)

8 Q. Now, on July 9th you sent to Mr.

9 Hubbard, copied to Mr. Van Grover, the offering

10 docents for Fluid II, correct?

11 A. Y'es.

12 Q. And what you said in its entirety was,

13 "Bob, aTtached please find initial drafts (marked

14 and clean) of the offering documents for GrayCo

15 Aitemative Partners II LP. Please let us know if

1G you have any questions or cam~ents. Regards, Alex."

17 Do you see that?

18 A. Yes.

19 Q. And you did not indicate to Mr. Hubbard

20 that these draft offering documents were subject to

21 review by Mr. Van Grover or anybody else internally I

22 at Seward & Kissel, correct?

23 A. I did not specifically indicate that.

24 Q. And you did not indicate that to him by ii

25 phone on July 9th either, did you? i

Page 197

1 A. I can't recall.

2 Q. Well, according to the invoices that we

3 looked at, you didn't even talk to Mr. Hubbard on

4 the phone on July 9th. Is that consistent with your

5 recollection?

6 M2. LANEY: Object to the form. I!

7 A. well, I don't bill for every 30-second

B phone call.

9 Q. Do you have any recollection you talked

10 with Mr. Hubbard on July 9th, 2012 regarding the

11 offering materials?

12 A. Regarding the offering -- I can't recall

13 either way. We often would speak for 30 seconds at

14 a time and depending on materiality of those

15 discussions, they didn't always make their way into

16 the time entries.

17 Q. Okay. My question is relatively

18 straightforward. Do you recall whether or not you

19 talked with Mr. Hubbard on July 9th, 2012 regarding

20 the offering documents for Elu~d II you were sending

21 to him?

22 A. I can't recall either way.

23 Q. Now, you understood when you sent him

24 these offering doc~enta that his plan was to use

25 them in connection with talking with two prospective
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1 investors in Fund II the next day, correct? 1

2 NIl2. LANEY: Objection to the form of the 2

3 question. You misstate Mr. Hubbard's e-mail. 3

4 A. I don't think that's what he 4

5 specifically said in his e-mail. 5

6 Q. Well, didn't you surmise that when he 6

7 writes you, "I haven't received anything on this 7

8 yet. We are meeting with two prospective investors 8

9 tomorrow and I was hoping to already have these in 9

1D presentable form," didn't you surmise frc~ that that 10

11 he wanted to ehaw the to prospective investors in 11

12 presentable foLm1 12

13 A. It could irean that. It could not mean 13

14 that to those two prospective investors. 14

15 Q. Well, did you ever tell Mr. Hubbard, 15

16 either by way of e-mail by phone, that he should not 16

17 show these offeriag docwnente to prospective 17

16 investors? 18

19 A. To those two prospective investors, I 19

20 did not. 20

21 Q. Did you tell him not to show these 21

22 offering doc~enta that he seat on J1ily 9th to any 22

23 prospective investors? 23

24 A. I don't recall specifically saying that. 24

25 Q. Did you ever tell Mr. Hubbard after 25

1 July 9th that these offering doc~nnents rertain 1

2 subject to review by Mr. Van Grover? 2

3 A. I don't recall whether I said that. 3

4 Q. Did Mr. Van Grover ever review these 4

5 offering docents after July 9th? 5

6 A. I don't know. 6

7 Q. 1luning to the invoice again, page 7

B 59110, which ie the time on Fund II billed to Gray & 8

9 Coa~aay, you can see there is no entry by Mr. 9

10 Van Grover indicating that he ever looked at these 10

11 offering docim~ents after you sent them to Gray & 11

12 Company, correct? 12

13 A. There is no entry indicating that he 13

14 reviewed them. 14

15 Q. Nor is there aziy entry by you 15

16 iadicating that you ever talked with Mr. Van drover 16

17 about the offering materials other than related to a 17

', 18 specific question dealing with affiliated hedge 18

19 fund, correct? 19

20 MR. LANEY: Object. You're asking ever? 20

21 Q. After July 9th when you sent these 21

22 offering materials to the client, there is uo 22

23 indication in the invoices that you ever talked with 23

24 Mr. Van Grover regarding the offering materials that 24

25 you had sent to Gray & Company, other than with 25

respect to an issue dealing with affiliated hedge

fund, correct2

A. There is no specific indication in the

narrative that I spoke to Mr. Van Grover, but that

doesn't mean that I didn~t.

Q. Do you have any specific recollection of

tom. Van Grover and you talking about the offering

materials that you had sent to Gray & Co~any and

for some reason neither of you recorded any time for

that?

A. Well, I did recall time on July 9th, but

my narratives tend to be fairly broad, so the fact

that I dic~'t specifically write in the narrative

that I spoke to Mr. Van Grover is not diapositive.

Q. Vezy lawyer-like. Now, it's not in the

time entries. Do you have any independent

recollection of talking with Mr. Van Grover about

these offering materials on July 9th4

A. I don't remember the content of any

particular discussions I had with Mr. Van Grover,

but it would have been my practice to speak to him

prior to sending these documents out.

p. And it would have been a good practice

to talk with the partner who ie the head of the

group about offering aateriale cm a $75 million,

201
$100 million fvad before you sent the materials to

the client, right?

A. Generally, yes.

Q. And sitting here today, there ie no

docents of which you're aware, including the time

records, which reflect that you, in fact, talked to

Mr. Van Grover about the docim~ents before you sent

them to the clients, correct?

A. Again, there is nothing specific in the

entries that indicate that I spoke to him, but it

would have been my practice to do so.

Q. Have you seen any e-mail during the time

you were preparing for the SSC depoeitian or

preparing for today which indicated that you had

talked with Mr. Van Grover about the offering

materials before you sent them to Gray & Company?

A. Well, again, Mr. Van Grover and I sit

right next to each other.

Q. Okay. I'm askiag you a question.

A. Can you rephrase that or repeat that?

Q. I'll repeat it. In preparing for the

S$C deposition or preparirn~ for today's deposition,

did you see am e-mail, other written c~+~+cation

which reflected that you talked with Mr. Van Grover

about these offering aoateriale before you sent theme
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to the client?

MR. LANEY: bccuse me just a moment. In

preparing -- documents reviewed in preparing

for a deposition seek to invade the attorney

work product, client work product and the

attorney-client privilege. You might want to

rephrase that question.

hIl2. BOBBINS: Well, I don't agree with

you, but I'm not going to waste time arguing.

Q. Before today, do you recall seeing any

e-mail or anything in writing, whether it be an

e-mail, a memo, a marked up document, notes of a

meeting, which reflects that you talked with Mr.

Van Grover about these offering materials before you

sent them to Gray & Ca~any on July 9th?

A. I don't recall seeing anything written,

110.

Q. Did you recall before today seeing

anything written, whether it be e-mail, marked up

doctmients, memo or the like, which reflected that

Mr. Van Grover reviewed these offering docinnents

after you sent them to Gray & Company?

A. I don't recall seeing anything mitten.

Q. Do you have any recollection of actually

sitting down and talking with Mr. Van Grover, either

before or after you sent out these offering

docents, about the contents of the offering

docents? For exacaple, sitting in his office or

him sitting in your office where you all actually

discussed these offering doc~esits?

A. Well, sitting here today, years later, I

can't remember the specific discussions, but again,

it would have been my practice to do so prior Lo

sending these documents out.

Q. And I understand your practice and I'm

just asking if there is anything that you can refer

us to which shows that you carried fonrard that

practice, cazried out that practice in connection

with these Fluid II offering documents?

A. Can I recall anything from that date?

No.

Q. Now, let me refer you to a few pages of

this dociunent and again, as of July 9th, 2012, when

you sent these offering documents to Mr. Hubbard,

did you have any more clarity about the $100 tnillioa

issue that he asked you about?

A. When I sent the initial drafts?

Q. Yes.

P.. No. I don't think I did.

Q. You didn't do it in this e-mail, but did

Page 204

1 you in any other e-mail ask him to check the

2 bracketed materials, if any, in the doclmients and

3 get back to you on them before these were finalized?

4 A. In the attachments they contained

5 several bracketed items and notes for items to be

6 discussed.

7 Q. I understand, but did you in any e-mail

8 tell him, please, Bob, before your meeting with the

9 investors, please look at the bracketed materials in

10 the offering doc~nnents I sent you?

11 A. Well, he was going to look at tl~e

12 offering doc~unents, so therefore he would have seen

13 the bracketed items.

14 Q. Okay. Can }rou answer my question?

15 A. I donut know what yow= question is.

16 Q. Okay. Well, listen carefully if }rou

17 would. Did you send him an e-mail and we've seen

18 other e-mails that were sent to Gray & Ccmg~any, with

19 various materials. Did you send him any e-mails

20 saying, please look at the bracketed materials in

21 the docim~ents so that we can finalize them?

22 A. There was nothing in this e-mail that

23 we're looking at as ESchibit 60 that says please

24 confine the bracketed items, no.

25 Q. Did you indicate in any other e-mail or

Page 205

1 written c~m~unication or for that matter phone call

2 to Mr. Hubbard that he should not show them or give

3 them to prospective investors in Fhnd II before the

4 bracketed information was finalized?

5 A. I don't recall saying that.

6 Q. Did you give him any advice on what he

7 should not or should tell prospective investors

8 about the status of these offering materials before

9 providing them to these investors?

10 A. Well, I think as long as they were being

11 provided in draft forni with the obvious open issues

12 bracketed and highlighted, that was sufficient.

13 Q. Okay. Listen to my question. Did you

14 tell Mr. Hubbazd by e-mail or by phone what he

15 should or should not say to prospective investors

16 when providing these offering materials to them?

17 A. No.

18 Q. Did you advise him that given the lack

19 of clarity in the Georgia law that you identified,

20 that he should advise prospective investors that

21 there is a lack of clarity in the recent Georgia

22 law?

23 A. Regarding the $100 million requirement?

24 Q. Yea.

25 A. 'dell, that was a bracketed item, which
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Page 206
1 indicates it's subject to further resolution. 1

2 Q. Did you hear my question? 2

3 A. Well, maybe you should repeat it. 3

4 Q. My question is this, did you advise Mr. 4

5 Hubbard on what he should say, if anything, to the 5

6 prospective investors as to the lack of clarity in 6

7 the state law regarding the $100 millian issue? 7

8 A. When you say as to the lack of the 6

9 clarity in the state law, do you mean as to the 9

10 lack, Gray's inability at that point to have 10

11 resolved that issue? 11

12 Q. Sure. 12

13 A. Sw:e, okay. So, no, outside of 13

14 bracketing the item as an open item, I don't recall 14

15 specifically instructing him to camiunicate that to 15

16 the investor. 16

17 Q. Did you ever advise Mr. Hubbard, either 17

18 by phone or in writing, that he should advise 18

19 prospective retirement plan investors that there is 19

20 a new law applicable to investing in alternative 20

21 irneata~ent funds like this fund? 21

22 A. No, but I should mention, we weren't 22

23 really at that stage yet. 23

24 Q. Ism sorry? 24

25 A. We were not at the stage where investors 25

Page 207
1 were actually investing yet. 1

2 Q. Yes, but you were at a stage where Mr. 2

3 Hubbard told }rou he was going to be talking vrith 3

4 prospective investors the very next day, right? 4

5 A. That's right. 5

6 Q. You were at a stage where you laiew he 6

7 was actually going to talk with investors about I nd 7

6 II, right? 8

9 A. That's right. 9

10 Q. And you tuiderstand that the securities 10

11 laws can be triggered at the time an investment 11

12 advisor starts talking with prospective investors or 12

13 starts providi.~ offering materials, even in draft 13

14 form, to prospective iaveators, correct? 14

15 A. Well, it depends on the particular rule. 15

16 Not this rule, but yes, in theory, yes. 16

17 Q. Not what rule? 17

18 A. The Georgia statute. 18

19 Q. Vkiy do you say that? 19

20 A. Because it was focused on facts, many of 20

21 which would only be known at the time investors 21

22 invested and the fund was closer to being launched. 22

23 Q. Generally speaking, you understand that 23

24 securities laws may be triggered, whether it be 24

25 federal or state, at the time an investment advisor 25

or an issuer or a fund manager begins talking with

prospective investors and provides offering

materials to prospective investors, whether in draft

form or otherwise, correct?

A. Depending on the rule, yes.

Q. Now, did you ever advise Mr. Hubbard

before he talked with these two investors that he

referenced or say other investors in Fund II,

regarding the rules applicable to what he ekwuld or

should not say about the status of Georgia law

relating to investments by pe~naion plans and this

type of invest eat?

MR. LANEY: You tt~ean beyond the fact of

what she said in the e-mail she sent to him?

MIIt. BOBBINS: Which is nothing, but

okay, other than this e-mail.

hIIt. LANE'Y: It's not clear.

MR. BOBBINS: Dan, I'm asking the

witness to testify, not you.

MR. LANEY: I'm not testifying, but I

donut want you to misstate --

MR. BOBBINS: I am not misstating

anything.

Q. Now, my question had nothing to do with

that earlier e-mail. My question is, did you advise

tom. Hubbard before he talked with these two

investors or any other potential investors in Etuid

II, about the state of the Georgia inveatarnt code

or about the new law?

A. I'm sorry. Repeat the question.

Q. On July 9th, before then or after thy,

did you advise Mr. Hubbard on what to say, if

anything, regarding the new state law that he had

sent you, what he should say to prospective

investors, if anyt6i.ng, about that law?

A. I don't believe I did.

Q. And you Imew as of July 9th, 2012 there

was a lack of clarity in that state law which

iagacted this Fund II sad that clarity had not been

resolved, at least in your mind?

A. To my la~owledge, it was not resolved at

that point or at least I wasn~t aware of any

resolution.

Q. Looking at FSchibit 60, Sates stamp

n~ber 0007, a few pages in, are you with me?

A. Page 7?

Q. The Hates stamp somber 7.

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. This is the executive simmazy.

Do you see that?
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Page 214
1 A. In this initial draft? No. 1

2 Q. Did you ever ask him who were the 2

~i 3 initial iurveators which Gray & Ccag~any intended to 3

~I 4 get in Fluid IIP 4

5 A. At that point I don't think that would 5

6 have been -- I think it was too premature to ]how 6

7 that. 7

6 Q. My question is did }rou aek him? 8

9 A. Did I ask him? 9

10 Q. Yes. 10

11 A. No. 11

12 Q. And if you had asked him aad he had 12

13 indicated it would be Georgia pension plans, 13

14 pres~o~bly you would have revised the plan or 14

15 advised him that it would be an issue with respect 15

16 to the initial closing records, correct? 16

17 NIIt. LANEY: Objection. Hypothetical. 17

18 A. Had we continued to represent the fund 18

19 and draft the offering documents and received 19

20 further inforniation regarding who was going to be 20

21 investing, then yes, I believe we would have 21

22 reviewed and revised the docur~nts in light of the 22

23 Georgia statute. 23

24 Q. And you di~'t believe it was 24

25 appropriate to ask those kind of questions when he 25

1 said he was meeting with prospective investors, he 1

2 didn't indicate where they were or what they were 2

3 and he wanted offering docwrents in presentable 3

4 form, you didn't see fit to ask him further 4

5 questions regarding those subject matters before 5

6 sending him these offering doc~ente, correct? 6

7 A. On that particular issue? No. 7

B Q. Nwr, on page 0024 of the offering 8

9 doctmients, legal counsel is indicated as Seward & 9

10 Kissel LLP, is that correct? 10

11 A. Yes. That's what it says. 11

12 Q. Now, on page 0034 there is a heading 12

13 called "No Separate Counsel, No Independent 13

19 Verification." The statement ie "Seward & Kissel 14

15 LLP represents the general paztner, the manager and 15

16 the fiord, collectively, the parties, as U.S. 16

17 counsel." was that a true statement? 17

18 A. Yes. At the time it was true. 18

19 Q. And just so we're clear here who we're 19

20 talking about, who is the general partner and who ie 20

21 the menager7 I think it's on page 0007. 21

22 A. Yes. It probably is. I'm looking at 22

23 0014. it says "The general partner of the fund is 23

24 GrayCo Investment Management, LLC." And then below 24

25 that it says "The general partner will engage GrayCo 25

Page 216
Global Advisors, a division of Gray & Cat~pany, to

serve as the manager."

THE VIDEOGRP.PHER: The time is 5:31.

This ends tape nurr~ber 5. We're off the

record.

(Recess taken)

THE VIDEOGRAPHER: The time is 5:45.

Thie is the start of media nwnber 6. We're

on the record.

(Plaintiffs' E~chibit 61, e-mail franch

Ashley McCants at Gray & Company dated

July 16, was so marked for identification, as

of this date.)

BY MR. BOBBINS:

Q. You've been handed what has been marked

Plaintiffs' Exhibit 61, which is an e-mail fx~

Ashley McCanta at Gray & Cry dated July 16th,

subject matter "GrayCo Voyager Paztnership," in

which Ma. McCants indicated "Bob ie is an all-day

meeting but hae asked me to reach out to you

regarding the dots on GrayCo/Voyager. He said he

really needs to move this project foxward and needs

to put acme finality to these private placement

m~orandtm subject dots."

What ie your understanding of this

Page 217
project? What was this project, the GrayCo/VoyagerT

A. Yes. That was the joint venture.

p. And you write to Mr. Van Grover, you

foxvrardad this to ldr. van drover the same day

indicating "I guess they are back onP"

A. Um-hwn.

Q. Did you do say more work on the

GrayCo/Voyager project, to your recollection?

A. I don't remember.

Q. I take it that would be reflected in the

invoices if you did eo?

A. It should be.

(Plaintiffs' Exhibit 62, e-mails

containing e-mail fran Bob Hubbard to Ms.

Segal, was so marked for identification, as

of this date.)

Q. Now, let me hand you what has been

marked as Plaintiffs' Elchibit 62. This ie an e-mail

at the bottom from Hob Hubbard to you regarding a

GCAP question. Is that the fund II?

A. Yes.

Q. So as of August 6th, 2012, Mr. Hubbard

ie still looking to you for advice on a particular

matter involving Fund II, correct?

A. Yes.
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Page 218

1 Q. And you provided him with the advice, 1

2 correct? 2

3 A. Yes. 3

4 Q. Did you ever aek him if he wanted you to 4

5 do anything further on the offering mnteriale or 5

6 anything further on Pimd II1 6

7 A. Not that I can recall, 7

9 Q. Did you ever follow up with him on the 8

9 applicability of the -- or rather the interpretation 9

10 of the changes in the state law that he had sent 10

11 you? 11

12 A. No. I think in general, Fund II, we 12

13 sort of stopped commuiicating on that altogether by 13

14 this point. 14

15 Q. Okay. Did he tell you not to 15

16 co~micate with theme further about P1md II1 16

17 A. Did he tell me specifically not to 1T

18 canminicate with him? 18

19 Q. Yes. 19

20 A. No. 20

21 Q. Did he tell you he wasn't interested in 21

22 nay advice or thoughts you had on Fund II after 22

23 August 6th7 23

24 A. He didn't tell me that, but he also 24

25 didn't ask me for any advice, assistance or anything 25

Page 219
1 else regarding Fluid II after this time. 1

2 Q. Did you ever follow up with him and esy 2

3 what's going on with P1uid II or words to that 3

4 effect? 4

5 A. Not that I can recall. 5

6 Q. Did you do aziy further research or 6

7 analysis of the state law that he had sent youl 7

8 A. No. As far as we knew, everything was 8

9 on hold. 9

10 Q. You said ae far ae you la►ew. Did he 10

11 aver tell you everything was on hold? 11

12 A. With respect to Fluid II? 12

13 Q. fiord II. 13

14 A. Ewen in this e-mail regarding the 14

15 Voyager fund, things would become very urgent and 15

16 then lay dorniant for a bit, so this was as far as we 16

17 ]mew like the other projects in that respect. 17

18 Q. My question is vezy atraightfoxward. 18

19 Did Mr. Hubbard or Mr. Gray or anyone else with 19

20 Gray & Cc~pany on or after August 6th, 2012 tell you 20

21 that Pund II was on hold? 21

22 A. They did not specifically tell me that, 22

23 no. 23

24 Q. Now, let me ask you a few other 24

25 questions. Are you aware of any e-mail or other 25

Page 220

doc~eat from Gray & Ccmg~any indicating that it had

ended the engagement with your law fizm?

A. No. They never cormau~icated that to us.

Q. Nav, sitting here today, do you ]mow

whether there was or was not a violatioai of the new

Georgia pension law for Ind II?

A. I believe it's alleged that there was.

Q. I ~deratand it's been alleged, but do

you have any personal information or IQwwledge ae to

whether there is, in Eact, a violation of the

Georgia pension law?

A. I personally do not have any knowledge

on that.

Q. Do you have am personal information or

}mcwledge ae to whether the allegations made by the

S8C and the proceeding agaiuet Cray Financial and

the two individuals are true or not?

A. I don't. I wouldn't lmow that. We

didn't represent them at the time.

Q. When Mr. Hubbard asked you queeti~a

did you understand that he was asking the questions

for himself and for Mr. Gray and for their

cm~anies?

MR. LANE7: You mean personally?

MR. ROBBINS: Yes.

Page 221

Q. I mean when he's ccaownicating with you,

you're ca~wnicating with one person for the most

part at Gray & Ccag~any, Dom. F3ubbnrd, correct?

A. With a person, yes, on behalf of Gray &

Ca~airy

Q. Okay. That's how you understood when he

was asking you for advice, it was not just for him,

right, it was for the company affiliates?

A. That's right. It was for him acting on

behalf of his employer, yes.

q. Well, there ie more then one entity

which you aclmowledge you represented, correct?

A. Referring to the general partner, that's

right.

Q. Okay. And the manager?

A. And the manager.

Q. As a matter of course, when you had

questioma or needed infozmation from Mr. Gray or Mr.

Hubbard or frca Gray & Ccug~any, would they provide

the information you wanted?

A. If there was specific information that

we requested fran them?

Q. Yea.

A. Generally, yes. They would be

responsive to that.
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GRAY FINANCIAL GROUP, INC, et al. vs SEWARD & KISSEL, LLP VIDEOTAPED DEPOSITION OF
ALEXANDRA SEGAL on 01/30/2017 Pages 222..225

1 Q. Did you have any reason to believe that 1

2 they weren't telling you the truth? 2

3 A. Can you be more specific? 3

4 Q. Well, when they were providing you with 4

5 information that you requested, did you have any 5

6 occasion to think that they weren't telling the 6

7 truth, that the information provided was false? 7

8 A. No. There was no reason to think that 8

9 they were purposely giving me wrong information. 9

10 Q. Okay. in conmimicating with securities 10

it clients, is it fair to say that there can be a 11

12 variety of ways in which you can coom~micate7 It 12

13 can by Poxmal legal opinions, informal legal 13

14 opinions, eetebliehing a course of conduct, by 14

15 a-mail or by p}wne, is that fair to say? 15

16 A. That's right. 16

17 Q. Did you ever indicate to anyone at 17

18 Gray & Co~any that you did not believe you or your 18

19 firm were not ca~etent to advise on tha questions 19

20 that they asked of you? 20

21 A. I did not indicate that, no. 21

22 Q. Or to prepare any of the doc~ente that 22

23 thzy asked you to prepare? 23

24 A. I did not indicate. 24

25 (Plaintiffs' E~thibit 63, Transcript, was 25

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

so marked for identification, as of this

date.)

Q. Finally, attached let me hand you what

has been marked as Plaintiffs' Exhibit 63. You

recall being questioned by the Securities Exchange

Cmmiseiom in the proceedings, Gray Financial Group,

et al.?

A. I do.

Q. Aad did }rou get a copy of the transcript

that ie reflected in Exhibit 63 or a copy that was

similar to this transcript?

A. I received a transcript, yes.

Q. Did you read it?

A. I did.

Q. Did you make aziy corrections to it and

provide them to the SEC?

A. No.

Q. And you imderatood you were under oath

when you gave that deposition?

A. Yes.

Q. And you tmderstand you are under oath

today?

A. Yes.

Q. Now, have you ever been called upon to

testify under oath, whether by deposition or in

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
6
9

court, on aziy other legal proceeding?

A. No.

Q. Have you provided aziy written etatm~eat

or affidavit to the SSC in connection with the Gray

proceedings?

A. A written statement?

Q. Yea.

A. No.

Q. And I also was including an affidavit.

A. Personally, I can't recall anything

outside of the deposition.

MR. ROBBINS: That's all the questions I

have. Are you reserving the right to read

and sign?

MR. LANEY: Yes.

MR. ROBBINS: Okay. Thank you.

TfiE VIDEOGRP.PF~R: The time is 5:56.

This ends media number 6. We're off the

record.

(Time noted: 5:56 p.m.)
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UNITED STATES

,.~~~~~`''`~~ SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION
~`~ ~ ATLANTA REGIONAL OFFICE
~ ~ 950 East Paces Ferry Road, Suite 9UU
'~ ~ Atlanta, Georgia 30326-1382
•°j~arxxxN

PETER J. DISKIN Telephone : (404}842-7631
Assistant Regional Director, Enforcement Facsimile : (404) 842-7666

January 29, 201 ~

Via Email and UPS
Terry R. Weiss, Esq.
Greenberg Traurig, LLP
Terminus 200
3333 Piedmont Road, NE, Suite 2500
Atlanta., GA 30305

Re: In the Matter of Gray Financial Group, Inc. (A-3486)

Dear Mr. Weiss:

Enclosed are two declarations for execution by Larry Gray and Bob Hubbard
respectively. Please return the executed declarations to my attention by no later than
Tuesday, February 3, 2015. The staff is willing to postpone the continuation of Mr. Gray and
Mr. Hubbard's subpoenaed testimony requested in my January 14, 2015 correspondence to you
pending receipt of the executed declarations.

Thank you for your consideration. Please contact me if you have any questions.

S~rely, _

Peter J. Dis n
Assistant Regional Director

Enclosure

cc: Michael J. Adler, Esq. (via email)



UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Before the

SECURITIES &EXCHANGE COMMISSION

In the Matter of: )

Gray Financial Group, Inc. ) File No. A-03486

DECLARATION OF ROBERT C. HUBBARD, IV

I, Robert C. Hubbazd, N, being legally ~t and qualified to testify in a court of law, and

having personal knowledge of the facts contained herein, do hereby declare under the penalty of

perjury (28 U.S.C. § 1746) that the following is true and correct:

1. I am 39 years old and reside in Mableton, Georgia.

2. I am a shareholder and current Co-Chief Executive Officer of Gray Financial Group, Inc.,

a U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission registered investment adviser doing business

under the names of Gray & Co., Gray &Company, and GrayCo Global Advisors ("Gray

Financial").

3. Before January 31, 2013, I did not seek, receive, or rely on any legal advice or opinion

from the law firm Greenberg Traurig, LLP or any attorney at that firm, including but not

limited to Genna Garver, regarding the Employees' Retirement System of Georgia

Enhanced Investment Authority Act ("GA Alt. Investment Act"), which is codified at

O.C.G.A. § 47-20-87, and/or anything else that I understood to be a Georgia statute

regulating the investment by Iarge public pension funds in alternative investments. To

my knowledge, nobody else working at or acting on behalf of Gray Financial sought,

received, or relied on any such legal advice or opinion either.

4. Before January 31, 2013, I did not seek, receive, or rely on any legal advice or opinion

from any law f rm or lawyer, other than Seward &Kissel LLP, regarding the GA Alt.

Investment Act, O.C.G.A. § 47-20-87, and/or anything else that I understood to be a

Georgia statute regulating the investment by large public pension funds in alternative

investments. To my knowledge, nobody else working at or acting on behalf of Gray

Financial sought, received, or relied on any such legal advice or opinion either.

S. I did not rely in any manner on an interpretation of the GA Alt. Investment Act, O.C.G.A.

§ 47-20-87, by the law firm Greenberg Traurig, LLP or any attorney at that firm in

connection with the offer and sale of interests in GrayCo Alternative Partners II L.P.

("GrayCo Alt. II") to Gray Financial clients before January 31, 2013. Among other

things, I did not rely on any absence of comment by Greenberg Traurig, LLP or any

attorney at that firm, including but not limited to Genna Garver, about the compliance or

non-compliance with Georgia state law of GrayCo Alt. II, or the fact that Greenberg



Traurig may have performed other duties in connection with investments in GrayCo Alt.

II, as any indication whatsoever of whether GrayCo Alt. II andlor any proposed
investment by any large Georgia pension fund in GrayCo Alt. II complied with Georgia
state law. To my knowledge, nobody else working at or acting on behalf of Gray
Financial relied in any such way either.

6. I did not rely in any manner on an interpretation of the GA Alt. Investment Act, O.C.G.A.

§ 47-20-$7, by any law firm or attorney, other than Seward &Kissel LLP, in connection

with the offer and sale of interests in GrayCo Alt. II to Gray Financial clients before

January 31, 2013. Among other things, I did not rely on any absence of comment by any

law firm or attorneys, other than Seward &Kissel LLP, about compliance or non-

compliance with Georgia state law by GrayCo Alt. II, or the fact that such law fums and

attorneys performed any other duties in connection with any investments in GrayCo Alt.

II, as any indication whatsoever of whether GrayCo Alt. IIand/or any proposed
investment by any large Georgia pension fund in GrayCo Alt. II complied with Georgia

state law. To my knowledge, nobody else working at or acting on behalf of Gray
Financial relied in any such way either.

I declare under the penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. Declared and

executed this day of , 2015.

Robert C. Hubbard, IV



iJNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Before the

SECURITIES &EXCHANGE COMMISSION

In the Matter of

Gray Financial Group, Inc. ) File No. A-03486

DECLARATION OF LAURENCE O. GRAY

I, Laurence O. Gray, being legally fit and qualified to testify in a court of law, and having

personal knowledge of the facts contained herein, do hereby declare under the penalty of perjury

(28 U.S.C. § 1746) that the following is true and correct:

Z . I am 53 years old and reside in Atlanta, Georgia.

2. I am the Founder, majority owner, and current President of Gray Financial Group, Inc., a

U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission registered investment adviser doing business

under the names of Gray & Co., Gray &Company, and CrrayCo Global Advisors ("Gray

Financial").

3. Before January 31, 2Q13, I did not seek, receive, or rely on any legal advice or opinion

from the law firm Greenberg Traurig, LLP or any attorney at that firm, including but not

limited to Genna Garver, zegarding the Employees' Retirement System of Georgia

Enhanced Investment Authority Act ("GA Alt. Investment Act"), which is codified at

O.C.G.A. § 47-20-87, and/or anything else that I understood to be a Georgia statute

regulating the investment by large public pension funds in alternative investments. To

my knowledge, nobody else working at or acting on behalf of Gray Financial sought,

received, or relied on any such legal advice or opinion either.

4. Before January 31, 2013, I did not seek, receive, or rely on any Iegal advice or opinion

from any law firm or lawyer, other than Seward &Kissel LLP, regarding the GA Alt.

Investment Act, O.C.G.A. § 47-20-87, andlor anything else that I understood to be a

Georgia statute regulating the investment by large public pension funds in alternative

investments. To my knowledge, nobody else working at or acting on behalf of Gray

Financial sought, received, or relied on any such Iegal advice or opinion either.

5. I did not rely in any manner on an interpretation of the GA Alt. Investment Act, O.C.G.A.

§ 47-20-87, by the law firm Greenberg Traurig, LLP or any attorney at that firm in

connection with the offer and sale of interests in GrayCo Alternative Partners II L.P.

("GrayCo Alt. II") to Gray Financial clients before January 31, 2013. Among other

things, I did not rely on any absence of comment by Greenberg Traurig, LLP or any

attorney at that firm, including but not limited to Genna Garver, about the compliance or

non-compliance with Georgia state law of GrayCo Alt. II, or the fact that Greenberg



Traurig may have performed other duties in connection with investments in GrayCo Alt.
II, as any indication whatsoever of whether GrayCo Alt. II and/or any proposed
investment by any large Georgia pension fund in CrrayCo Alt. II complied with Georgia
state law. To my knowledge, nobody else working at or acting on behalf of Gray
Financial relied in any such way either.

6. I did not rely in any manner on an interpretation of the GA Alt. Investment Act, O.C.G.A.
§ 47-20-87, by any law firm or attorney, other than Seward &Kissel LLP, in connection
with the offer and sale of interests in GrayCo Alt. II to Gray Financial clients before
January 31, 2013. Among other things, I did not rely on any absence of comment by any
law firm or attorneys, other than Seward &Kissel LLP, about compliance or non-
compliance with Georgia state law by GrayCo Alt. YT, or the fact that such law firms and
attorneys performed any other duties in connection with any investments in GrayCo Alt.
II, as any indication whatsoever of whether GrayCo Alt. II and/or any proposed
investment by any large Georgia pension fund in GrayCo Alt. II complied with Georgia
state law. To my knowledge, nobody else working at or acting on behalf of Gray
Financial relied in any such way either.

I declare under the penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. Declared and
executed this day of , 2015.

Laurence O. Gray
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UNITED STATES SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION

In the Matter of:

GRAY FINANCIAL GROUP, INC.,

LAURENCE 0. GRAY, AND

File No. 3-16554

ROBERT C. HUBBARD, IV )

ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEEDINGS - PRE-HEARING CONFERENCE

PAGES: 31 through 57

PLACE: Securities and Exchange Commission

950 East Paces Ferry Rd., Suite 900

Atlanta, GA 30326

DATE: Thursday, January 26, 2017

The above-entitled matter came on for hearing,

pursuant to notice, at 3:00 p.m.

BEFORE (Via Telephone):

CAMERON ELLIOT, ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE

Diversified Reporting Services, Inc.

(202) 467-9200



Page 32 Page 34

1 APPEARANCES: 1 that is what appears to me to be a possible conflict of

2 2 interest involving Greenberg. The --read the parties'

3 On behalf of the Securities and Exchange Commission: 3 pre-hearing briefs. I've read the attachments to the

4 WILLIAM HICKS, ESQ. 9 Respondents' pre-hearing brief.

5 PAT HUDDLESTON, ESQ. 5 I've also read the Respondents' hvo expert

6 MICHAEL ADLER, ESQ. 6 reports, and I'm concerned about some of the things

7 Securiries and Exchange Commission 7 that -- some of the points that aze made in these

8 Division of Enforcement 6 filings, because they cast a very different light on

9 950 East Paces Ferry Rd., Suite 900 9 what's going on in this than what ►thought was going on
10 Atlanta, GA 30326 10 within the last few weeks.

11 (404) 842-7694 11 Let me -- let me first ask the Division some

12 hicksw@sec.gov 12 questions. I've read the Division's pre-hearing brief,

13 13 and I read the part about -- part where you talked about

19 On behalf of the Respondents (Via Telephone): 14 some emails between Mr. Hubbard and a Seward &Kissel

15 TERRY R. WEISS, ESQ. 15 lawyer -- I think it was Ms. Segal --about the $100

16 GEORGE SULLIVAN, ESQ. 16 million requirement, The -- where did these emails come

17 Greenberg Traurig, LLP 17 from? Did these come from Seward &Kissel? Were they in

18 3333 Piedmont Road, NE, Suite 2500 16 the investigative file already? What's their prominence?

19 Atlanta, GA 30305 19 MR. HICKS: Might -- the~d been produced by
20 (678) 553-2603 20 repeated people, Ithink --
21 weisstr@gtlaw.com 21 MR. ADLER: They were produced by Seward &
22 22 Kissel.
23 Also Present: 23 JUDGE ELLIOT: Okay. So, I --and then the
2 9 Andrea Hart, SEC Paralegal 2 q Division was not aware of these emails until they were
25 

25 produced within the last few weeks? [s that right?

Paqe 33 Page 35

1 PROCEEDINGS 1 MR. ADLER: With regard to the Seward &Kissel

2 NDGE ELLIOT: Very well. Let's go on the 2 emails, those were produced pursuant to Gray Financial

3 record. We're here in the matter ofGray Financial 3 waiving its attorney/client privilege, specifically with

4 Group, Inc., et al., Securities and Exchange Commission 9 regards to the advice it received regarding the Georgia

5 administrative proceeding File Number 3-16554. My name 5 law.

6 is Cameron Elliot, presiding administrative law judge. 6 MR. HICKS: But that happened during the

7 May I have appearances from counsel, please? 7 investigation.

8 MR. HICKS: Bill Hicks for the Division. e MR. ADLER: That was -- yeah —

9 MR. HUDDLESTON: Pat Huddleston for the 9 MR. HICKS: Yeah -- the —

10 Division. 10 (Crosstalk.)

11 MR. ADLER: Michael Adler for the Division. 11 MR. HICKS: These were produced -- my goodness,

12 MR. WEISS: And for the Respondents, this is 12 over a year ago.

13 Terry Weiss. 13 JUDGE ELLIOT: Oh, okay. All right. So, this

14 MR. SULLIVAN: And this is George Sullivan, for 19 was not something that came up just recently when f --

15 the Respondents. 15 when we litigated the issue of the Seward &Kissel

16 JUDGE ELLIOT: All right, thank you. And thank 16 subpoena?

17 you for appearing on short notice. I am sorry for the — 17 MR. HICKS: No. No, sir.

18 my sympatives go to Ms. Wayco and her family. I'm sorry 16 JUDGE ELLIOT: Okay, very good. All right.

19 for the circumstances of this. And the reason for 19 Now, elsewhere in your pre-hearing brief -- in fact, let

2 0 calling tlils, of course, is to talk about potentially 2 0 me just call it up so I can read it. I'm refercing to

21 delaying the case. 21 page six, and there's a paragraph that extends between

22 However --and I'm sorry to put this on you 22 page six and page seven. The last full sentence there,

23 without any notice, but I've —unfortunately, I'm still 23 I'll just read it into the record. "By August 2012, GFG

2 9 actually thinking about it, but I want to talk about 24 had hired Greenberg Traurig, which prepared the documents

2 5 something else that is potentially very significant, and 25 that would be offered to investors and prospective

2 (Pages 32 to 35)



Page 36 Page 38

1 investors in GrayCo Alt Il." 1 clients.

2 And then there's footnote 2, and footnote 2, 2 Md so your clients relied on Seward & Kissel's

3 I'll just summazize what I think is relevant. Footnote 2 3 counsel in the form of conduct. IYs sort of implicating

4 talks about how Greenberg represented — at least the way 4 Seward & Kissel's conduct. Am I understanding your basic

5 I read it —represented the Respondents between August 5 position wrrectly?

6 2012 and August 2013 in connection with offering GrayCo 6 MR. WEISS: Your Honor, partially you're

7 Alt II to these pension plans. 7 correct. And let me back up if I caa You are correct

8 Now, I —let me ask the Division. How do 8 in the sense that the conduct of Seward &Kissel is a big

9 you —what is your basis for saying this? What evidence 9 part of it. However, what is —what is missing from the

10 do you have about Greenberg's representation during that 10 description is a couple of things.

11 time? 11 First of all, there had been a course of

12 MR. HICKS: I think we have a lot of evidence 12 conduct with Seward &Kissel dating back a year and a

13 that they were representing. They are on the offering 13 half, two years prior to that initial wntact regarding

14 materials as —you know. Listed as the counsel to the 14 fiord number two. Relating to another fund that was very

15 fund, I think. 15 similar, was well as other things.

16 MR. HUDDLESTON: Yeah, to the fund, to the 16 Md what Your Honor will see is that there is a

17 manager. I mean, it just says right there in the PPM, 17 course of wnduct in the part —between the parties as

18 and then the limited paztnership agreement, and the 18 to how things were done, and specifically, by the way,

19 subscription documents. 19 with respect to Seward & Kissel's analysis of Georgia law

2 0 MR. HICKS: Yeah. 2 0 on other issues, and how they interacted with the client,

21 JUDGE ELLIOT: Md it —when you say that 21 and a lot of this is in part what Mr. Figen is going to

2 2 Greenberg represented Respondents through August 2013 -- 2 2 be using as part ofhis —the basis of his testimony.

2 3 MR. HICKS: Mm-hmm. 2 3 But let me actually get to a second point too,

2 4 NDGE ELLIOT: --you're saying that only 2 4 which is very important, that when we have fund one,

2 5 because that's when the last sale happened, or did they 2 5 which had been used and sold to non-Georgia pension

Page 37 Page 39

1 withdraw in August 2013, or did they complete the 1 plans, that is done, up and running, everybody is happy.

2 engagement or something? How —why do you —why did 2 And that was in addition some other significant legal

3 you pick that time? 3 work, as I said, that Seward &Kissel had done for Gray.

9 MR. HICKS: I think we picked that date just 4 We then get to April of 2012, and there are two

5 because thaPs the end of the charge conduct. I —we're 5 phone calls between Bob Hubbard and the Seward — at this

6 not saying that they necessarily stopped, and that —you 6 point now the Seward &Kissel senior associate of alt

7 know, we don't know what they did after that, but — 7 fund two. He then sends her a copy of the actual statute,

8 JUDGE ELLIOT: Okay. 8 and says, "I want you to draft documents that comport

9 MR. HICKS: Yeah. 9 with this new stahtte." That was the charge inthe -- in

10 JUDGE ELLIOT: Right. All right. Well, let me 10 that assignment.

11 then tum to the Respondents, and let me — Mr. Weiss, 11 Md I will also add that there is only —and

12 let me explain what troubles me. I have read Mr. — is 12 this is really important —there is only one engagement

13 it — is it Figen? Is that how you pronounce his name? 13 letter that Seward &Kissel drafted, and which was signed

14 MR. WEISS: Yes. 14 by both Gray as well as by Seward &Kissel. That

15 J[JD('E ELLIOT: Mr. Figen, okay. I've read Mr. 15 engagement letter is incredibly broad, and it covers

16 Figen's expert report. I've read your pre-hearing brief. 16 business advice, legal advice, preparing offering

17 And it —and it seems to me that —and tell me if I'm 17 documents, so forth, and so on, and so on. That is the

18 wrong — it seems to me that the basis of your advice of 1 B starting point of the relationship.

19 counsel defense is Sewazd &Kissel was engaged to 19 So, you start there. You have the course of

2 0 prepared some offering documents, and give any associated 2 0 conduct. You then move into fund number two, the request

21 legal advice, and they delivered the offering documents. 21 to create a fund that specifically complies. You then

2 2 Md so Mr. Gray and Mr. Hubbazd wncluded from 2 2 have —move forward, and there's some back and forth by

2 3 that that there were no legal difficulties with 2 3 email, in particular between Mr. Hubbard and the

2 4 presenting these offering documents to their clients, or 2 4 associate at Seward &Kissel, Ms. Segal, and —where

2 5 recommending the investment in GrayCo Alt II to their 2 5 there were questions that were raised about the fund and

3 (Pages 36 to 39)



Page 40 Page 42

1 compliance with Georgia law. 1 is confidential.

2 She then reports to him, "Gee, I don't know the 2 However, with respect to the specific question

3 answer to some of these questions. Let me talk to my 3 of reliance on counsel, both Mr. Gray and Mr. Hubbazd
4 partner" -- "to the senior partner about it." She 9 have signed declarations to the effect that they did not

5 doesn't come back and tell him one way or the other how 5 rely on GT for purposes of advice of counsel on that
6 ~ that -- those conversations came out. 6 particular issue. Relying on counsel — on GT on advice
7 He then -- and I'm skipping a little bit of the 7 for other things, but nodilng having to do with
8 communications to get to the point here, which is then in 8 compliance with the Georgia pension law.
9 July, he then contacts her and says, "Look, I haven't 9 JUDGE ELLIOT: Well, I don't understand --

10 heard from you in a long time. We want to present these 10 well, I don't understand the difference. I mean, you've
11 documents, and present it to" -- "and market it to our 11 got Seward &Kissel, which — it may have had the
12 clients tomorrow at a meeting," and that specifically 12 longstanding relationship, and may have had a very broad
13 referred to the Atlanta police, and the Atlanta fire. 13 engagement letter, but Seward &Kissel —Seward &Kissel
14 "Can you send us, please, the documents so we 14 ultimately delivered the documents, and maybe doesn't
15 can present this to our clients?" And she sent him in 15 provide the advice they're being asked for, and now
16 response to that -- two hours later, she sent him final 16 they're being sued by your clients for malpractice.
17 documents for that purpose. 17 Correct?
18 So, our position is that -- and he then used 1 g (~. W~ISS: Yeah.
19 those documents in marketing the fund number two to 19 JUDGE ELLIOT: Greenberg instead prepares
2 0 police and fire, as well as to others too, by the way. 2 0 offering documents, and doesn't provide advice, or at
21 And I -- and obviously by the way, I'm available to 

21 least Respondents do not rely upon Greenberg's advice.
2 2 answer questions about GT's involvement as well, but 

2 2 What is to stop Greenberg —what is to stop the
2 3 nonetheless — so our position is, is that yes, there was 

2 3 Respondents from suing Greenberg for legal malpractice?
2 4 reliance on advice of counsel through that overall course 

2 4 MR. WEISS: And let me — actually, I think —
2 5 of conduct, the specific request to make a fund that was 

Z 5 one other point on this. The documents that we're

Page 41 Page 43

1 just like you did before, but this time it needs to i talking about are effectively the same documents. We —

2 comply with Georgia law and this statute, and you all had 2 GT did not prepare new documents. They simply -- they

3 worked on Georgia law issues before with no problem. 3 took the old documents, answered the questions, whatever

4 The engagement letter doesn't accept any of 4 they were, not dealing with the Georgia pension law, and

5 that out as being something you're uncomfortable 5 finalized those documents, and then put its name on the

6 handling. She then sends it all to him, expecting that 6 final document.

7 he's going to use it to market it to clients because he 7 With respect to answering your question about

8 told her that he was going to do that. S what is to stop them, you know, I guess my —that's a

9 JUDGE ELLIOT: Okay. 9 tricky one, because I don't know that I can tell you

10 MR. WEISS: Hopefully that helped to fill in 10 definitely as to the Gray —Gray has certainly not

11 some of the gaps. 11 waived a right to sue anybaly, but they certainly have

12 JUDGE ELLIOT: Well, it does, but it still 12 said that for purposes of this issue -- the issue that's

13 leaves me very troubled, because my question --and I'Il 13 before Your Honor, that GT had nothing to do with that.

14 maybe make it clearer, I'm not asking you to disclose 14 So,1 would think that if —for whatever

15 anything privileged, Mr. Weiss, but how is Granberg's 15 reason, if Gray decided to say, "Well, we're going to now

16 conduct any different from Seward & Kissel's? 16 sue you for that," GT would have a slam dunk defense to

17 MR. WEISS: That's a great quesrion, and let 17 that.

18 me -- and I will address that specifically, because I 18 MR. HICKS: Your Honor —

19 would have exactly the same question. And the answer is 19 JUDGE ELLIOT: Okay, I've got to say, I'm

2 0 that — and by the way, the Division was 100 percent 2 0 really having a lot of trouble understanding what's going

21 correct. GT's name is on the final documents. The 21 on here. Mr. Hicks, do you have anything to add to Hvs?

2 2 documents were brought to GT. GT was —finalized those 2 2 MR. HICKS: Yeah, I do. I —you know, I thi~ilc

2 3 documents for purposes of final marketing purposes. No 2 3 the -- obviously the issue of Seward and how much they

2 4 quesrion about that. Nobody's — is questioning 2 4 couldbe relied on Seward, we have a different take, and

2 5 differently, and I don't think that that is anything that 2 5 that's a factual issue.
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1 But I think there's a more basic legal issue

2 here, and you know, we were probably looking to address

3 it tluough a motion that Your Honor was kind ofbacking

4 into it, and that is, you know, in fact they don't

5 necessarily say in their declarations, "I don't believe

6 that Greenberg did not provide advice on this topic."

7 They say they diddt rely on it, and Ithink --

8 I think that is a fine distinction, and there is a legal

9 issue which, you know, I think we may need to tee up

10 formally as to whether their assertion of reliance on

11 counsel on the topic waives the privilege as to all

12 communications from anybody on that topic.

13 They can't, you know, fairly say they relied on

14 Seward, they didn't rely on Greenberg, but that kind of

15 dances around the question of, did Greenberg actually

16 give them any advice on the topic? That --you know, and

17 I think that probably needs some exploring.

18 JUDGE ELLIOT: Okay.

19 MR. HICKS: Yeah, I —

2 0 JUD('E ELLIOT: Is the —and this is directed

21 to the Division.

22 MR. HICKS: Yeah.

2 3 JUDGE ELLIOT: Have you ever given any

2 4 consideration to moving to disqualify Greenberg?

2 5 MR. HICKS: I — we have not yet. IPs almost
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1 like we don't — we don't know the answer to the question

2 yet. I guess — I guess thaYs the problem. I think

3 that's -- I mean, for us, I would say the first step is,

4 you know, have they waived the privilege as to Greenberg,

5 and did Greenberg give them any advice?

6 If —and not as to Greenberg, but have they

7 waived the privilege as to any advice on that topic from

e any lawyers in that period? You know, if the answer to

9 that is yes, then you know, that would be another issue I

10 think we would address.

11 JUD('E ELLIOT: Okay. I think that if—well,

12 let me ask this of Mr. Weiss. If I were to find that

13 Respondents have waived privilege as to Greenberg, how

14 would Greenberg respond to that, Mr. Weiss?

15 MR. WEISS: Well, Ithink -- well, I guess it

16 would be -- it would be a question as to how broad the

17 waiver is and on what basis. But you know, obviously we

18 would oppose that. I'd have to lrnow more information to

19 know exactly what speciScally we did — or excuse me,

2 0 that the client did or anybody did to waive the

21 privilege.

2 2 NDGE ELLIOT: Okay.

2 3 MR. HICKS: And on what — on what basis. I

2 4 mean, I'm sorry. I'm kind of missing it. If the

25 question is, did GT give advice on this? Now we're
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1 talking about proving a negative, not proving something

2 affirmative.

3 We could give serious —certainly give serious

4 thought to having Larry and Bob testify that in fact that

5 didn't happen, that there was no advice, there -- they

6 were -- that neither they sought advice nor received

7 advice on this particulaz issue.

8 So, it would cover, I would think, all facets

9 of that question. I don't know if that satisfies the

10 privilege waiver issue, but I'm certainly trying to get

11 around the other issue, or at least address it.

12 NDGE ELLIOT: Okay.

13 MR. WEISS: And then ofcourse --

14 JiJDGE ELLIOT: Well, let me --

15 MR. WEISS: Yes.

16 JUDGE ELLIOT: -- let me just -- let me -- let

17 me lay out our options. So, I'm fine with not starting

18 the hearing on the 7th of February. I have the court

19 room the following week also. So, we could start it on

20 Monday the 13th.

21 However, I am wncemed because I'm now very

2 2 interested in hearing from the Division on the question

2 3 of waiver of privilege as to Greenberg, and if I were to

2 4 find that there has been a waiver of privilege as to

2 5 Greenberg, Iwould -- I would be very interested in

Page 47

1 hearing the parties' views on disqualificarion.

2 I don't know ifGreenberg could wntinue as

3 trial counsel if there's been a waiver of privilege as to

4 Greenberg. Because then the Division among other —

5 among many other things, the Division would be permitted

6 to call Greenberg lawyers as witnesses against their own

7 clients.

8 MR. WEISS: Mm-hmm.

9 NDGE ELLIOT: So, I think that that — if 1

10 were to find a waiver of privilege as to Greenberg, that

11 may mean that we have to completely start over from

12 scratch as far as Respondents' counsel goes. So, another

13 option we have is I can ask for brie5ng on the quesrion

14 ofwaiver with respect to Greenberg, and I would just

15 cancel the hearing and postpone it without further date

16 until we resolve the question of waiver and possible

17 disqualification. So, let me start out with the

18 Division. What are your views on what I've just laid out

19 as possibilities?

20 MR. HICKS: I'm trying to think ofwhat's most

21 efficient. We can certainly get the briefing out, you

2 2 know, in a couple of days or less. I mean, that

2 3 shouldn't be an issue on our view on the privilege issue.

2 4 On the disqualification, Ihate to — I hate to address

2 5 it on the fly here.
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Before the

SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION

ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEEDING
Filc No. 3-1.6554

In the Matter of:

GRAY FINANCIAL GROUP,
INC., LAURENCE O. GRAY, and
ROBERT C. HUBBARD, IV,

Respondents.

DECLARATION OF ERNEST LAMONT GREEK

I, Ernest LaMont Greer, being legally fit and qualified to testify in a court of law, and

having personal knowledge of the facts contained herein, hereby declare under penalty of perjury

that the following is true and correct:

1. I am an attorney and principal shareholder with Greenberg Traurig, LLP

("Greenberg") in Atlanta, Georgia, where I also reside. I currently serve as Co-President of

Greenberg.

2. I atxz the Greenberg relationship shareholder for Gray &Company ("Gray"), Larry

Gray, and Bob Hubbard, which includes the GrayCo Alternate Partners II, LP ("GrayCo II")

fund of funds matter, specifically. I was responsible for bringing the GrayCo II fund of funds

matter to our firm to ha~idle in September 2Q12. As the relationship shareholder, I am also

responsible for all billing and have the opportunity to examine all Greenberg bills for legal work

done on the GrayCo II matter before being submitted for payment and anytime afterward.

3. I have known Crray's Chief Compliance Officer &Chief Financial Officer, Marc

Hardy, since 1999 and have also known Larry Gray since about 1997. Not long after Mr. Hardy

1



began working for Gray in March 2012, we discussed the opportunity to bring Gray's legal work

to Greenberg, which would allow Gray to consolidate its legal business at one law firm and

provide the company access to a law firm located in the same physical location as Gray's

headquarters in Atlanta, Georgia. Later that year Mr. Hardy was promoted to Gray's Chief

Compliance Officer and Chief Financial Officer, and we continued to discuss a transition of legal

work to Greenberg under my watch.

4. On or about September 4, 2012, Gray began transitioning various legal matters to

Greenberg, and Greenberg opened client files for Gray for matters that were separate and

independent from GrayCo II. The first matter for Gray, Larry Gray or Bob Hubbard was opened

with Greenberg on September 4, 2012.

5. Specifically, Greenberg was engaged to represent Gray, Larry Gray, and Bob

Hubbard in connection with revising and completing the then existing GrayCo II fund of funds

offering documents. The scope of our engagement in this matter was essentially to pick up in

revising the GrayCo II fund offering documents where their prior counsel, Seward &Kissel LLP

("Seward &Kissel"), had left off. In my experience as an attorney for over 25 years and as a

relationship shareholder, this is not unusual when one law firm is "inheriting" work that was

started by another law firm. The first time entries for that matter were recorded by various

Greenberg personnel was September 20, 2012.

6. It appeared from the GrayCo II offering documents for GrayCo II, which bore

Seward & Kissel's name, that the work for the offering was already largely done by Gray's prior

counsel, Seward &Kissel. I recall the clients had some specific areas for the offering that they

wanted to be addressed, and there were same areas that typically I would expect that Greenberg

would also want to address. None of these areas -- either requested by the clients or identified by
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Greenberg -- in any way concerned substantive issues related to the requirements of O.C.G.A. §

47-20-87(c) (the "Georgia Act provisions at issue").

7. None of the clients' invoices for this matter suggest that any work related to the

Georgia Act provisions at issue was actually performed by anyone at Greenberg. Accordingly,

from my review of the invoices and my lcnowled~e of the scope of Greenberg's engagement

otherwise, it is clear that Greenberg was not asked for by the clients and did not provide the

clients any legal advice, opinion, interpretation or analysis of the Georgia Act provisions at issue

at any time from inception through August 16, 2013.

8. In reviewing the invoices, the following Greenberg personnel worked on the

GrayCo II matter during the time period at issue, and my review included a review of time billed

by these persons:

Ernest Greer, Co-President

• Rachel B. Cohen-Deano, Corporate &Securities attorney

• Genna Garver, Corporate &Securities attorney

• Shannon M. Thompson, Corporate &Securities attorney

• Michael R. Einig, Tax attorney

~ Leslie A. Klein, Tax attorney

• Nneoma A. Maduilce, Corporate &Securities law clerk

• Theodore I. Blurn, Corporate &Securities attorney

• Tom West, Tax attorney

• William H. Mayer, Tax attor~iey

• Richard A. Sirus, Tax attorney

• Steven B. Lapzdus, Tax attor~iey

• Sylvie A, Durham, Corporate &Securities

• John J. Giovannone, Corporate &Securities attorney (deceased}

• Peggy Awtrey, Corporate &Securities paralegal

• Charmaine H. Perdon, Corporate &Securities paralegal

Cathy Clarken-Gleason, Corporate &Securities paralegal

9. From my review of our time records the following personnel performed the lion's

share of the work on this matter: Genna Garver and Rachel Cohen-Deatio. Everyone else



recorded a minimal amount of time. None of the Greenberg personnel mentioned above are

involved with Gray's trial team for this matter, and it is not expected that they will be.

10. In submitting this declaration, Y am in no way suggesting that the GrayCo II fund

did not comply with the Georgia pension law, O.C.G.A. § 47-20-87.

[SIGNATURE PAGE FOLLOWING]
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~ declare under penally ol'perjnry that the foregoing is true and correct. Declared and

executed this ~~ay of ?017.

Ernest L.aMont Greer
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Before the

SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION

ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEEDING
File No. 3-16554

In the Matter of:

GRAY FINANCIAL GROUP,
INC., LAURENCE O. GRAY, and
ROBERT C. HUBBARD, IV,

Respondents.

DECLARATION OF ROBERT C. HUBBARD, IV

I, Robert C. Hubbard, IV, being legally fit and qualified to testify in a court of law, and

having personal knowledge of the facts contained herein, hereby declare under penalty of perjury

that the following is true and correct:

I . I am 41 years old and reside in Dunwoody, Georgia.

2. During the operative tune frame of 2012 and 2013, I served as the Chief

Operating Officer for Gray &Company ("Gray")

3. Gray's Chief Compliance Officer/Chief Financial Officer, Marc Hardy, joined

Gray in March 2012 and later that same year was promoted to those positions he now has with

the Firm. Mr. Hardy had a long standing personal and professional relationship with Ernest

Greer, who is the current Co-President of Greenberg Traurig, LLP ("Greenberg"}. I also think

that Gray's president, Larry Gray, and Mr. Greer were acquainted prior to 2012. Between the
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time that Mr. Hardy joined Gray and his promotion to CCO/CFO in 2012, he made it be known

that he was supportive in consolidating and transitioning our future legal work with one law firm,

Greenberg, and having Mr. Greer serve the role of the relationship shareholder, considering

Greenberg's professional depth in many areas along with the firm's stellar reputation. Mr. Gray

and Mr. Hardy agreed that consolidating our legal work with Greenberg nnight offer potential

efficiencies: it provided the opportunity for a single law firm to better learn our business and

objectives and, perhaps over tine, we could obtain more favorable rates. In addition, Mr.

Greer's Greenberg office is located in the same physical building as Gray's headquarters in

Atlanta, Georgia.

4. I actually did not want to make the change to Greenberg. As I expressed to Mr.

Gray at the time, I was happy with Seward & Kissel's work and felt that we had already invested

time in that relationship as Seward &Kissel was already handling multiple matters for us.

Nevertheless, based on the reasons stated above, Mr. Gray concluded that the legal work was

going to move to Greenberg. In September 2012, Gray began transitioning various legal matters

to Greenberg by opening a file that is unrelated to and independent of GrayCo Alternative

Paxtners II, LP ("GrayCo II").

5. The offering docurnents for GrayCo II were initially drafted Uy Seward &Kissel

LLP ("Seward &Kissel"}. While still being counseled by Seward & Kissel, Y made revisions to

the offering document on August 13, 2012, changing the cover amount of $7S million that

Seward & Kissei originally inputted into the offering document to $100 million.

6. Before August 16, 2013, the Seward &Kissel attorneys with whom we worked

were the only attorneys of mine I either explicitly, implicitly, or, through a course of conduct,
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sought or received advice from, or relied upon for any legal advice, opinion, interpretation or

analysis of the requirements of O.C.G.A. § 47-20-87(c), (the "Georgia Act provisions at issue"}.

7. Gray first engaged Greenberg to work on the GrayCo II fund matter in September

2Q12.

8. At my direction, on September 14, 2012, copies of the most recent versions of the

GrayCo II offering documents prepared by Seward &Kissel were sent to our new Greenberg

attorneys. Those offering documents also incorporated my comments to the documents which

were based on discussions I had had with, and advice I had received from, Seward & KisseI.

9. Based on my communications and course of conduct with Seward Kissel, if was

my understanding that they had thought through and addressed all legal issues related to the

Georgia Act provisions at issue. Based on the communications I had already had with Seward &

Kissel attorneys regarding the cover on the fund, Y did not revisit the $100 million cover issue

with Greenberg, nor the implications or requirements of the Georgia Act provisions at issue an

GrayCo II.

10. In fact, I did not explicitly, implicitly, or tluough a course of conduct seek,

receive, or rely on, or expect any legal advice, opinion, interpretation or analysis of the Georgia

Act provisions at issue from any Greenberg attorney at any time through August 16, 2013. To

my knowledge, no one else working at or acting on behalf of Gray did eithex.

11. While I had the expectation that Greenberg would handle the GrayCo II matter

properly, I did not expect that Greenberg would redo, revise, reanalyze, correct, or otherwise

revisit the work that was previously done by Seward &Kissel, including its review of the

Georgia Act provisions at issue. The reason I did not rely on Greenberg for this purpose was

because I had specifically asked Seward &Kissel to handle this particular part of the offering,

~?



and so we did not ask Greenberg to do the same work we understood Seward &Kissel had

performed.

12. The scope of the work I expected Greenberg to perform on the GrayCo II matter

was essentially to pick up in revising the GrayCo II fund offering documents where Seward &

Kissel left off. Seward &Kissel had handled, among other things, all aspects of the #ransaction

relating to the Georgia Act provisions at issue. Accordingly, I did not ask or expect Greenberg

to provide any legal advice, opinion, interpretation or analysis of the Georgia Act provisions at

issue to any representative of Gray, including Mr. Gray or myself, at any time through August

16, 2013

13. If I were forced to obtain new trial counsel, I would face substantial. hardship and

in my view my ability to obtain a fair hearing would be seriously prejudiced. The hearing is sei

to take place next month, which would not allow sufficient time for me to obtain new counsel

and for newly retained counsel to get up-to-speed on the facts and legal issues in this highly

complex matter that has been developing for years. The financial cost of retaining new counsel

would be enormous, and T very well may not be financially able to bear that cost. Accordingly, it

would be extremely difficult, if not impossible, at this late juncture to replace my Greenberg

counsel, with whom I have worked closely since 2014, and would create a substantial hardship

on me, in addition to creating an undue financial burden.

14. I have issued to Greenberg on behalf of myself and Gray an informed written

waiver of the potential conflicts that might exist as a result of Gxeel~herg's role in completing the

GrayCo II fund offering documents.

[SIGNATURE PAGE FOLLOWING]



I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. Declared and

executed this6t~ay of ~c.~.a--~,, 2017.

Robert C. Hubbard, IV

Sworn to and subscribed before me this
day of Feb uary, 2017. ~̀~~~NE ~p AMC i~,~

Notary Public ~ ~ ~ ~~- ~~ R'

My commission expires: //l'~~GL' ~~~ o~~~q ~~~ ;~ :o ~~
i~~ C '•9CN~ s~ Zfl •OQ.̀~~

•,,~OUjviTMi ~G~~~`•
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Before the

SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION

ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEEDING

File No. 3-16554

In the Matter of:

GRAY FINANCIAL GROUP,
INC., LAUR~NC~ O. GRAY, and

ROBERT C. HUBBARD, IV,

Respondents.

DECLARATION OF LAURENCE O. GRAY

I, Laurence O. Gray, being legally fit and qualified to testify in a court of law, and having

personal knowledge of the facts contained herein, hereby declare under penalty of perjury that

the followiczg is true and correct:

1. I am 55 years old and reside in Atlanta, Georgia.

2. I am the founder and principal of Gray &Company ("Gray"). I served as the

Chief Executive Off cer and Chief Investment Ofrcer for Gray during the operative time frame,

from 2012 up through July 2013, and now serve as its President.

3. Gray's Chief Compliance Officer/Chief Financial Officer, Marc Hardy, joined

Gray in March 2012 and later that same year was promoted to those positions he now has with

the firm. Mr. Hardy had a long standing professional relationship with Ernest Greer, who is the

current Ca-President of Greenberg Traurig, LLP ("Greenberg"). Between the time that Mr.

Hardy joined Gray and his promotion to CCO/CFO in 2012, he made it be known that he was

1



supportive in consolidating and transitioning our future legal work with one law firm, Greenberg,

and having Mr. Greer serve the role of the relationship shareholder, considering Greenberg's

professional depth in many areas along with the firm's stellar reputation. I ltnow Mr. Greer as

well, and agreed with Mr. Hardy that consolidating our legal work with Greenberg might offer

potential efficiencies: it provided the opportunity for a single law firm to better learn our

business and objectives and, perhaps over time, we could obtain more favorable rates. In

addition, Mr. Greer's Greenberg office is located in the same physical building as Gray's

headquarters in Atlanta, Georgia. In September 2012, Gray began transitioning various legal

matters to Greenberg by opening a file that is unrelated to and independent of GrayCo

Alternative Partners II, LP ("GrayCo II").

4. Mr. Hubbard did not support the idea of switching law firms from Seward &

Kissel to Greenberg. Before we ultimately switched, he said that he was pleased with Seward &

Kissel's work and felt there was already an investment in the relationship given the number of

matters Seward &Kissel was already handling for us. We discussed it and, notwithstanding his

objections, I made the decision for us to move to Greenberg.

5. The offering documents for GrayCo II were initially drafted by Seward &Kissel

LLP ("Seward &Kissel"). It was my understanding that Seward &Kissel had thought through

and addressed all legal issues related to the requirements of O.C.G.A. § 47-20-87(c), (the

"Georgia Act provisions at issue")

6. Before August lb, 2013, the Seward & Kissal attorneys with whom we worked

were the only attorneys of mine I either explicitly, implicitly, or, through a course of conduct,

sought or received advice from, or relied upon for legal advice, opinion, interpretation or

analysis of the Georgia Act provisions at issue.
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7. Gray first engaged Greenberg to work on the GrayCo II fund matter in September

2012.

8. In fact, I did not explicitly, implicitly, or through a course of conduct seek,

receive, or rely on, or expect any legal advice, opinion, interpretation or analysis of the Georgia

Act provisions at issue from any Greenberg attorney at any time through August 16, 2013. To

my knowledge, no one else working at or acting on behalf of Gray did either.

9. While I had the expectation that Greenberg would handle the GrayCo II matter

properly, Y did not expect that Greenberg would redo, revise, reanalyze, correct, or otherwise

revisit the work that was previously done by Seward &Kissel, including its review of the

Georgia Act provisions at issue. The reason I did not rely on Greenberg for this purpose was

because, upon information and belief, Gray had specifically asked Seward &Kissel to handle

this particular part of the offering, and so we did not ask Greenberg to do the same work we

understood Seward &Kissel had performed.

10. The scope of the work I expected Greenberg to perform on the GrayCo II matter

was essentially to pick up in revising tlae GrayCo II fund offering documents where Seward &

Kissel left off. Seward &Kissel hacl handled, among other things, all aspects of the transaction

relating to the Georgia Act provisions at issue. Accordingly, I did not aslc or expect Greenberg

to provide any legal advice, opinion, interpretation or analysis of the Georgia Act provisions at

issue to any representative of Gray, including Mr. Hubbard or myself, at any time through

August 16, 2013.

11. If I were forced to obtain new trial counsel, I would face substantial hardship and

in my view my ability to obtain a fair hearing would be seriously prejudiced. The hearing is set

to take place next month, which would not allow sufficient time for me to obtain new counsel

and for newly retained counsel to get up-to-speed on the facts and legal issues in this highly

3



complex matter that has been developing for years. The financial cost of retaining new counsel

would be enormous, and I very well may not be financially able to bear that cost. Accordingly, it

would be extremely difficult, if not impossible, at this late juncture to replace my Greenberg

counsel, with whom I have worked closely since 2014, and would create a substantial hardship

on me, in addition to creating an undue financial burden.

12. I have issued to Greenbe~•g on behalf of myself and Gray an informed written

waiver of the potential conflicts that might exist as a result of Greenberg's role in completing the

GrayCo II fund offering documents.

[SIGNATURE PAGE FOLLOWING]



I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. Declared and

executed this-day of 2017.

~'-___„~

~ /"`~-_

/ urence ray — ~~—

`_/%

Sworn to and subscribed before me this
6 ~ day of February, 2017.

~~

Notary P 1 i p~py A. (i1DDENS
Notary Public

M~ commission expires: Fulton Coumy, Georgia
My Commfasion Expires April 19, 2019
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Before the

SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION

ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEEDING

File No. 3-16SS4

~ In the Matter of:

GRAY FINANCIAL GROUP,

INC., LAURENCE O. GRAY, and

ROBERT C. HUBBARD, IV,

Respondents.

DECLARATION OF GENNA GARNER

Y, Genna Garver, being legally fit and qualified to testify in a court of law, and having

personal knowledge of the facts contained herein, hereby declare under penalty of perjury tha
t

the following is true and correct:

1. I reside in New York, New York and am of counsel at Dorsey &Whitney LLP,

where I chair the New York off ce's Investment Management practice.

2. During 2012 and 2013, I was of counsel at Greenberg Traurig, LLP

("Greenberg"), where I worked in the New York office of the firm's Corporate &
Securities

practice group.

3. The first recorded date of any contact between me and any representative of Gray

& Company ("Gray"), including Mr. Gray or Mx. Hubbard, regarding the Gra
yCo Alternative

Partners II, LP fund ("GrayCo IT"} is September 14, 2012.



4. In my capacity as an attorney with Greenberg, I performed specified legal

services for Gray, Larry Gray and Bob Hubbard with regard to the GrayCo II fund of funds. Tt

appeared from the GrayCo II offering documents for GrayCo II, which bore Seward & Kissel's

name, that the work for the offering was already largely done by Gray's prior counsel, Seward &

Kissel LLP. I recall the clients had some specific areas that they wanted to be addressed, and

there were some areas that we also wanted to address. None of these areas —either requested by

the clients or identif ed by Greenberg - in any way concerned substantive issues related to the

provisions of the amended Georgia pension law at issue in this matter, O.C.G.A. § 47-20-87(c)

(the "Georgia Act provisions at issue"}.

5. The scope of the work I performed on the GrayCo II fund was essentially to pick

up where Seward &Kissel left aff. In connection with my work on the GrayCo II offering, I was

not asked for by the clients and did not provide the clients any legal advice, opinion,

interpretation, ar analysis of the provisions of i;he Georgia Act provisions at issue at any time

through August 16, 2013.

6. In submitting this declaration, I am in no way suggesting that the GrayCo TI fund

did not comply with the Georgia pension law, O.C.G.A. § 47-20-87.

[SIGNATURE PAGE FOLLOWING]
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I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. Declared and
~4~v..

executed this ~ day of ~.~~) rU (J~.f- ~. 2017,

Ge a Garver
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PLEASE NOTE THE NEW CONTACT INFORI~TATTON BELOW EFFECTIVE 12/5/2011

FOIA CONFIDENTIAL TREATMENT REQUESTED BY GRAY & CO. GRAYSEC00026302



FOIA CONFIDENTIAL TREATMENT REQUESTED BY GRAY 8~ CO. GRAYSEC00026303



SEWARD aRc KISSEL LLP

DRAFT
7/09/2012

Copy Number

CONFIDENTIAL PRIVATE OFFERING MEMORANDUM

FOIA CONFIDENTIAL TREATMENT REQUESTED BY GRAY & CO. GRAYSEC00026378



FOIA CONFIDENTIAL TREATMENT REQUESTED BY GRAY & CO. 



FOIA CONFIDENTIAL TREATMENT REQUESTED BY GR
AY & CO. 
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FOIA CONFIDENTIAL TREATMENT REQUESTED BY GRAY & CO.
 



FOIA CONFIDENTIAL TREATMENT REQUESTED BY GRAY & CO. 



FOIA CONFIDENTIAL TREATMENT REQUESTED BY GRAY & 
CO. 
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Before the

SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMNIISSION

ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEEDING
File No. 3-16554

In the Matter of:

GRAY FINANCIAL GROUP,
INC., LAURENCE O. GRAY, and
ROBERT C. HUBBARD, IV,

Respondents.

DECLARATION OF THEODORE I. BLUM

I, Theodore Y. Blum, being legally fit and qualified to testify in a court of law, and having

personal knowledge of the facts contained herein, hereby declare under penalty of perjury that

the following is true and correct:

1. I am an attorney and the Managing Shareholder of the Atlanta office of Greenberg

Traurig, LLP {"Greenberg") and Co-chair of the firnn's Atlanta Corporate and Securities

Practice.

2. Gray &Company {"Gray"), Larry Gray and Bob Hubbard engaged Greenberg to

represent them in connection with completing the offering documents for a fund of funds named

GrayCo Alternative Partners Ii, LP fund ("GrayCo II"}. The Atlanta based offices for Greenberg

are located in the same office building, just a few floors apart. Before we were ultimately

engaged to handle the matter described below, I became aware that personnel with Gray were



aquatinted with our firm's current Co-President Ernest Greer who works in our Atlanta office.

Mr. Greer made the necessary introductions of the Gray personnel to me.

3. Since GrayCo II was a transactional nnatter in the Atlanta. office, I was one of the

first lawyers contacted in mid September 2012, but did not record billable time until September

25, 2012. Once contacted, my job was to assess the scope of the engagement broadly, consider

what work needed to be done, and determine which personnel at the £irm were appropriate to get

involved to handle the work.

4. The scope of our engagement in this matter was essentially to pick up in revising

the GrayCo II fund offering documents where their prior counsel, Seward &Kissel LLP

("Seward &Kissel"), had left off. In my 25 years of experience, this is not unusual when one

law arm is "inheriting" work that was started by another law firm. Specifically, Greenberg was

engaged to represent Gray, Larry Gray and Bob Hubbard in connection with revising and

completing the then existing GrayCo II fund of funds Offering documents.

5. It appeared from the GrayCo II offering documents for GrayCo II, which bore

Seward & Kissel's name, that the work for the offering was already largely done by Gray's prior

counsel, Seward &Kissel. I recall the clients had some specific areas for the offering that they

wanted to be addressed, and there were some areas that typically I would expect that Greenberg

would also want to address. None of these areas -- either requested by the clients or identified by

Greenberg -- in any way concerned substantive issues related to the requirements of O.C.G.A. §

47-20-87(c) (the "Georgia Act provisions at issue").

b. I was not asked for by the clients and did not provide the clients any legal advice,

opinion, interpretation or analysis of the Georgia Act provisions at issue at any time from

inception through August 16, 2013.



7. Because of her extensive fund of funds expertise, I asked that Genna Garver

become involved in this matter. From our time records, I overall see that the following

Greenberg personnel worked on the GrayCo II engagement:

• Ernest Greer, Greenberg Co- President

~ Rachel B. Cohen-Deano, Corporate &Securities attorney

• Genna Garver, Corporate &Securities attorney

~ Shannon M. Thompson, Corporate &Securities attorney

• Michael R. Einig, Tax attorney

• Leslie A. Klein, Tax attorney

Nneoma A. Maduike, Corporate &Securities law clerk

• Theodore I. Blum, Corporate &Securities attorney

• Tom West, Tax attorney

• William H. Mayer, Tax attorney

• Richard A. Sires, Tax attorney

• Steven B. Lapidus, Tax attorney

• Syivie A. Durham, Corporate &Securities

• John J. Giovannone, Corporate &Securities attorney

• Peggy Awtrey, Corporate &Securities paralegal

• Charmaine H. Perdon, Corporate &Securities paralegal

• Cathy Clarken-Gleason, Corporate &Securities paralegal

8. From my review of our time records the fallowing personnel performed the lion's

share of the work on this matter; Genna Garver and Rachel Cohen-Deano. Everyone else

recorded a minimal amount of time.

9. By submitting this declaration, I am in no way suggesting that the GrayCo II fund

did not comply with the Georgia pension law, O.C.G.A. § 47-24-87{c).

[SIGNATURE PAGE FOLLOWING]



I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. Declared and

executed this 7~day of _ ~~~_ ~~ ~~-~~„F. 2017.J

Theodore I. Blum
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Before the

SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION

ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEEDING
File No. 3-16554

In the Matter of:

GRAY FINANCIAL GROUP,
INC., LAURENCE O. GRAY, and
ROBERT C. HUBBARD, IV,

Respondents.

DECLARATION OF RACHEL B. COHEN-DEANO

I, Rachel B. Cohen- Deano, being legally fit and qualified to testify in a court of law, and

having personal knowledge of the facts contained herein, hereby declare under penalty of perjury

that the following is true and correct:

1. I reside in Madison, Wisconsin and am an attorney with Greenberg Traurig, LLP

("Greenberg") in the Chicago, IL office. My practice focuses on private equity fund formation,

mergers and acquisition and general corporate matters.

2, During 2012 and 2013, I was an associate and of-counsel with Greenberg's

Corporate &Securities practice group.

3. In my capacity as an attorney with Greenberg, I performed specified legal

services for Gray &Company ("Gray"), Larry Gray, and Bob Hubbard with regard to the

GrayCo Alternative Partners II, LP ("GrayCo II") fund of funds. When we received the offering



documents for GrayCo II, they appeared to be largely done by Gray's prior counsel, Seward &

Kissel LLP ("Seward &Kissel"). Indeed, the offering documents we received from the client

bore Seward & Kissel's name, indicated the firm was counsel, and stated that "the Fund has been

advised by its counsel, Seward &Kissel LLP." I recall the clients had some specific areas for

the offering that they wanted to be addressed, and there were some areas that typically I would

expect that Greenberg would also want to address. None of these areas -- either requested by the

clients or identified by Greenberg -- in any way concerned substantive issues related to the

requirements of O.C.G.A. § 47-20-87(c) (the "Georgia Act provisions at issue").

4. The first recorded date of any contact between me and any representative of Gray,

including Mr. Gray or Mr. Hubbard, regarding the GrayCo II fund is September 21, 2012.

5. The scope of the work Y performed on the GrayCo II fund was essentially to pick

up in revising the GrayCo II fund offering documents where Seward &Kissel left off. In my

experience, this is not unusual. In connection with my work on the GrayCo II fund offering, I

was not asked for by the clients and did not provide the clients any legal advice, opinion,

interpretation, or analysis of the Georgia Act provisions at issue at any time through August 16,

2013.

6. In submitting this declaration, I am in no way suggesting that the GrayCo II fund

did not comply with the Georgia pension law, O.C.G.A. § 47-20-87.

[SIGNATURE PAGE FOLLOWING]
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I declare under penalty of pequry that the foregoing is true and correct. Declared and

executed this ~ ~ day of ~ 2017.

Rachel B. Cohen- Dea~to
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Before the

SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION

ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEEDING

File Na. 3-1654

the Matter of:

GRAY FINANCIAL GROUP,
INC., LAURENCE O. GRAY, and

ROBERT C. HUBBARD, IV,

Respondents.

DECLARATION OF SHANNON M. THOMPSON

I, Shannon M. Thompson, being legally fit and qualified to testify in a court of law, and

having personal knowledge of the facts contained herein, hereby declare under_penalty of perjury

that the following is true and correct:

1. I reside in New York, New York and am an associate in the New York ofFce of

Sidley Austin LLY, I work in the Investment Funds, Advisers and Derivatives practice group

and advise clients in the formation and operation of alternative investment vehicles.

2. In 2013, Twas afirst-year associate at Greenberg Traurig, LLP ("Greenberg"),

where I worked in the firm's Corporate &Securities practice group.

3. During 2013, I was asked to assist other attorneys at Greenberg in connection

with services provided to Gray &Company ("Gray") with regard to a fund named GrayCo

Alternative Partners II, LP.

1



All of my work on Thal matter was done at the direction of Gz-eenberg attorneys

Genna Garvey and Rachel Cohen-Deana.

[SIGNATURE PAGE FOLLOWING)



I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. Declared and

executed this ~- day of ~~-~~~, 20l 7.

Shannon M. Thompson
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Before the

SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION

ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEEDING

File Na. 3-16554

In the Matter of:

GRAY FINANCIAL GROUP,

INC., LAURENCE O. GRAY, and

ROBERT C. HUBBARD, IV,

Respondents.

DECLARATION OF MICHAEL R. EINIG

I, Michael R. Einig, being legally fit and qualified to testify in a court of law, and having

personal knowledge of the facts contained herein, hereby declare under penalty of perjury that

the following is true and correct:

1. I reside in Miami, Florida and am a shareholder at Greenberg Traurig LLP

("Greenberg"). I work in the Miami office's Tax practice group and did in 2012 as well.

2. The first recorded date of any work performed by me regarding the GrayCo

Alternative Partners II, LP fund ("GrayCo II") is December 6, 2012. The only time I worked on

the matter was in December 2012.

3. In my capacity as an attorney with Greenberg, I performed specified legal

services for Gray &Company ("Gray"), Lany Gray and Bob Hubbard with regard to GrayCo II.

I recall the clients had some specific areas that they wanted to be addressed, and there were some

1



areas that we also wanted to address. None of these areas -- either requested by the clients or

identified by Greenberg -- in any way concerned substantive issues related to the requirements of

O.C.G.A. § 47-20-87(c) (the "Georgia Act provisions at issue").

4. I was not asked for by the clients and did not provide to the clients any legal

advice, opinion, interpretation, or analysis of the Georgia Act provisions at issue at any time

through August 16, 2013.

5. In submitting this declaration, I am in no way suggesting that the GrayCo II fund

did not comply with the Georgia pension law, O.C.G.A. § 47-20-87.

[SIGNATURE PAGE FOLLOWING]

2



I declare under penalty of peijuiy that the foregoing; is t~~ue and correct. Declared and

executed this day of _l~r~.~~.,4~ r 2017.

J;~
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Before the

SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION

ADMINI5TRATIVE PROCEEDING
Frle No. 3-16554

In the Matter of:

GRAY FINANCIAL GROUP,
INC., LAURENCE O. GRAY, and
ROBERT C. FIUBBARD, IV,

Respondents.

DECLARATION OF LESLIE A. KLEIN

I, Leslie A. Klein, being legally fit and qualified to testify in a court of law, and having

personal knowledge of the facts contained herein, hereby declare under penalty of perjury that

the following is true and correct:

1. I reside in Scottsdale, Arizona and am a shareholder at Greenberg Traurig, LLP

("Greenberg"), where I am the Co-Chair of the firm's Global Benefits &Compensation Practice.

I worked in the firm's Benefits &Compensation Practice during 2012 and 2013 as well.

2. The first recorded date of any work performed by me regarding the GrayCo

Alternative Partners II, LP fund ("GrayCo II") is September 24, 2012.

3. I recall the clients had some specific areas that they wanted to be addressed, and

there were some areas that we also wanted to address. None of these areas -- either requested by

1



the clients or identified by Greenberg -- in any way concerned substantive issues related to the

requirements of O.C.G.A. § 47-20-87(c) {the "Georgia Act provisions at issue").

4. I was not asked for by the clients and did not provide to the clients any legal

advice, opinion, interpretation, or analysis of the Ueorgia Act provisions at issue at any time

through August 16, 2013.

5. In submitting this declaration, I an~ in no way suggesting that the GrayCo II fund

did not comply with the Georgia pension law, O.C.G.A. § 47-20-87.

[SIGNATURE PAGE FOLLOWING]

2



I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and 
correct. Declared and

~.
executed this (r-_ Jay of ~~r—~-'`~ 2017.

Leslie A. Kleiiz
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Before the

SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION

ADMIivISTRATrVE PROCEEDING

File Nn. 3-16554

In the Matter of:

GRAY FINANCIAL GROUP,
INC., LAURF.NCE U. GRAY, and

ROBERT C. HUBBARD, IV,

Respondents.

DECLARATION OF STEVEN B. LAPIDLTS

Y, Steven B. Lapidus, being legally fit and qualified to testify in a court of law, and

having personal knowledge of the facts contained herein, hereby declare under penalty of perjury

that the following is true and correct:

1. I reside in Miami, Florida and am a shareholder at Greenberg Traurig, LLI'

("Greenberg"}, where I am the former chair of the firm's Tax practice. I held this position in

2012.

2. The first recorded date of any work performed by me regarding the GrayCo

Alternative Partners 11, LP fund ("GrayCo 11") is December 6, 2012. I only worked on this matter

in December 2012.

3. In my capacity as an attorney with Greenberg, I performed specified legal

services for Uray &Company ("Gray"), Larry Gray and Bob Hubbard with regard to GrayCo II.



I recall the clients had some specific areas that they wanted to be addressed, and there were some

areas that we also wanted to address. None of these areas -- either requested by the clients or

identified by Greenberg -- in any way concerned substantive issues related to the requirements of

O.C.G.A. § 47-20-87(c} (the "Georgia Act provisions at issue")

4. I was not asked for by the clients and did not provide to the clients any legal

advice, opinion, interpretation, or analysis of the Georgia Act provisions at issue at any time

through August 16, 2013.

5. In submitting this declaration, I am in no way suggesting that the GrayCo II fund

did not comply with the Georgia pension law, O.C.G.A. § 47-20-87.

[SIGNATURE PAGE FOLLOWING]

2



I declare under penalty of pe3_jany t1~aC the foregoing is true ~lnd correct. Declared aria

execttt~d plus ~ day of 
~..f~~ 

.. ̀ '()l7.

Ster~e~i B. Lapidus
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Before the

SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION

ADNIINISTRATIV~ PROCEEDING
File No. 3-16554

In the Mater of:

GRAY FINANCIAL GROUP,
INC., LAURENCE O. GRAY, and
ROBERT C. I~UBBARD, TV,

Respondents.

DECLARATION OF WILLIAM H. MAYER

I, William H. Mayer, being legally fit and qualified to testify in a court of law, and

having personal knowledge of the facts contained herein, hereby declare under penalty of perjury

that the following is true and correct:

1. I reside in Aurara, Illinois and am a partner with Schuyler, Roche &Crisham,

P.C. where I work in the firm's employee benefits practice.

2. In 2013, I was an associate at Greenberg Traurig, LLP ("Greenberg"), where I

worked in the firm's Tax practice group.

3. The first recorded date of any work performed by me regazding the GrayCo

Alternative Partners IT, LP fund ("GrayCo II"} is January 4, 2013.

4. In my capacity as an attorney with Crreenberg, I performed specified legal

services for Gray &Company ("Gray"), Larry Gray and Bob Hubbazd with regard to a fuad of

i



funds named GrayCo Alternative Partners II, LP fund. The work I performed was done under

the direction of Greenberg attorney Richard Sirus.

I did not have a~iy direct contact with Gray, including Mr. Gray ox Mr. Hubbard,

at any tune through August 16, 2Q13.

[SIGNATURE PAGE FOLLOWING]

~a



I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. Declared and

executed this day of ~t~~iY'~ <<✓ ~ ' 2017.

~ ,
~~; ~:~- il'~ ---r
William H. Mayer
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Before the

SECURITIES AnTD EXCHANGE COMMISSION

ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEEDING

File No. 3-16554

Fn the Matter of:

GRAY FINANCIAL GROUP,

TNC., LAURENCE O. GRAY, and

ROBERT G HUBBA1tD, IV,

Respondents.

DECLARATION OF RICHARD A. SIRUS

I, Richard A. Sirus, being legally fit and qualified to testify in a court of law, and having

personal knowledge of the facts contained herein, hereby declare under penalty of perjury that

the following is true and correct:

1. I reside in Chicago, Illinois and am a shareholder at Greenberg Traurig, LLP

("Greenberg"}, where I work in the Chicago office's Tax practice. This is where I worked in

2013.

2. The first recorded date of any work performed by me regarding the GrayCo

Alternative Partners II, LP fund ("GrayCo II") is January 4, 2013.

3. In my capacity as an attorney with Greenberg, I performed specified legal

services for Gray &Company ("Gray"), Larry Gray and Bob Hubbard with regard to GrayCo II.

I recall the clients had some specific areas that they wanted to be addressed, and there were some

areas that we also wanted to address. None of these areas -- either requested by the clients or

1



identified by Greenberg -- in any way concerned substantive issues related to the requirements of

O.C.G.A. § 47-20-87(c) (the "Georgia Act provisions at issue").

4. I was not asked for by the clients and did not provide to the clients any legal

advice, opinion, interpretation, or analysis of the Georgia Act provisions at issue at any time

tlu-ough August 16, 2013.

5. Tn submitting this declaration, I am in no way suggesting that the GrayCo II fund

did not comply with the Georgia pension law, O.C.G.A. § 47-20-87.

[SIGNATURE PAGE FOLLOWING]

2
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Before the

SECURITIES AND EXC~IANGE COMMISSION

ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEEDING
1~ ile No. 3-16554

In the Matter of:

GRAY FINANCIAL GROUP,
INC., LAURENCE O. GRAY, and
ROBERT C. HUBBARD, IV,

Respondents.

DECLARATION OF SYLVIE A. DURHAM

I, Sylvie A. Durham, being legally fit and qualified to testify in a court of law, and having

personal knowledge of the facts contained herein, hereby declare under penalty of perjury that

the following is true and correct:

1. I reside in New York, New York and am a shareholder at Greenberg Traurig, LLP

("Greenberg"), where I worked in the firm's Corporate &Securities practice. I held this position

in 2012.

2. The first recorded date of any work performed by me regarding the GrayCo

Alternative Partners II, LP fund {"GrayCo II") is June 14, 2013. The only time I worked on this

matter was in June of 2013.

3. In my capacity as an attoniey with Greenberg, I performed specified legal

services for Gray &Company ("Gray"), Larry Gray and Bob Hubbard with regard to a fund of

1



funds named GrayCo Alternative Partners II, LP fund. Specifically, I spent a very limited

amount of time reviewing relevant CFTC pronouncements.

4. To the best of my knowledge, I was not asked for by the clients and did not

provide the clients any legal services for Gray at any time through August 16, 2013, nor to the

best of my knowledge, did I have any communications with Gray, Larry Gray or Bob Hubbard.

[SIGNATURE PAGE FOLLOWING]
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I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. Declar
ed and

executed tlii •~~clay of 1-.t„b~ 2017.
~---

~~
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UNITED STATES OF AMERYCA
Before the

SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION

ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEEDING
File No. 3-16554

In the Matter of:

GRAY FINANCIAL GROLTP,
INC., LAURENCE O. GRAY, and
ROBERT C. HUBBARD, IV,

Respondents.

DECLARATION OF NNEOMA A. MADUIKE

I, Nneoma A. Maduike ,being legally fit and qualified to testify in a court of law, and

having personal knowledge of the facts contained herein, hereby declare under penalty of perjury

that the following is true and correct:

1. I reside in Brooklyn, New York, and am an associate at Otterbourg, P.C., where I

work in the New York off'ice's corporate department.

2. During 2d 12 and 2013, I was a law clerk at Greenberg Traurig, LLP

("Greenberg"), where I worked in the firm's Corporate &Securities practice group.

3. The first recorded date a~ any work performed by me regarding the GrayCo

Alternative Partners II, LP fund {"GrayCo II") is September 28, 2012.

4. In my capacity as a law clerk with Greenberg, I performed specified legal services

for Gray &Company ("Gray"), Larry Gray and Bob Hubbard with regard to GrayCo II.

1





I was nat asked for by the clients and did not provide the clients any legal advice,

opinion, interpretation, or analysis of the requirements of O.C.G.A. § 47-20-87(c) at any time

through August 16, 2013.

6. In submitting this declaration, I am in no way suggesting that the GrayCo II fund

did not comply with the Georgia pension law, O.C.G.A. § 47-20-87.

[SIGNATURE PAGE FOLLOWING]

2



I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. Declared and

executed this~~day of L~W~+-d 2017.

Nneoma A. Maduike
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UNI'1'Ell S"PATES OF AMERICA
Before the

SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION

ADMINISTRATIVE PI2QC~~lliNG
Fele No. 3-16554

In the n'Iatter of:

GRAY FINANCIAL GROUP,
INC., LAUKL<'NCE O. GRAI', and
ROBERT C. HUBBARll, IV,

Respondents.

DECLARATION OF PEGGY AWTREY

I, Peggy Awtrcy, being legally fit and qualified to testify in a court of law, and having

personal knowledge of the facts contained herein, hereby declare under penalty of perjury that

the following is true and correct:

1. I reside in Phoenix, Arizona and am a paralegal at Greenberg Traurig LLP, in the

Phoenix office's Corporate &Securities practice. I served in this capacity in 2012 and 2013.

2. "I,he first recorded date of any work performed by me regarding the GrayCo

Alternative Partners II, LP fund {"GrayCo II") is October 15, 2012.

3. In my capacity as a paralegal with Greenberg, I performed specified legal services

for Gray R, Company {"Gray"), Larry Gray and Bob Hubbard with regard to a fund of funds

named the GrayCo Alternative Partners II, LP fund.

1



4. I was not asked for by the clients and did not provide to the clients any legal

advice, opinion, interpretation, or analysis of tl~e requu-ements of O.C.G.A. § 47-20-87(c) at any

time through August 16, 2013.

In submitting this declaration, I am in no way suggesting that the GrayCo II fund

did not comply with the Georgia pension law, O.C.G.A. § 47-ZO-87.

[SIGNATURE PAGE FOLLOWING]
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I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. Declared and

executed dais day of ~~ r4ur~, 2017.

Peggy A ey
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Before the

SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION

ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEEDING
File No. 3-16554

In the Matter of:

GRAY FINANCIAL GROUP,
INC., LAURENCE O. GRAY, and
ROBERT C. HUBBARD, IV,

Respondents.

DECLARATION OF CHARMAYNE H. PERDON

I, Charmaine H. Perdon, being Legally fit and qualified to testify in a court of law, and

having personal knowledge of the facts contained herein, hereby declare under penalty of perjury

that the following is tine and correct:

1. I reside ui Woodside, New York and am a paralegal at Greenberg Traurig LLP

("Greenberg"}, in the New York office's Corporate &Securities practice. I served in this

capacity in 2012 and 2013.

2. The first recorded date of any work performed by me regarding the GrayCo

Alternative Partners II, LP fund ("GrayCo II") is October 14, 2012.

3. In my capacity as a paralegal with Greenberg, I performed specified legal services

for Gray &Company ("Gray"}, Larry Gray and Bob Hubbard with regard to GrayCo II.

1



I was not asked for by the clients and did not provide to the clients any legal

advice, opinion, interpretation, or analysis of the requirements of O.C.G.A. § 47-20-87(c) at any

time through August 16, 2013.

In submitting this declaration, I am in no way suggesting tha# the GrayCo II fund

did not comply with the Georgia pension law, O.C.G.A. § 47-20-87.

[STGNAT`URE PAGE FOLLOWING]



I declare under penalty of perjury that tl~e foregoiii~ is true and correct, Declared and

executed this •_. "day of -J,c ~ _ 2017.

1.<~z~
Charrnaine H. Perdon
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UNITED STATES ~F AMERICA
Before the

SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION

ADMINISTRATIVE YROCEEDTNG
File No. 3-16554

In the Matter of:

GRAY FINANCIAL GROUP,
INC., LAIJRENCE O. GRAY, and
ROBERT C. HUBBARD, IV,

Respondents.

DECLARATION OF CATHY CLARKEN-GLEASON

I, Cathy Clarken-Gleason, being legally fit and qualified to testify in a court of law, and

having personal icnawledge of the facts contained herein, hereby declare under penalty of perjury

that the following is true and correct:

1. I reside in North Caldwell, New Jersey, and am a paralegal at Greenberg Traurig

LLP {"Greenberg"), in the New Jersey office's Corporate Banking practice. I served in this

capacity in 2012.

2. The first recorded date of airy work performed by me regarding the GrayCo

Alternative Partners II, LP fund ("GrayCo II") is October 1, ?012.

3. In my capacity as a paralegal with Greenberg, I performed specified legal services

for Gray &Company ("Gray"), Larry Gray and Bob Hubbard with regard to a fund of funds

named the GrayCo Alternative Partners II, LP field.

1



I was not asked for by the clients and did not provide the clients any legal advice,

opinion, interpretation, or analysis of the requirerr~ents of O.C.G.A. § 47-20-87(c) at any time

through August 16, 2013.

In submitting this declaration, I am in no way suggesting that the GrayCo II fund

did not comply with the Georgia pension law, O.C.G,A. § 47-20-87.

[SIGNATURE PAGE FOLLOWING]



I declare u~~der penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. Declared and

executed this ~ day oi' ;~ <.- f 2017.

Cady C~rken-Gleasail I
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Before the

SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION

ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEEDING
File 1\To. 3-16554

In the Matter of:

GRAY FINANCIAL GROUP,
INC., LAURENCE O. GRAY, and
ROBERT C. HUBBARD, IV,

Respondents.

DECLARATION OF THOMAS WEST

I, Thomas West ,being legally fit and qualified to testify in a court of la~v, and having

personal knowledge of the facts contained herein, hereby declare ~mdei• penalty of perjury that

the following is tr~ie and correct:

1. I reside in Washington, D.C. and am currently employed as an attorney at the U.S.

Treasur}~ Department.

2. During 2d 12, I was a shareholder at Greenberg Traurig, LLP {"Greenberg"),

tiuhere I worked in the firm's Tas practice group.

3. The first recorded date of any work pez•foimed by me regarding the GrayCo

Alternative Patrtners II, LP fund ("GrayCo II"} is September 23, 2012.

4. In my capacity as an attorney with Greenberg, I performed specified legal

services for Gray & Cornpany ("Gray"), Larry Gray, and Bob Hubbard with regard to the

1



GrayCo II fiord of fu~~ds. Nothing I worked on or addressed in any way concerned substantive

issues related to the requirements of O.C.G.A. § 47-20-87(c) (the "Georgia Act provisions at

issue")

In coruzection with m}r work on the GrayCo II fund offering, I did not provide the

clients any legal advice, opinion, interpretation, or analysis of the Georgia Act provisions at issue

at any time through August 16, 2013.

6. ~In submitting this declaration, I am in no way suggesting that the GrayCo II fiord

did not comply tivith the Georgia pension law, O.C.G.A. ~ ~#7-24-87.

[SIGNATURE PAGE FOLLOWING]

2



I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. Declared a d executed

#his 10th day of February 2017. /~ ~~

est
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Page 159

1 classes. Do you know what partnership was closed to

2 new investors?

3 A Underpinning this particular fund,

4 Edgewater would have been closed to new investors.

5 It had already closed at the time Fund I went

6 through, but they had an investor who was seeking to

7 reduce their overall com►nihnent and asked if we would
8 be interested in their second fund in taking on

9 another stub, if you will, of that -- of that

10 investment. So that's the one that I'm aware of that

11 was closed. Actually I believe at that point to new

12 investors, either Millennium or Third Point is not

13 accepting new dollars. I believe Third Point may be

19 it.

15 Q Was that the case at the time of this

16 meeting, November 7, 2012?

17 A I believe so, but I would have to -- again,

18 I would have to confirm. I don't have my notes. I

19 mean, I -- I remember us approaching, and again, I

2 0 don't lrnow. I want to say it's Third Point, but it's

21 one of the two, is we created Fund II saying do you

22 have room for another smaller allocation as part of

2 3 our next fund and they said as you, Gray 8t Company,

2 9 have entities that are existing investors, we think

2 5 for that size we can probably find room. But it was

Page 155

1 told to me they are closed to new investors and I

2 believe they're closed to existing investors now.

3 Q The next part of the sentence that I just
4 read, it refers to the Georgia legislature approving

5 investment in alternative asset classes. Do you know

6 what this -- this is referring to?

7 A Yes, it should be the -- the new section

8 under Georgia Code -- and I don't recall specifically

9 what it is, but it's 47, I believe, dash -- I can't

10 recall after that, but --

11 Q Okay. Do you recall what that —the

12 general requirements of that law are?

13 A I recall the segment of -- of the code that

14 required investments to be in funds that were 100

15 million in size or greater. So I know that we've

16 had, you know, a lot of discussion in creating the

17 fund about that specific line. When we decided to

18 come back with a second fund, you know, our first one

19 was just over 25 million.

2 0 Our initial discussions were to put a

21 cover. We had debated 50 million, just double the

~i 22 first one, see if we can do it. Seventy-five million

2 3 at one point. But then we spent considerable time

2 4 talking about this particular part and -- and know

2 5 that drove our decision to make the cover 100

Page 156

1 million.

2 Q Okay. Who discussed —who discussed

3 making the cover a hundred million and —and in

4 particular, who discussed the Georgia law?

5 A I remember having the discussion with Larry

6 early on in that process, but again that would have

7 been probably mid-year 2012. I mean, we -- we had to

8 wait for the final passed legislation. You know, we

9 had seen drafts up to that point or, you know,

10 whichever, the House or the Senate had approved

11 first, so we had seen that copy.

12 Q Okay.

13 A And I recall sending it to counsel and I

14 recall there being questions as to what 100 million

15 meant because it was not very clear in the guidelines

16 what they were using to determine the 100 million

17 mark; whether that was commitment size; whether that

18 was final closed number; whether that was, you know,

19 current market value; whether that included other

2 0 funds in a series, because that language was used

21 elsewhere within there. So you know, I remember

22 those discussions.

23 Q Were you provided with a legal opinion?

24 A I don't remember a formal legal opinion.

25 Q But the attorney provided you with advice

Page 157

1 on that?

2 A I remember -- and again, I don't know if it

3 was phone conversation or email, one of the two, with

4 our counsel, had said they interpreted it as --

5 again, I -- I had two different -- so we had --

6 MR. WHITLEY: Get into the -- the actual

7 legal advice at this point so maybe you should stay

8 away from that.

9 MR. ADLER: Fine.

10 MR. WHITLEY: So -- but he did receive --

11 if I might interrupt and say, he did receive advice,

12 is what you're saying. And -- and what that advice

13 was might get us into a place where we'd be on to

14 something that might be privileged. Let me say that

15 we'll examine the privilege issues and see if there's

16 away for us to assess that and -- and at some point

17 make a decision about sharing that with you.

18 MR. ADLER: Okay.

19 MR. WHITLEY: Sorry to interrupt.

20 MR. ADLER: No, it's fine. Can he identify

21 the legal counsel?

22 MR. WHITLEY: Yeah.

23 THE WITNESS: Okay. Originally it would

24 have been Seward &Kissel. Because they were counse

25 when we created Fund I. We later shifted general

40 (Pages 154 to 157)
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25

firm's counsel to Greenberg Traurig -- 1

BY MR. ADLER: 2

Q Okay. 3

A -- at which time we, you know, posed the 9

question again. 5

Q Okay. 6
BY MR. DISK[N: 7

Q Who's your contact at Seward, the 8

individual or individuals? 9

A It's been a while since we talked to them. 10

I believe her name was Alex --Alexandra -- I'm 11

sorry --Alex Segal, S-E-G-A-L. And we also, early 12

on, had worked with Rob Van Grover. 13

Q And how about at Greenberg? Same question. 19

A Predominately Genna Garver. 15

Q Okay. 16

A Although she -- she did have others engaged 17

at various points. 18

Q Okay. 19

(SEC Exhibit No. 21 was 20

referred to.) 21

MR. WHITLEY: Thank you. 22

MR. ADLER: You're welcome. 23

BY MR. ADLER: 24

Q Mr. Hubbard, I just handed you what has 25

Page 159

been previously marked as Gray Financial Exhibit 21. 1

This is a four-page exhibit. It's printed off of 2

Lexis Nexis. It's Code of Georgia Annotated and it's 3

section 47-20-87 of the Official Code of Georgia. Do 4

you recognize the law identified in this printout? 5

A Not necessarily in this format, but it 6

seems consistent with what I've seen. 7

Q Okay. If you can turn to the second page 8

of this exhibit. [finder — I guess this is under 9

subsection (C)(2) — (C)(2)c. You see that? It says l0

an alternative investment shall not exceed in any 11

case 20 percent of the aggregate amount, and then it 12

has Number 1 and —and 2 where it defines what the 13

aggregate amount -- it defines how to establish the 14

aggregate amount. Do you see that? 15

A Yes. 16

Q Okay. Did you review this around the time 17

the GrayCo Core Alts II Fund was established and 18

offered to Georgia Pension Fund investors? 19

A l believe so. I mean, I -- I remember 20

going through and discussing the -- the -- the whole 21

code. 22

Q Okay. What is the -- the cover of the 23

GrayCo Core Alts II Fund? 29

A 100 million. 25
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Q Okay'. Are the investors using the —the
cover amount of a hundred million, are any investors
exceeding 20 percent of the aggregate amount of

either of the way — in your opinion of how —how 20
percent is defined according to this exhibit?

A Using Qie cover amount, yes.

Q Did you look at it any different way, using

a different amount other than the cover amount to —
to determine whether or not any of the investors

exceeded the 20 percent?

A Again, the discussions had centered around

what the final closing amount of the fund would be.

Discussions had also included whether or not parallel

or series in the funds go against or count towards

the overall amount that is considered.

Q What do you mean by parallel or series?

A So -- and again, in -- in (C)(I) it

mentions including all parallel pools -- pools and

related investment vehicles as part of the program.

So this was Fund 1[ in that series, so we looked at,

you know, a cover of a hundred and a cover of at

final close of 26.1 million.

So whether parallel vehicles or series of

vehicles applies, it also in other areas here refers

to the issuer and the assets under management. So

Page 161

again, all ofthat was looked at as part of, you

know, what is to be judged to be the total amount of

assets when you consider somebody's, you know,

overall ownership or overall interest.

Q Can you tell me the way that —that ~~ou —

thatyou, yourself, looked at it? That what you

considered to be the aggregate amount, the

appropriate aggregate amount to use?

A I would have looked at it as final closing

vnount ofthe fund and what each underlying LP would

have represented as a percent of that total final

close amount.

Q And when is the Gnal close determined?

A It should be 18 months after the initial

close, according to the plan docmnents. So that

probably puts it into mid next year.

Q With regards to the next paragraph, which

reads each alternative investment by an eligible

large retirement system shall have previously been or

shill be concurrently made or committed to be made by

at least four other investors not affiliated with the

issuer. Is — is that — is that the case — is your

reading of this consistent --strike that.

What is your understanding as to whether or

not the number of investors in the GrayCo Core Alts

41 (Pages 158 to 161)
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m GreenbergTraurig

Brenda L. McDonald
Tel 678.553.2357
Fax 678.669.1610
mcdonaldbr@gtlaw.com

February 10, 2017

VIA FACSIMILE - 703-813-9793
AND OVERNIGHT DELIVERY

Secretary Brent J. Fields
c/o Ms. LaQuita Barnett
Senior Information Specialist
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission
100 F Street N.E.
Washington, D.C. 20549-1090

Re: In the Matter of Gray Financial Group, Inc., Laurence O. Gray, and Robert C.
Hubbard, IV; Administrative Proceeding File No. 3-16554

Dear Ms. Barnett:

Enclosed for filing with the Commission are the original and three copies of
Respondents' Response and Opposition to Division's Motion for Order Defining Extent of
Attorney-Client Waiver and Addressing Potential Disqualification of Counsel, with
accompanying Certificates of Service relating to the above-referenced proceeding.

Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any questions or concerns.

iblm
Enclosures

Very truly yours,

f--~^ ~,
Brenda L. McDonald
Legal Assistant to Terry R. Weiss

GREENBERG TRAURIG, LLP ■ATTORNEYS AT LAW ■ WWW.GTLAW.COM

Terminus 200 ■ 3333 Piedmont Road, NE ■Suite 2500 ■Atlanta, GA 30305 ■Tel 678.553.2100 ■Fax 678.553.2212




